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Abstract
This thesis gives a mean field study of the vibron model with angular momen­
tum projection. The vibron model is a relatively new, and conceptually different 
model for molecular spectroscopy because it is based on spectrum generating alge­
bras. In the applications of the vibron model, so far, dynamical symmetries have 
been emphasized, which provides elegant and compact solutions to the associated 
eigenvalue problem using the well established techniques of group theory. The al­
ternative, symmetry breaking, approach has not been investigated in any detail 
presumably because it entails numerical diagonalization. Symmetry breaking is 
sometimes required on physical grounds and often provides a more economical and 
realistic description of data. Therefore, its investigation in the vibron model in some 
depth is be desirable.
In this thesis, it is shown that using the angular momentum projected mean 
field theory, one can obtain analytic solutions for various physical quantities of 
interest in the form of a 1/N expansion. The method is first applied to diatomic 
molecules, where analytic expressions for the energies of various vibrational bands, 
as well as electromagnetic transitions among them, are derived. The 1/N expansion 
results are used in a systematic study of the symmetry breaking effects, including 
all possible one-, two-, and three-body terms in the Hamiltonian. The formalism 
is then extended to triatomic molecules, and a similar study of symmetry breaking 
effects is performed. These investigations indicate that symmetry breaking leads to 
a more economical and physically more appealing description of molecular spectra, 
especially with regard to the moment of inertia of vibrational bands. The results 
obtained here clearly show the allowed ranges of parameters in a general vibron 
model Hamiltonian that are consistent with data, and will be very useful in more 
detailed numerical studies of molecules within the vibron model.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Algebraic techniques, and especially spectrum generating algebras (SGA), have 
been playing an increasingly important role in treatment of various quantum me­
chanical systems. The interacting boson model (IBM) [1], in particular, has made 
a large impact in nuclear structure studies during the last two decades. The vibron 
model, proposed by Iachello in 1981 [2], provides a similar algebraic framework for 
treating problems in molecular spectroscopy (see [3] for a comprehensive review). 
It has been especially useful in describing complex spectra of polyatomic molecules 
where traditional methods based on solving the Schrödinger equation in the coordi­
nate space run into difficulties. The algebraic techniques developed in the nuclear 
case can be readily transported to the vibron model and they could also lead to a 
simpler description of spectroscopic data in molecules.
Group theory plays a central role in algebraic model building (see [4] for a 
pedagogical introduction). Perhaps the most useful aspect of group theory in this 
respect is the concept of dynamical symmetries. It occurs when the Hamiltonian of 
the system can be written in terms of the Casimir operators of a group chain. Since 
the Casimir operators are diagonal in the basis defined by the group chain, one only 
need to look up the literature for the eigenvalues of the Casimir operators to obtain 
an analytical expression for the energy spectrum. Group theoretical techniques 
can be further exploited to derive closed formulas for electromagnetic transition 
rates among the various eigenstates. Thus, dynamical symmetries provide elegant 
and compact solutions to the Schrödinger equation (in second quantized form), 
which otherwise would require a complicated numerical treatment. Naturally, for 
a dynamical symmetry to be useful, the spectrum it generates should provide, at 
least, a zeroth order description of some experimental spectra. This is often the 
case, as one can always find dynamical symmetries that can be associated with 
typical vibrational or rotational spectra observed in nature.
Due to their phenomenological nature, dynamical symmetries can only give an
1
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approximate description of data and need to be refined for better correspondence 
with reality. This is often achieved by breaking the symmetry, that is, by including 
terms in the Hamiltonian which are not diagonal in the symmetry basis. If the 
breaking is small, its effects can be treated in perturbation theory, thus preserving 
the advantage of having analytical solutions. In general, though, this is not very 
practical, and one has to resort to numerical diagonalization. For example, most 
of the applications of the IBM to specific nuclear spectra have been done using 
numerical diagonalization. In the vibron model, an entirely different approach has 
been adapted. Namely, agreement with a given spectrum is improved by including 
higher order Casimir operators in the Hamiltonian. In this way, one preserves the 
dynamical symmetry and retains the advantage of analytical formulation. The ro- 
vibrational energy expression obtained this way is similar to a Dunham expansion 
in spirit, but with the added benefit of having eigenstates so that one can also 
calculate electromagnetic transitions. Iachello and collaborators have exploited this 
symmetry preserving approach extensively and obtained very accurate description 
of many molecular spectra [3].
The alternative symmetry breaking approach has been paid little attention in the 
past presumably because it requires numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. 
An obvious reason for this neglect is that analytical results are superior to numerical 
ones, especially for purposes of systematic investigation of Hamiltonian parameters. 
Comparing many calculated levels to an experimental spectrum is not a very efficient 
method to learn about the effect of a certain parameter in a given Hamiltonian. 
Another, and perhaps a more pertinent reason, is that the basis space for polyatomic 
molecules could be too large for diagonalization.
The angular momentum projected mean field theory provides analytic solutions 
for general Hamiltonians in the form of a 1/N expansion [5]. It avoids the prob­
lems associated with numerical diagonalization while retaining the advantages of 
analytical formulation. Thus, it could facilitate a systematic study of symmetry 
breaking effects in the vibron model. The 1/N expansion method has previously 
been applied to various nuclear structure and reaction problems (see [6] for a recent 
review), where it played a useful role both conceptually and as a computational tool. 
The purpose of this thesis is to develop the 1/N expansion formalism for the vibron 
model of diatomic and triatomic molecules. The results are used in a systematic 
study of symmetry breaking to assess whether it provides a viable alternative to the 
symmetry preserving approach.
The remainder of this introduction reviews the formalism for the vibron model 
of diatomic molecules and its extension to polyatomic molecules, with particular
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emphasis on dynamical symmetries. In the second chapter, analytic expressions are 
derived for energy levels and electromagnetic transitions in diatomic molecules via 
the l /N  expansion method. These results are used in a systematic investigation of 
symmetry breaking effects on some key spectroscopic quantities. A similar study is 
performed for triatomic. molecules in the third chapter. Finally, the summary and 
conclusions are given in the last chapter.
1.1 Vibron Model for Diatomic Molecules
The basic building blocks of the vibron model are the scalar s and vector p 
bosons. The latter represents the dipole degree of freedom in a molecular bond while 
the former is needed to generate a finite, anharmonic, spectrum. For simplicity, 
alternate notations for the boson operators will often be used, namely
b-i i =  1, 2, 3,4 => s] pm m =  0, ± 1, (1.1)
and the tensor notation
bim I =  0,m =  0;/ =  l,m  =  0, ±1 => s; pm m = 0, ±1, (1.2)
In the former notation, the boson operators satisfy the canonical commutation rules
[&»,&}] =  öij, [bi, bj\ = -  0, i , j  = 1, 2, 3, 4. (1.3)
While the creation operators bjm transform as spherical tensor operators, this is not 
true for the annihilation operators. Nevertheless, the time reversed operators, to 
be denoted by tilde, satisfy this requirement and will be used in the construction of 
physical operators
blm =  ( -1  )mbi-m- ( 1.4)
The 16 bilinear operators {b \b j , i , j  = 1, 2, 3, 4} close under the U(4) algebra 
which forms the backbone of the vibron model. In spherical tensor notation, these 
can be written as
h s = [5fs]o0) =  s+s, (1.5)
ftp =  =  - \ /3 [p fp][)0) =  Y ,P m P m i
771
(1.6)
L ß = (1.7)
D ß =  + (1.8)
A =  i ^ p - p 's ] * ,11, (1.9)
Q ß = (1.10)
(l.ii)
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The physical interpretation of these operators is as follows. The first two are the 
number operators for the s and p bosons, respectively. represents the angular 
momentum operator of the boson system. Dp and D' correspond to the coordinate 
and momentum operators, and finally QM is the quadrupole operator. Of these, 
the dipole operator DM is of particular importance as it generates a ro-vibrational 
spectrum and also it is used in the description of infrared transitions.
A scalar Hamiltonian with one- and two-body terms can be easily constructed 
from the above operators by forming scalar products. This would lead to two 
one-body terms and eight two-body terms in the Hamiltonian. However, some of 
these interactions are redundant (i.e. they can be written in terms of the others). 
Further, using the boson number conservation, hs + np = N, one can eliminate the 
hs dependent terms from the Hamiltonian. The most general Hamiltonian with one- 
and two-body interactions, and with independent parameters can be written as
II = ehp +  ofip — kD  ■ D +  k!L  • L. (1.12)
Here, e, cr, /c, and k! are parameters that are determined from data. A constant 
term is excluded from (1.12), as our main interest is in the excitation spectrum. 
There are various other forms of the vibron model Hamiltonian but they can all be 
shown to be equivalent to (1.12) up to a constant.
In general, the eigenvalue problem for the Hamiltonian (1.12) has to be solved 
numerically by diagonalizing it in an appropriate basis. There are codes that can 
do this job very efficiently [7]. However, as mentioned above, use of dynamical 
symmetries has been favored in literature over numerical diagonalization, therefore, 
this aspect of the vibron model is the focus of the following.
The U (4) algebra has two rotationally invariant subalgebra chains given by
U(4) D U(3) D 0(3) D 0(2) (/) (1.13)
[N] np L M
and
U{4) D 0(4) D 0(3) D 0(2) (II).  (1.14)
[N] Lj L M
The quantum numbers used in the classification of states are indicated below the 
groups. The dynamical symmetry for the first chain, to be called U(3), is obtained
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when K =  0 in the Hamiltonian (1.12). Note that nv and np + 3np are the linear 
and quadratic Casimir operators of the U(3) group, and L • L is that of 0(3). 
Thus the Hamiltonian consists only of the Casimir operators in the group chain 
as required for a dynamical symmetry. Here the p-boson number takes the values 
np =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  N  and for a given nv the angular momentum eigenvalues are given by 
L = np,np — 2, . . . ,  1 or 0. The spectrum generated by the U(3) symmetry is that 
of a finite anharmonic oscillator with the energy formula
Ei =  enp + cnip + n'L(L +  1). (1.15)
Since molecules behave more like rotors, it is not of much use in molecular spec­
troscopy, and it is not dwell on this symmetry further.
The second chain leads to the 0(4) dynamical symmetry. It is obtained when 
e = a =  0 in the Hamiltonian (1.12). As D ■ D + L • L is the Casimir operator of 
the 0(4) group, the resulting Hamiltonian is again written solely in terms of the 
Casimir operators in the group chain. The 0(4) quantum number takes the values 
lj =  N ,N  — 2 , . . . ,  1 or 0, and for a given u, one has L =  0,1, . . .  ,cj. The 0(4) 
symmetry generates a rotor-like spectrum with the energy eigenvalues given by the 
formula
Eji = —kcj(u + 2) +  (k +  k')L(L T 1). (1.16)
This may also be expressed in terms of the more familiar vibrational quantum 
number v through the relation
N - u j  
V  ~  2
where v =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  N/2 or (N — l)/2, N  = odd or even. This shows that the boson 
number N  is related to the maximum number of vibrational states umax by
N  =  2vmax when N = even, or N  = 2vmax + 1 when N =  odd. (1.18)
Using Eq. (1.17), the energy formula (1.16) becomes
Eu  = - k(N(N +  2) -  4 (N +  1)d +  4u2) + (k +  k!)L. (1.19)
This spectrum is similar to that of a Morse ro-vibrator commonly used in the 
analysis of molecular spectra. It is obtained from the solution of the Schrödinger 
equation using the Morse potential
V (r) =  Vo (exp[—2a(r -  r0)] -  2 exp [-a(r  -  r0) ] ) . (1.20)
Thus, the 0(4) symmetry provides the required zeroth order approximation for 
description of molecular spectra.
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In its simplest form as described above (and with a one-body dipole operator), 
the 0(4) limit corresponds to a rigid-rotor with vanishing vibrational transitions. 
This is not a very accurate representation of the data and needs to be improved. 
As noted earlier, the preferred method of refinement has been to preserve the 0(4) 
symmetry by adding higher order Casimir operators to the Hamiltonian. Since the 
extended Hamiltonian is still diagonal in the 0(4) basis, one retains the advantage 
of a closed expression for the energy eigenvalues, similar to Eq. (1.19) but with 
higher order terms. Because anharmonicity is built in the vibron model, it leads to a 
better representation of the data with fewer parameters compared to the traditional 
Dunham expansion.
The intensities of electromagnetic transitions are obtained in terms of the re­
duced matrix elements of the transition operator T
T(v ,L-> 'v \L ' )  = \{N,v',J' \ \ f\ \N,v,L)\2. (1.21)
For infrared transitions the simplest such transition operator is
f U  = d*D«\  (1.22)
where d0 is a coefficient proportional to the dipole moment of the molecule. The 
operator itself corresponds to a dipole function in configuration space. This operator 
alone does not provide a realistic description of infrared transitions. In particular, 
within the vibron model it does not allow transitions between different vibrational 
bands. As with the Hamiltonian, it may be extended to higher order terms to 
provide a more refined description
= doD^ +  di(fipDn + Dphp) +  d2(fipDp + Dph^) +  • • •. (1.23)
In this work, only the first two terms in (1.23) are calculated, which is sufficient for 
description of dipole transitions among the first few vibrational bands. It will be 
shown in the next chapter (section 2.4) that Eq. (1.23) is not adequate for transitions 
involving higher-vibrational bands, and a generalization of (1.23) to an exponential 
form given by
T «  =  d0i)„ + ck ie^  + (1.24)
is necessary [8].
For Raman transitions, one needs tensor operators of rank 0 and 2. To lowest 
order, these are given by
f 0(0) -  a0np, f^ 2) =  a2Qß, (1.25)
where the p boson number and quadrupole operators were defined in Eqs. (1.6) and
(ui).
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1.2 Extension to Polyatomic Molecules
To extend the vibron model to polyatomic molecules the boson creation and 
annihilation operators tfpi,bPi are introduced for each molecular bond p. The index 
i retains its previous range. The diatomic commutation rules (1.3) are replaced by
ibpiibl'j\ = öpp'öij, [bpi, bp'j] = [bl^b^j] = 0, i , j  = 1,2,3,4. (1.26)
Because the different types of bosons commute, the algebraic structure obtained 
is the direct sum of the algebras of each degree of freedom. The total wave func­
tion is given simply by a product of individual wave functions. In terms of group 
representations, this is denoted by the product
G = G\ <S> G2 <8> • • • Gn, (1.27)
where n is the number of bonds.
In the case of a triatomic molecule the SGA is then £/i(4) <S> U2(4), and the basis 
states have the form
(i.28)
Ni N2
where M  is a normalization, and N\ and N2 are the number of type-1 and 2 
bosons, respectively. It is assumed that N\ and N2 are separately conserved. The 
group Ui(4) <g> U2(4) is generated by the 32 operators {6^6^,z,j = 1,2,3,4} and 
{b\ib2j,i, j  = 1, 2, 3,4}. Each set can be written in tensor notation as in Eqs. (1.5)- 
(1.11), and the operators in the two sets are distinguished by by the subscript 1 
or 2. In addition, one can introduce combined groups Gi2(n) whose generators are 
given by the sums of generators in the groups in Gi(n) and G2(n). For example, 
the generators of U\2(4) are given by {blfiij + b'2ib2j,i,  j  = 1,2,3,4}.
The total Hamiltonian, which must fulfill all the constraints imposed on the 
U(4) Hamiltonian, may be written as
H = H1 + H2 + V12. (1.29)
Here H\ and H2 include only one type of bosons and are directly obtained from the 
single-bond Hamiltonian (1.12). For example, H\ is given by
H\ =  C\hp\ + cTiUpi -  K\D\ • D\ + • Li, (1.30)
with a similar expression for H2. V\2 describes the interaction between the two 
bonds. Limited to the two-body terms, it is given by
Vi2 — c r ~  ^ 12-Di ■ D 2 +  k!i 2L \  • L2 T A4A/4 -f A3M3, (1.31)
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where M3 and M4 are the Majorana operators of the combined groups U(3) and 
U(4), defined by
M3 = 2[p\p\]{l) ■ [p2p\}{l\  (1.32)
M4 =  (s\p2 ~ s\p\) ■ (p2si -  pis2) + Ms. (1.33)
Solution of the eigenvalue problem for a general Hamiltonian again requires 
numerical diagonalization, which has not been pursued in applications of the vibron 
model to triatomic molecules. Instead, dynamical symmetries of the U\{4) 0  t/2(4) 
group have been exploited. This group has a very rich structure with many possible 
subgroup chains. For a complete classification, Ref. [4] may be refered to. Only the 
two subgroup chains that are most relevant in applications to molecular spectroscopy 
are considered here. In the first case, one couples the two systems at the 0(4) level, 
which leads to the so called local-mode basis
<7i(4) 0  l/2(4) D Oi(4) 0  0 2(4) D 0 12(4) D 0 12(3) D Oi2(2), (/) (1.34)
[Ah] [N2] (u;i ,0) (u>2, 0) ( r i ,r2) L M
while in the second case, coupling is done at the U(4) level, leading to the normal­
mode basis
t/i(4)® C /2(4) D C712(4) D O 1 2 (3) 0 12(2). ( / / )  (1.35)
[Nr] [W2] [Ni +  N2 - n , n }  (n,r2)x L M
The quantum numbers associated with each group are indicated below it.
For the first chain, the values of the 0 (4) quantum numbers uj\ and uj2 are given 
as in the diatomic case. The values of (ti, t2) for a given lj\ and cj2 follow from
T\ =  uji +  — pi -  v, t2 =  p - v ,  (1.36)
where p  =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  min(cji, cj2), and v — 0 , 1 , . . . ,  p. The angular momentum values 
L contained in a representation (ti, t2) are given by
Lp =  0+ , 1“ , 2+ , . . . ,  ti, when r2 =  0,
Lp =  TgS (t2 +  1)± , . . . ,  t^, otherwise. (1-37)
Here the parity of levels are explicitly shown because, in contrast to the diatomic 
case, L is not sufficient to identify the parity of states. The symmetry Hamiltonian
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for the local basis contains the Casimir operators of the Oi(4), 02(4) and Oi2(4) 
groups, besides that of the Oi2(3). The hrst two are given just as in the diatomic 
case, and the third one follows from using the combined operators D = D\ +  D2 
and L — L\ +  L2 in the definition of the Casimir operator. Denoting the strengths 
of the three 0(4) Casimir operators by Aq, A 2 and A12, respectively, the energy 
formula in the local-mode basis is given by
Ej = Aiuj\{uj\ +  2) + A2UJ2 ( ^ 2  +  2) -f- A i2[t\{ti + 2) +  t%] + BL(L  + 1). (1.38)
Here the strengths A are related to those in Eqs. (1.30)-(1.31) by k,{ = —A* — A \2 
and k \2 — — 2Ai2. A more familiar expression is obtained by introducing the local 
vibrational quantum numbers
va = ^ { N i - u  1), vc =  i(AT2 - uj2), Vb = u>i + <j2 -  n ,  k  = r2, (1.39)
where, va and vc denote local stretching vibrations and vl£ , the doubly degenerate 
bending vibrations.
For the second chain, the C/i2(4) quantum number n is simply given by
n =  0 ,1 ,. . . ,  min(A"i, N2 ). (1-40)
The reduction from U12(A) to Oi2(4) suffers from the multiplicity problem [3], and a 
third quantum number x  is required besides the 0^(4) quantum numbers (7 1 , 7 2). 
Since the solution is rather complex, it is not discussed it here. The allowed angular 
momentum eigenvalues are as in the first chain, Eq. (1.37). Dynamical symmetry in 
the second chain is obtained when the Hamiltonian consists of the Casimir operators 
of the combined groups C/1 2 (4), Oi2(4), and Oi2(3). The first one is related to the 
Majorana operator defined in Eq. (1.33) by
C(Ul2(4)) -  N (N  + 3) -  2M4, (1.41)
where N  = Afi +  A^2 is the total vibron number. Denoting the strengths of the 
three Casimir operators by A4 , A 12 and H, respectively, the energy formula in the 
normal-mode basis is given by
Eh  — A4[(AT + 1 )n — n,2] +  Ax2 [tx(ti -(- 2) + t^\ +  BL(L  + 1). (1.42)
Again a more familiar form follows if one uses the normal vibrational numbers 
defined from
n = v2 + v3, T\ — N  2v\ - v 2 -  2u3, r2 =  k, (1.43)
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where, v\ and Vs denote the symmetric and antisymmetric stretching vibrations and 
v 2^ 5 the bending vibrations.
Most molecules are closer to the spectrum generated by the local-mode Hamil­
tonians, hence this basis provides a reasonable starting point for further refinements 
of the model. (The normal-mode basis becomes useful when the masses of the three 
atoms are comparable.) As in the case of diatomic molecules, refinements of the 
model are carried out by including higher order Casimir operators in the Hamilto­
nian, which preserves the dynamical symmetry. Many examples of this approach 
are discussed in the book by Iachello and Levine [3].
The basic formalism of the vibron model reviewed in this chapter will be useful 
in the next chapters, where the mean field theory approach to the vibron model is 
developed. It forms a reference point for various physical operators (e.g. Hamilto­
nian, transition operators). Also, the analytical formulas obtained in the dynamical 
symmetry limits provide a valuable check on the accuracy of the corresponding 1/N 
expressions. More results on the 0(4) limit is given in Appendix A. The material 
presented in the thesis is partly based on the papers [9-11].
CHAPTER 2
Diatomic Molecules
In this chapter, mean field theory with angular momentum projection is devel­
oped for the vibron model of diatomic molecules. The basic ingredients of the model 
have been outlined in the Introduction, and are not repeated here. The first section, 
introduces the formulation of the mean field theory in the intrinsic frame. In the 
second section, angular momentum projection techniques that form the essence of 
this work are reviewed, and applied in some detail to the evaluation of the ground- 
band normalization, showing how the l / N  expansion follows from the projection 
integral. The section ends with the construction of the projected vibrational states 
in the lab frame. The third section contains energy calculations for the ground 
and first two excited vibrational bands. The variation of these expressions is also 
explored. The results for the electromagnetic transitions (infrared and Raman) 
are presented in section four. Finally, application of these results to experimental 
spectra is considered in section five.
Although the main focus of this thesis is to study the symmetry breaking en­
visaged by the Hamiltonian (1.12) with one- and two-body terms, higher-order 
interactions may be useful in refinements of the model. Therefore, the effect of 
three-body terms on the spectrum will also be considered. In general, there are 
eight independent three-body terms that one can write down [12]. However most 
of these are either constant or can be absorbed into the one- and two-body parts 
of the Hamiltonian. Only three of them make genuine three-body contributions to 
the excitation spectrum, and they can be constructed from the operators in (1.11) 
as
H3 =  Ti n3p +  T2 { f i p D 2 + D2np) +  r3npL2, (2.1)
where t* are parameters that determine the strength of the interactions. The middle 
term in (2.1) has been symmetrized because the two operators do not commute and 
Hz would not be hermitian otherwise.
11
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2.1 Mean Field Theory-
Mean field techniques have been extensively used in the vibron model to discuss 
its geometrical content and to provide a link with the more conventional models 
based on geometrical variables [12-18]. A brief review is given here, to show its uses, 
as well as to point out its deficiencies, which provide the motivation for improving 
it by incorporating angular momentum projection in the formalism.
Since the number of bosons, N , is conserved in the vibron model, the variational 
state used in the mean field calculations is a projective coherent state, or in more 
descriptive terms, a simple condensate of N  intrinsic bosons. Exploiting the axial 
symmetry of diatomic molecules, one can choose the molecular axis along the z 
direction so that the variational state for the ground band of the system can be 
written as
\N,r) = (N\)~1' 2(b')N\0), 6t =  (l +  r2) - 1/V + r p J ) .  (2.2)
Here b“1 denotes the intrinsic boson operator and r is a variational parameter. The 
variable r is related to the interatomic distance in the classical limit of the vibron 
model (N —> oo), but the functional form of this relationship appears to be expo­
nential rather than linear [14,18]. For a given Hamiltonian H , r is determined from 
the energy surface
E{r)  =  (N,r\H\N,r),(2.3)
by variational procedure. For the general vibron model Hamiltonian (1.12) with 
one- and two-body interactions, the energy surface is given by
E(r)
N r2 
1 +  r 2
/  4(iV — 1) 3 + r2\
y 1 +  r 2 r 2 )
-f- 2k, <j
f (N — l) r2 
y 1 -f r2
. (2.4)
Variation of Eq. (2.4) will be discussed in the next section after it is compared with 
the projected ground-band energies.
Vibrational bands, denoted by |V, v), can be obtained from (2.2) by replacing 
the intrinsic bosons b with the orthogonal fluctuation bosons b'
I N,v)  =  [(JV -  i;)!t)!]-1/2(6t)'v- ’'(6't)’,|0), b'] -  [1 +  r 2]-1/2(rsf -  ), (2.5)
where v is the vibrational quantum number. These bands are orthogonal by con­
struction, that is (N,v\N,vf) = Svy .  Energy expressions for the vibrational bands 
follow from the expectation value of H  in the states (2.5)
Ev = {N,v\H\N,v). (2.6)
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Note that r is already fixed from the ground band, therefore it does not appear in 
the vibrational energies as a variable. Thus variation of the energy surface (2.3), in 
effect, determines the whole spectrum. The vibrational band excitation energies for 
the Hamiltonian (1.12) are obtained by subtracting the ground energy (2.4) from 
(2.6), and given by
Ev — Eo = v( l  4- r 2) 2 2k (N  —  v) (Sr2 — (1 — r 2)2) + o(2N(2 — r2)r2
+u(r4 —  4r2 +  1)) + (2k, +  2k! + e)(l —  r 4) . (2.7)
One can also use the states (2.5) to discuss electromagnetic transitions among 
vibrational bands. For the lowest order dipole operator in (1.23), the only non-zero 
matrix elements are between the states v and v' =  t>, v =t 1
(N,v\D0\N,v) = (N — 2v)2r/ (1 +  r 2), (2.8)
(N, v\D0\N, v +  1) =  [(N — v)(v +  l)]1/2(/'2 -  1)/(1 +  r 2). (2.9)
Note that Eq. (2.9) vanishes in the 0(4) limit (r — 1) but not in general. This 
provides a first glimpse of how breaking of the 0(4) symmetry may lead to an 
improved agreement with data.
2.2 Angular Momentum Projection
Because the condensate states (2.5) break the rotational invariance, matrix ele­
ments obtained in the intrinsic frame are correct to leading order in l / N  [5]. Hence 
the mean field theory provides only an approximate solution, suitable for a qual­
itative description of spectroscopic quantities. For comparison with experimental 
data, one needs more accurate results, which can be achieved by performing angu­
lar momentum projection before variation. Since variation after projection (VAP) 
with a complete set of states is equivalent to solving the Schrödinger equation, this 
approach can provide analytical solutions for general vibron model Hamiltonians. 
Such a program has been carried out in the IBM [5] and was shown to lead to a 
1/JV expansion for all matrix elements.
Angular momentum projection from a general intrinsic state is rather compli­
cated and usually requires a large numerical effort [19]. The situation is consid­
erably simplified if the system has axial symmetry. Then the intrinsic states have 
well-defined quantum numbers K  for projection on to the body-fixed axis, and the 
expectation value of a Hamiltonian in an intrinsic state 4>k is given by
E(L) = ( 2.10)
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where P ^ k ls the projection operator defined as [20]
P m k  =  g?r2 J  D ^ K ( D ) R ( Q ) d D .  (2.11)
In (2.11), R(Q) is the rotation operator which rotates the system through the three 
Euler angles (a,/? ,7), collectively denoted by 12, and D ^ 4 K  is a Wigner D-function. 
Note that in Eq. (2.10), the expectation value is divided by the normalization be­
cause, contrary to (2.3), the projected states are not normalized. Since all the 
intrinsic states (2.5) have K  = 0, the a and 7 integrals in Eq. (2.11) simply give 2n 
each, and the projection operator takes a particularly simple form
Poo = 2L0+ 1 /  dßsmßPL(cos ß)e~lßLy. (2.12)2 Jo
Here Z)q0*(12) =  Pl (cos ß) is used, which is a Legendre function, and Ly is the y 
component of the angular momentum operator L.
2.2.1 Normalization Integral
As an illustration of how the 1/N expansion follows from angular momentum 
projection, the normalization Af(N, L ) for the condensate (2.2)is evaluated in some 
detail. As will be seen later, all the matrix elements can be reduced to expres­
sions containing J\f(N,L), therefore their accuracy depends directly on how accu­
rately Af{N, L ) is evaluated. Besides the key role it plays in the formulation of the 
method, Af(N, L ) also serves as a simple example to demonstrate the boson calculus 
and angular momentum algebra techniques, which are extensively used in the 1/N 
expansion calculations.
The spherical tensor notation for the boson operators introduced in Eq. (1.2) 
provides a more compact representation of the intrinsic boson operator (2.2), given 
by
(213)
l
where the normalized mean fields Xo and x\ are related to that of r in (2.2) by
Xo = 1/(1 + r 2)1/2, x\ =  r / ( l  + r 2)1/2. (2-14)
Besides being compact, this notation is sometimes more advantageous in handling 
complex angular momentum algebra operations. Thus, in the following, either no­
tation for the intrinsic boson operators will be used, depending on their suitability. 
From Eq. (2.12), Af(N,L) is defined as
Af(N,L) = (7V,r|P0L0|JV,r>,
=  -L t d  Jo d ß sm ß P L(cosß){0\bNe~lßL'l(bt)N\0). (2.15)
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The first step is to apply rotation operator to the condensate. Writing the con­
densate explicitly as a product and inserting the identity operator /  =  e~l '^Lyelf3Ly 
in between each product, it is clear that rotating the condensate is equivalent to a 
condensate of rotated intrinsic bosons b^R defined as
b]R = e~ißL' 6* eißL>. (2.16)
Using the well-known formula for the rotation of spherical tensors [20], we obtain 
from (2.16)
bR = (1 +  r2)~1/2(st + r Y Jdlm0(ß)pln), (2.17)
m
where 0 is a Wigner d-function. The next step is to evaluate the matrix element 
in Eq. (2.15). The standard technique is to commute all the annihilation operators 
to the right, which could be cumbersome especially in cases involving many different 
(but not commuting) boson operators. Schwinger’s boson calculus [21], where one 
replaces the annihilation operators by differentials acting on the creation operators 
(or vice-versa), offers a much simpler method for this purpose. Thus the matrix 
element in (2.15) can be written as
<0! bN(b^)N\0) =  (0|(ö/ö6, )Ar(6jj)JV|0) =  M(0\(db]R/db')N\0). (2.18)
The last derivative corresponds to a simple contraction of two boson operators, e.g., 
for b =  Xibi, b' =  ^  x'6j, it is given by
(0|66'+|0) =  (Q\db*/dtf\Q) = (0\^2xiXj(db]/db\)\0) = ^ x&'jSij = (2.19)
ij ij i
Using this result in Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18), the matrix element may be written
< 0 |& > J j) '»  =  N\ 1 + r 2 cos ß' 
1 + r 2
= N\[Z{ß)\ ( 2 .20)
Substituting Eq. (2.20) in (2.15), yields the following integral for the normalization
A7(1V,L) =  T ± 1  r  dßsin(2.21)
2 Jo
After the transformation z = cos/l, the integral in (2.21) takes the form
or I i r i
M {N ’L) =  2(1 + r2)N L  dZ Pl{z)[1 + rh ]N • (2'22)
Eqs. (2.21-2.22) are the key integrals that control the accuracy of the l / N  ex­
pansion formulas. In the original papers where the l / N  expansion formalism was 
developed for the IBM [5], a Gaussian approximation was used for the corresponding
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[Z]N, which limited the accuracy of the formulas to order 1 /TV. Later, by exploiting 
the symmetries of the boson system [6], it was evaluated to higher orders in 1/N. 
While the integral in (2.22) looks deceptively simple, it is not available in standard 
tables, and only recently has it been evaluated in closed form in terms of the hy­
pergeometric function 2F\ [22]. (In Appendix B, another evaluation, based on the 
improvement of the Gaussian approximation, is given. The reason being that this 
method can be generalized to polyatomic case while the others cannot.) Ref. [22] 
contains details of the direct integration and only the final result here is quoted here
^  ___  . ^ 2  \  N + l
1 +  r4
2Fl ( -L ,  L + 1; N  +  2; (1 +  r2)/2 r2)
L +  1; N  + 2; (-1  +  r 2)/2 r2) l . (2.23)
Here the first term arises from the integral range [1,0] and the second one from 
[0,-1]. For identical parity boson systems, the second term would be equal to 
the hrst one, leading to a factor of 2. For the mixed parity sp-boson system, the 
second term is clearly much smaller than the first one, suppressed by the exponential 
factor in front. In fact, it vanishes in the 0(4) limit when r — 1, and it is completely 
negligible for realistic breaking of the 0(4) limit when r is near 1 (in a typical case 
with r = 1.2, N  = 40, the suppression factor is 10~30). Therefore, in the following, 
the contributions from the second term are ignored to simplify the expressions.
To make further progress, hrst note that the quantity “a” dehned as
a =  2r2/ (1 + r 2), (2.24)
provides a more convenient parametrization for Af(N,L).  Since the mapping is 
one-to-one ([0,oo] is mapped onto [0,2]) and monotonous, it will have no effect on 
the variational problem. This choice for “a” is preferred over its inverse, because 
physically it corresponds to the “average angular momentum squared” carried by 
an intrinsic boson. To bring Af(N, L ) into a standard form, the hypergeometric 
function in (2.23) is written explicitly as
2-Fi (—Z/, L + 1; ./V +  2; x) — 1
L L(L -  2) 2
~ N + 2X +  2(N + 2)(N + 3)X
L(L — 2)(L — 6) 3
3!(7V +  2)(JV +  3){N + 4)X + " (2.25)
Here the bar denotes the angular momentum eigenvalues, L =  L(L +  1). Since 
projection involves L rather than L, this compact notation is used throughout the 
paper. Expanding Eq. (2.25) in 1/N and L, hnally yields the desired 1/N expansion
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for the normalization
Af(N, L)
2L + 1 
aN
1
3\(aN)3
1 ~ J v  (L +  “) + 2 WfT  + (6a “  2“2)
+ (18a -  8)L2 +  (42a2 -  36a +  12)L + 6a3) +  ...] (2.26)
Note that the expansion is in fact in the product a N , which corresponds to the 
“average angular momentum squared” of the condensate [23]. While it may seem 
more appealing to use Lc =  aN  rather than N  itself as the expansion parameter, 
this is not done because N  is a fixed number whereas “a” is a variational parameter 
dependent on the choice of the Hamiltonian.
For future notational convenience, a reduced normalization function F(N, L) = 
N (N ,  L)/(2L + 1) is introduced, and Eq. (2.26) rewritten in a compact form
F(N,L) ( - 1)"
n\(aN)n E  anmLm.m= 0
(2.27)
As is seen from Eq. (2.26), the coefficients anm are polynomials in “a”. A complete 
list to order 1/N6 is given in below in a layer format. Layers are defined such that 
anm with n — m  +  1 =  k belongs to the /c’th layer, that is ann forms the first layer, 
«nn_i second, etc. The significance of the concept of layers will become apparent 
in the next section where matrix elements are evaluated using the 1/iV expansion
1st layer 
2nd layer
3rd layer
4th layer
5th layer 
6th layer
® n n  l j
q;io — n, cn 2i — 6 u — 2 , 0 3 2  — 18a. — 8 ,
« 4 3  =  20(2a — 1), 0:54 =  75a — 40, « 6 5  — 14(9a — 5),
c*2o = 2a2, c*3i =  6(7a2 — 6 a + 2), « 4 2  =  4(75a2 — 80a +  27),
a 5s =  4(325a2 -  375a + 127), a 64 -  28(150a2 -  180a +  61),
« 3 0  =  6 a3, «41  =  24(15a3 — 25a2 + 20a — 6 ),
« 5 2  =  4(1350a3 -  2600a2 +  2025a -  576),
« 6 3  =  24(1750a3 -  3500a2 + 2667a -  731),
« 4 0  = 24a4, « 5 1  = 120(31a4 -  90a3 + 130a2 -  90a +  24),
« 6 2  =  24(4515a4 -  14000a3 +  18900a2 -  12096a +  3000),
« 5 0  — 1 2 0 a5,
«ei -  720(63a5 -  301a4 + 700a3 -  840a2 +  504a -  120). (2.28)
Finally, note that the second term in Eq. (2.23) leads to an identical expansion in 
1/N  and L. Thus, should the need arise, it could be easily included in the final 
result by modifying the coefficients anm.
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2.2.2 Construction of Projected States
The condensate (2.2), with the VAP procedure, provides an exact description 
of the ground-band (y — 0) states. The same thing is not true for the vibrational 
bands (2.5) defined in the intrinsic frame. First, although they are orthogonal by 
construction, this property is lost after angular momentum projection. Secondly, 
comparison with the exact form of the states in the 0(4) limit (see Eq. (A.7) in 
Appendix A) shows that there are extra pieces involved. The 0(4) limit is used as 
a guide in constructing a new set of vibrational states in the intrinsic frame, which 
remain orthogonal after projection. Inspecting the 0(4) intrinsic states in Eq. (A.7) 
suggests the form
N - 2 |o>,\N,v = 1) =  [(N -  1)!]-1/2 [M* +  uM (*>*)
\N,v = 2) = [2!(JV -  2)!]-1/2 [(6f) W  -  2b b W p t f - i  +  ^CPiPh)2] (&f)iN- 4|0>.
(2.29)
Only the first two vibrational bands are considered in this work, but it should be 
obvious from these examples how to construct intrinsic states for higher vibrational 
bands. In Eq. (2.29), the coefficients f  are determined from orthogonality conditions 
with the lower vibrational bands. For example, orthogonality of the v = 0 and v = 1 
bands requires
{N,v = 1|P0l0|1V,d =  0) = 0. (2.30)
To evaluate this matrix element, one needs the following boson operator derivatives, 
which will recur throughout the excited band calculations
dfct
db*
.0p±i.
IV m 0 0 10
= ^S|iJ<40(/5),
lm
(
\ d v t )  ’
-  Y(ß)
=
IV m  Cföl0
= '52x?4no(ßt
= Z ’(ß)
Im ü ö l ± \
(2.31)
(2.32)
(2.33)
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Here, x\ denote the mean fields orthogonal to x\. Using these derivatives, the 
intrinsic m atrix element in Eq. (2.30) can be expressed as
(N, v = l \e - if>i*\N,v =  0) = V N  \Y{ß)ZN- \ ß ) + i lx\d\o(0)d1_w(ß)ZN- \ ß ) \  ,
(2.34)
which translates to the condition
[  dßsinßd%0\[Z(ß)]N V(1 -  d£0) +  £i[Z{ß)]N lr2d\0d1_] 
Jo 1
=  0, (2.35)
where Z(ß)  is defined in Eq. (2.20). Using Eq. (D .l), one can couple the various 
d-functions in (2.35), to a single function dJm. The resulting ß  integral has the 
same form as the normalization integral in (2.21), hence the condition (2.35) can 
be w ritten as
r 1
E E(-1)'F(Ar -  !. J )  +  h r  E(n 1 -  l|i0><1010|i0)F(N -  2, J)
J Li= 0 l
(L010\J0}2 = 0. 
(2.36)
Appendix D contains the bais for evaluation of the angular momentum sums over the 
Clebsch-Gordan (C-G) coefficients in Eq. (2.36). Both these sums and the division 
in (2.36) can be carried out most efficiently using the M athem atica software [24]. 
The resulting expression for to order 1 /N5 is given by
,  /2  - a \ 1 /2r 2 ( 1 - a )  „  / 2  —a ' m
771=0 a N
L
(ciN)
2(1 -  a)
7 - 5 a  3(2 — a) (6 — 5a)
' +  aN  + ( )2
176 -  336a +  201a2 - 3 7 a 3l
L2
{aN)3
i 3
{aN)3
3 ( 1 2 - 24a +  11a2)
aN
2 ( 2 - a )
{aN)-
(1 — a) 1 +
(a lv U 1 _  “U  + aN
_ ( ^ ( 1 " a ) }-
where r = [a /(2 — a)]1(/2 from Eq. (2.24) has been substituted.
Orthogonality of the v = 2 band to the v = 0 and 1 bands requires
(TV, v = 2|P0o|TV, v  =  0) =  0, (TV, =  2|P0L0|TV, =  1) =  0.
(2.37)
(2.38)
Following steps similar to above, the two conditions in (2.38) can be converted to 
two linear equations in the unknowns £2 and '^2. The first condition is
4 r
(TV, u =  2|P0o|TV, u =  0) EE 2(2«5,o -  35,i +  5,2)F(TV -  2, J )
J 1=0 ^
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+^2^(^o — — fa  + -S l3)F(N — 3, J)
-  j S l2 +  ^ S u ) F ( N  -  4, J) (L0/0| JO)2 -  0, (2.39)
and the second is
(N,v  = 2\Pq0\N ,v = 1) = E E
J 1=0
(JV -l)r 6930(1 +  r2) ((3r2 -  1)5,0 + 3(1 +  r2)6j1 -  25, 2) F ( N - 2, J) 
+4158(JV—2)r2 (55,0 -  95,1 + 55,2 -  5,3) F ( N - 3, J)
+693&r(l +  r2) (5(2 -  r 2)5,0 -  95,1 -  5(2 -  r2)5,2 + SJ3) F ( N - 3, J) 
+594&(JV-3)r (-76 ,0 + 75,1 + , 2 -  76J3 +  , 4) )
-7 9 2 £ r2(l + r 2) (76J0 -  105,2 + 35,4) F(JV-4, J)
+66£,(lV-4)r4(215,o -  95,1 -  305, 2 +  145,3 +  95,4 -  56J3)F (N -5 ,  J)
+ 6  6930(1 + r2)2 ( - 6 jo + 6J2) F ( N - 2, J)
+2772(Ar—2)r2(l +  r 2) (56 J0 -  35,1 -  55J2 +  35,3) 3,
+594(N—2)(N—3)r4 (-7 5 ,0 +  75,i +  55,2 -  75,3 +  25,4) F(JV-4, J) 
+693$2r(l +  r2)2 (105,0 -  65,! +  55,2 -  95,3) F(JV-3, J)
— 198£2(]V—3)r3(l + r2) (75,0 +  215,! -  255,2 -  215,3 +  185,4)
x F ( N —4, J)
+66£2(1V—3)(Ar-4 ) r5 (215,0 -  95,1 -  305,2 + 145,3 + 95,4 -  55,5) 
x F ( N - 5 ,  J)
+396?'r2(l +  r2)2 (-145,0 +  55,2 + 95,4) 4, J)
+264g,(A4)r4(l +  r 2) (95,1 -  145,3 +  55,5) F (N -5 ,  J)
+18&(N-4)(N-5)r6 (-335,o +  555,2 -  275,4 +  55,6) F(JV -6 , J) )  
x (lo;o|jo )2
= 0. (2.40)
These, in turn, can be solved for each power of L and 1 /N,  leading to the expressions 
(to order 1/JV4)
2(1 — a) ^  /4  — a
aN m= 0 aN
L
JaN)'
■2(1 — a) (1 +
11 - 5 a  3(34 -  32a +  7a2)
aN + (aN)-
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L2
(aN)3
( l - a ) 1 +
aN.
4(1 ~ Q)
aN
- a )  (1 +
11 — 5a 
aN
3(4 — a) (8 — 5a) I 
+  (aN)2 .
L 2
(aN)3
2(1 -  a)
2 +  6a' 
aN .
(2.41)
The 0(4) limit (r =  a =  1), provides a useful check against any errors in the 
calculations. For a = 1, all the coefficients £ in Eqs. (2.37) and (2.41) reduce to 1 
in agreement with the group theoretical result given in Eq. (A.7).
As in the case of the ground band, the vibrational intrinsic states (2.29) need to 
be normalized in the lab frame. The normalization for the state | TV, v) is dehned as
Af (N,v ,L)  = ( N , v \Pq0\N, v). (2.42)
Evaluation of these m atrix elements is similar to the cases discussed above but they 
are much longer due to the extra terms (e.g., for v = 1, there are 7 distinct term s in 
the normalization). Therefore, only some of the steps are given below for the v = 1 
band
M(AT,L) =  (N,v  =  1|F0q|W, n =  1),
2L +  1 />7r
=  2(N — 1)! Jo ^ sin^ ( cos^)
x(0|(66' +  £ipip_i)fc:V""2(6{;6ß +  6P ifiP -1fi)(frfl)'V~2|0). (2.43)
To evaluate the intrinsic m atrix element, one needs the following derivatives
~  Xld'±lQ:
(db'R \
W ± J
(  dbR \
U i J
=  x 'ld
=  Xl dnOil 5
dp±1 R
dh/f
9p±i r
= x\d]Oil)
dp^
dp
= d\ilil>
il
ilÄ
i
= dlT lil '
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Using these derivatives, the three overlaps in the intrinsic m atrix element can be 
evaluated as
<0| 6w- 16'(6k)w_16ÄI0)
= ( N -  1)! [Z'(/3)[Z(/3)],V- 1 1 (2.44)
<0|ftA,- 2piP-i(6jl)w- 16Ä|0)
=  (N  -  1)! [2 x 1x[d1_10d\0[Z(ß)]N- 2 +  2)xldl_10d\0Y(ß)[Z(ß)]N- 3p A 5 )
=  (N -  2)! [ ( d ^ d U  +
+ ( i V  — 2 ) * 1( d _ 10d 0_ j d 11 +  d - i o ^ o i ^ i - i  4" ^ 1 0 ^ 0 - 1 ^ - 1 1  4" ^ 1 0 ^ 0 1 ^ - 1 - 1 )
x [Z ( / ? ) ] w - 3
- S ' ! ......................  .. .1
(2.46)— — - 7T“ — — V 4
Substituting these in the original expression and using the norm integral from (2.21), 
gives
t f i (N ,L )  =  (JV — 1)! 4- (2 — a)Sn)F(N — 1,4)
/ 1=0^Z
+  h iV  -  1)(2 -  a)a(2<5,0 -  3Sn + 5n )F(N -  2 ,1)
+ jj€ i(2  -  a)r (Sl0- 5 l2) F ( N - 2 J )
- ( i V  -  2)a(—5<5,o +  35a + 5<5,2 -  36a )F(N  -  3 ,1)
+ «
1
^(25,o 4- Sn)F(N — 2 ,1)N  -  1
4-l(JV -  2)a(—<5/i +  Si3)F(N — 3 ,1)
5
+  2lÖ(iV ~  2)(iV _  3)a2(7,5'0 _  10,5i2 +  ~  4> )
(L0/0 |/0)2. (2.47)
The resulting normalizations have exactly the same form of expansion as Eq. (2.27) 
but the coefficients anm have different values. The exception is the first layer coef­
ficients which remain the same, i.e., ann =  1. For the v = 1 band, the second and 
th ird  layer coefficients are given by
2nd layer : quo =  2a — 4, Q21 =  8a — 14, Q32 =  21a — 32,
Q43 =  44a — 60, Q54 =  20(4a — 5), Q65 =  132a — 154,
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3rd layer : «20 = 6(a2 — 4a + 4), «31 =  18(5a2 — 17a + 14),
a42 = 4(114a2 -  352a + 263), a 53 =  4(470a2 -  1330a + 907),
a 64 =  4(1200a2 -  3090a + 1957). (2.48)
For the v = 2 band, the second and third layer coefficients to power 1/7V4 are
2nd layer : oqo = 3a — 8, «21 = 2(5a — 13),
r^ 32 — 8(3a — 7), Q43 =  4(12a — 25),
3rd layer : a 2o = 2(5a2 — 32a +  48), «31 = 6(23a2 — 108a +  130),
a 42 =  4(153a2 -  672a + 739). (2.49)
2.3 Energies
Molecular energy levels are very accurately measured, and to match that accu­
racy in calculations, one needs to develop the 1/N  expansion to fairly high orders. 
While this is not a serious problem owing to the recent developments in computer 
algebra, one would still like to avoid unwieldy expressions which have little informa­
tion content. This section first shows how the layer structure in the 1/N  expansion 
fuffills this role by tailoring the expressions to the required accuracy with maximum 
efficiency in algebraic manipulations. The following subsections derive energy for­
mulas for the ground band and discuss the ensuing variational problem. Energy 
formulas for the first two vibrational bands are presented at the end.
2.3.1 General Form
The general form of the 1/N  expansion for energy levels has been conjectured in 
previous work [5] but not proven explicitly. Here the layer structure inherent in the 
1/N  expansion is demonstrated with an explicit calculation of one-body energies. 
The expectation value of a general one-body operator fii = b\mbimi with angular 
momentum projection, is given by
{hi)L = {N, r\hiPg0\N, r)/A (2.50)
where J\f(N, L ) is the normalization. Following steps similar to Section 2.3 and 
introducing F(N,L)  from Eq. (2.27), this can be written as
(«!)l =  2N\F(N L) I d0 sin0 dM(^)(°l6JVft,(6k)N|O>> (2'51)
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The matrix element in (2.51) can be evaluated using boson calculus (derivatives of 
hi, as well as all all other operators that are used in this thesis, are collected in 
Appendix E)
/  O D  \  N ~ 1 O O
( o r n ^ n o  =  m N [^< 0 | ^ ^ | 0 > ,  
=  MN{  (2.52)
where Z(ß)  is defined in Eq. (2.20) and xi denotes the normalized mean helds 
introduced in Eq. (2.14). Because it offers a more compact notation, it is preferable 
to use X\ over r in intermediate steps. In final results both will be substituted 
by a, i.e. a = 2x\. Substituting (2.52) in (2.51) and coupling the d-functions via 
Eq. (D.l) to a single dJm, gives an integral which is of the same form as in Eq. (2.21) 
but with N  — 1 bosons. Thus can be written in the form
(ni)L =  E(L010\ -  1, (2.53)
(Note that the inverse normalization factor 1/F(N,  L) will often be dropped when 
intermediate steps in the calculations are given.)
Eq. (2.53) provides a typical example for the conjecture made in Section 2.3, 
namely, all the matrix elements can be reduced to algebraic expressions containing 
the normalization function. Since the algebraic manipulations required in Eq. (2.53) 
can be easily performed using computer algebra to any desired order in l / N,  the 
knowledge of F ( N , L) is seen to be the only factor that could limit its accuracy.
Again, the angular momentum sums (Appendix D) and the division in Eq. (2.53) 
can be carried out most efficiently using Mathematica. In order to demonstrate 
the layer structure and expose its connection with the layers in the normalization, 
Eq. (2.27) is use in the evaluation of Eq. (2.53) (without substituting the coefficients 
anrn except ann = 1). The hnal result, complete to the order 1/A”4, reads
('u/)l — Nxf  1 1 +  (a — f) +  2(aNY  (^a2 ~~ ^ — a ~^  ^ ) a io +  ^ 21^
6a3 — 18la2 + 9P a  — P -f 3(—4a2 — 4la T P —  2(a + pcqojaqo3\(aNy
+3/(3a + <^10 )^21  — P^ 3 2  T 3(2a + l ) a 20 — ^ 31J
+ 1 (24a4 -  96/a3 + 72Pa2 -  16Pa + -  24(a +
— 12(4 a 2 +  4 la — P ) a 20 — 4(18a3 +  18la2 — 9 P a  +  P)oqo 
+12(6ra2 +  Slaaio +  Iq^q)ch2i — 4(4Pa +  P <^10)^32 T  P 0/43
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+6(10a2 4- 4la — /2 -j- (6a 4- 4/)cqo — /^2i)^2o 
—4(4ffi 4- laio)oisi 4- P042 — 4(3a 4- /)rr30 4" /A41
—- ( -72a3 4- 216/a2 + 4Z(—27Z + 16)a + 12/3 -  20P +  16/ 4\{aN)2 V
—24(3a + 1)ol\o 4- 4(-24a2 + 12a/“-  3P 4- 4l)a10 
4-6(10a2 4~ 10/a — P 4- (6a 4- 8/)cqo — /c^2i)^2i 
—4/(16a 4- f 4- 4q:io)<^ 32 +  I{91 — 4)a;43
Although Eq. (2.54) is derived for the one-body terms in the Hamiltonian, the 
same structure (i.e., the N  and L dependence, and the distribution of layers in 
&nm) persists also in the case of higher order interactions. In order to facilitate 
the discussion of various terms in the expansion, a generic form for the expectation
where the expansion coefficients Onm are functions of anm and the mean field a 
as in Eq. (2.54). Note that due to cancellations between the numerator and the 
denominator, the L /N  dependence in the normalization function has become L /N 2 
in (2.55). This is essential for the convergence of the series, as otherwise matrix 
elements for L = N  would become a power series in N  and diverge. The k 4-1 terms 
in the expansion which have n 4- m = k constant are referred to as the fc’th layer. 
The N  and L dependence of the fc’th layer is the same as the k 'th power of the first 
layer. Thus one can consider the double expansion 1/N  and L as a single expansion 
in layers. Below the significance of each layer is discussed in turn.
Oth layer (Ooo): The leading term in (2.54) is the same as the mean field result 
in (2.4), which establishes the validity of the mean field theory at the limit of large 
N (N —> 00). Naturally, Ooo is independent of projection.
1st layer (O01, O10): The first one gives the 1/N  correction to the ground energy 
and the second, the leading contribution to the moment of inertia. If the rotational 
band in question is measured only to low-spins (L < 10), the knowledge of the
(2.54)
value of a z -^body scalar operator O is introduced
(2.55)
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first layer terms is quite sufficient for its description. Note that there is no anm 
dependence in the first layer but that is because ann = 1 has been used. Otherwise 
there would be ann dependence in the first layer.
2nd layer (O02, On, O20)' These terms represent, respectively, the l /N 2 correc­
tion to the ground energy, 1/N  correction to the moment of inertia, and the leading 
order contribution to the deviation from rigid rotor behaviour. If a rotational band 
is known to spins 10 < L < 20, this last term, which is a measure of the softness of 
a rotor, is essential in its description. Terms in the second layer seen to depend on 
a nn_i, that is, the second layer coefficients in the normalization (see Appendix A), 
but no higher.
3rd layer (O03, O12, O21, O30): The first three represent the higher order correc­
tions to the second layer terms. The last one is a correction to the softness parameter 
which is important in description of high-spin states (L > 20). Eq. (2.54) contains 
only the Oo2,On terms from the third layer, which are seen to depend on otnn- 1 
and ann- 2, he., up to the third layer coefficient in the normalization.
In addition, Eq. (2.54) contains the O04 term from the fourth layer, which de­
pends on anm up to the fourth layer. The connection between the layers in the 
normalization and the matrix elements should be clear from the above discussion: 
In order to calculate the matrix elements up to the /c’th layer, one needs to know 
the coefficients <anm up to that layer (to order l / N 2k). This is very useful in higher 
order calculations as it restricts the number of terms needed in the normalization, 
excluding those which are most complex. Another computational advantage in using 
layers is that the length of terms Onm increases exponentially with m, and terminat­
ing the series in m earlier reduces the amount of algebra enormously. For example, 
in Eq. (2.54), terms to the second layer take only a few lines, and the bulk of the 
expression is occupied by the O03, O12 terms from the third layer and O04 from 
the fourth layer. When one fits a rotational band with the form Co + C\L +  C2L2, 
the coefficient Co is determined most accurately and the others are increasingly less 
so. In a second layer calculation, Co, C\ and C2 are evaluated to order l / N 2, l /N,  
and 1, respectively, which meets this hierarchical requirement in accuracy perfectly. 
From a practical point of view, the accuracy offered by the higher order terms is 
never required. Thus on both physical and computational grounds, use of layers 
is a more sensible approach than a complete calculation to a given order in 1/N.  
Further utility of the layer approach will be seen later when the variational problem 
is discussed.
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2.3.2 Ground Band
Rotational bands in diatomic molecules are measured up to quite high spins 
(L >  20), which necessitates calculation of the expectation value of the Hamiltonian 
to the third layer. As the complexity of calculations increases substantially with 
the order of the interaction, the one- two- and three-body terms in Eqs. (1.12) and 
(2.1) are considered separately, in tha t order. The expectation value of L • L gives 
L = L(L  +  1) as expected from rotational invariance. Since it doesn’t  play any role 
in the dynamics of the system, it is not considered further in this section.
The expectation value for a general one-body operator has already been dis­
cussed in detail in the last subsection. Here the result for hp is presented, extended 
to the third layer
(nv)L = ^ r {  1
2 — a
aN
L
(aN)2
L2
(2 - a )
(2 — a )( l — a)
, . n/1 v /  1 3 - 2 a
1 T  2(1 — a) ( —— T
v J\ a N  (aN)2
8 - 7  a
1 +
(aN)
For a = 1, Eq. (2.56) reduces to
(aN)4
-«>*}■
aN
2 (^ N  + 2N 2) ’
(2.56)
(2.57)
in agreement with the 0(4) result given in Eq. (A.8). Note th a t after the substitu­
tion of a nm in Eq. (2.54), all the complicated Oom terms with m  > 1 have vanished 
in (2.56), leading to a finite expansion for L = 0. This is a general feature of the 
ground energy th a t will emerge from the expectation values of all the other terms 
in the Hamiltonian.
There are two two-body interaction terms in Eq. (1.12). The operator n2 is 
considered first as an example, to demonstrate the basic technique involved in the 
evaluation of two-body terms. To simplify the calculations, it is rew ritten in the 
normal ordered form
nl = :h2v:+hp, :n2p: = (2-58)
MM'
where colons denote normal ordered operator. Here the second term  is an effective 
one-body operator th a t results from the contraction of boson operators. Since its 
expectation value has already been evaluated in (2.56), it is only necessary to do
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the calculation for the first term. The projected expectation value for n2 is given
by
<«p)i = 2 N\F(N  T ) I  d ß sinßd.Q0(ß)(0\bN(:n2: +np)(b5i)iV|0)i (2-59)
Using boson calculus, the matrix element for the first term in (2.59) can be evaluated 
as
<0| bN:n2„:(6j,)N|0> =  M N ( N  -  \)[Z(ß))N~2 . (2.60)
After substituting (2.60) in (2.59) and coupling all the d-functions to a single cIq0, 
the standard form for the ß integral in Eq. (2.21) is again recovered but with N  — 2 
bosons. Thus (ti2)l becomes
(nl)L =  a‘^ ~ L^  £ < 1010|«)>2{L0«)| J0}2F(iV -  2, J) + (2.61)
The rest of the algebraic manipulations in (2.61) can be carried out using Mathe- 
matica, leading to the third layer result
(nl)L=
(ciN) 2 - a :2(2 
aN +
L
{aN)2
L?
2(2 -  a) 
(2 - a ) a +
1 “I- a 2 — 2a2 
~oN (a.V)2 
2 + 6a — 7a2"
(aN)4' - L” ’ a TV 
P ^ 2 a ( 2  -  a)(l -  a)} (2.62)
The second two-body term in (1.12) is the dipole interaction, which has the 
normal ordered form
D • D = : D • D: +3hs + hp, (2.63)
The expectation value of hs can be obtained from that of hp using the conservation 
of boson number which stipulates
(ns)L +  (fip)L = N. (2.64)
Following the steps outlined above, the expectation value of D - D  can be reduced 
to the form
(D-D)l =  a (2 ~ p | y f , ~  1} £ £ ( L 0 r o |J 0 ) 2F(TV-2, J)+ 3 (ns)L +  (n„)L. (2.65)
l=Q j
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M athem atica evaluation of Eq. (2.65) to the third layer gives
1 +  2a -  a2
(D ■ D) l = a N z{ 2 — a +
L
aN  
■(2-o)(aN)2
L 3
2a -  1 -  2(1 -  a) 
8 - 7  a
2 /  1 3 2a
VaJV +  (aJV)2
1 +
aJV
2(2 — a )( l  — a )3) .
(a7V)6
For a =  1, Eq. (2.66) reduces to
(D • £))l =  iV2 +  2N  -  L,
( 2.66)
(2.67)
in agreement with Eq. (A.3), obtained from the 0(4) Casimir operator.
The three-body interactions in Eq. (2.1) are now considered. Of the three term s 
in (2.1), hpL2 is the easiest to evaluate because the states have good angular mo­
mentum. Its expectation value is trivially given by
(npL2)L =  (2.68)
Calculation of the expectation value of follows similar lines to the previous, lower 
order ones. To establish the pattern, a few key steps are showm here. The normal 
ordered form for fi6v is given by
n3p =  :h3p:+3h2p - 2 n p. (2.69)
The intrinsic m atrix element for the normal ordered part is
<01 bN:h\. ( ^ ) N|0> =  N\( - 1 ) (N -2)[Z(ß)]N- 3 (x 2dj0) 3 . (2.70)
After combining the d-functions and substituting the ß  integral, the expectation 
value can be reduced to the form
(nl)L =  -  • -  -E ( 1010l ; 0) 2( 10r o l ; ' ° ) 2 ( W 0 l J ° ) 2
x F ( iV - 3 ,  J )  +  3(n2)t - 2  (2.71)
Finally, M athem atica evaluation of Eq. (2.71) gives the following third layer result 
(aN)3 f (2 —a)(2 +  a)
L
( .aN ) 2
L 2
(aJV)4
3(2 -  a) 
3(2 -
2 + a 
aN +
10/3 -  2a +  2a2' 
(aN)2 .
L 3
(aN)6
(2 — a )(—2 +  2a +  a2) ) . (2.72)
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Comparing Eqs. (2.53), (2.61) and (2.71), it should be fairly clear how to generalize 
these results to even higher order interactions in np. The last expectation value to 
be considered is the second term in (2.1). This operator has a more complicated 
normal ordered form
hpD • D + D • Dhp =: hpD • D +  D ■ Dhp : +2h2 + 2hp, (2.73)
where,
: hpD • D +  D • Drip :
=  2 Pm^^PmPnP-n +  ^pL pIi^ pmpnS +
mn -
+ 5p]n St p m S + sV p mp_m + r f n p lm S S
contains both two- and three-body parts. The relevant derivatives are 
d3 <93
06t)3 dK  ■■npD-D
d2 d2 ~ ~ -
---------------------: hpD • D - f  D • D h p
72zpQ<iJ0(l +  dj0)>
8I,X q(2 +  5dg0).(db*)2 db2R
The expectation value can then be obtained in the reduced form 
(: hpD • D + D • Drip :)L =
N{N2~F(N.(L)~  0) E < w l°Ij 0>2[(2<5,o +  5Sn)F(N -  2, J)
(2.74)
(2.75)
(2.76)
+ - ( N  -  2)(<5;o + 3 6n + -  3, J) (2.77)
The full 1 / N expansion result is
(npD2 + D2np)L =  o2 -  -2-  -1 (2 — a)(l + a2)
(aN)
L
(aN)2
L 2
3(2 -  a)
aN
j a ^ l  — a +  a2 ^  2(1 — a)(4/3 — 2a +  a Jl
(2 - a ) 1 +
aN
3(1 - a ) ( 3 - 4 a  +  2a2)1
(aN)-
aN(aN)*
J D ( 2 - a ) ( l - a ) ( 2 - 2 a  + a2) / (2.78)
The general form of the 1/N expressions was discussed in the last subsection. 
Here the projected energies for the one-and two-body terms are compared with 
those obtained in the mean field theory, Eq. (2.4), and make a few observations on
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common features of the expectation values. Rewriting the energy surface (2.4) in 
terms of a yields
E(a) = £~ Y  + (T^ — \ l + U f ) ~ hiaN ( 2 _ a  + --------------) + KaN- (2-79)
Comparing Eqs. (2.56), (2.62) and (2.66) with the corresponding terms in (2.79), 
it is seen that the leading terms agree but the next order (1 /N ) terms differ. The 
L ■ L interaction forms an exceptional case in that its leading term vanishes and the 
remaining part in (2.79) is entirely spurious. The above example explicitly shows 
that the mean field theory is valid in the large N  limit. Thus, one should consider 
only the leading order terms in the energy surface and ignore the 1/N  corrections 
that are not complete. An easy way to achieve this is to use the Hamiltonian in 
normal ordered form in mean field calculations. In this manner, one automatically 
excludes the 1/N  terms arising from the contraction of boson operators, and thereby 
avoids potential pitfalls that could arise from odd-multipole interactions such as L L.
As remarked earlier, the ground energy (L = 0) has a finite expansion in 1/N,  
regardless of the type of interaction used. A finite expansion is usually the hallmark 
of an exactly solvable model as in the case of dynamical symmetries. Another remark 
concerns the common factors of (2 — a) in the moment of inertia (MOI) terms. In 
the limit of a —» 2, r —> oo, which corresponds to a dissociated molecule with an 
infinite MOI. Hence the factors of (2 —a) simply ensure that no rotational excitation 
of such a molecule is possible. These factors arise directly from projection, and thus 
provide a non-trivial check on the accuracy of calculations.
2.3.3 Variation after Projection
Since there is only one variational parameter in the boson system, which is to 
be determined from the ground band, the variational problem is considered before 
moving on to the vibrational bands. The simplicity of the vibron model allows 
an analytical solution for variation after projection, without resorting to iterative 
numerical techniques as is usually the case in Hartree-Bose problems (e.g. the IBM). 
This, in turn, permits writing of the energy expressions directly in terms of the 
Hamiltonian parameters, an endowment which is normally reserved for dynamical 
symmetries. In order to take full advantage of the 1/N expansion in the solution 
process, we first scale the strength of the interactions, so that their expectation 
values have the same N  dependence to leading order. Further, since the dipole 
interaction dominates the Hamiltonian, its strength sets the energy scale of the 
spectrum. Thus, we factor out kN 2 from the energy expressions, and introduce the
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dimensionless strength parameters for the other interactions as
m = m = m =
3 N ti
% =
N t2 (2.80)
4N k ' 4«’ 16« ’ 2k 7 2k
The numerical factors in (2.80) are chosen for convenience to simplify the expres­
sions. For small perturbations of the 0(4) limit, the strength parameters r  ^ should 
all be much less then 1.
Adding all the contributions from Eqs. (2.56), (2.62), (2.66), (2.72) and (2.78), 
one obtains a rather lengthy expression for the ground-band energies. In discussing 
the variational problem, it will be more convenient to express it in a compact form. 
Thus, following the general form in Eq. (2.55), we rewrite the ground-band energy 
as
__ n ( L \ n
-I . (2.81)Eg A a) = K N ^ ^ (
nm iy \ N 2)
The coefficients Cnm in Eq. (2.81) can be read off from the respective contributions 
in the last subsection. For example, the coefficients for the zeroth and first layer 
are given by
Coo =  — a(2 -  a) -1- 2rjia +  r\2a2 +  2r^ 3a3/3  +  2r]'3a2(2 — a),
Coi =  —(1 +  2a — a2) — 2?7i (2 — a) — r]2a(2 — a) +  2rj3a,
Cio — (2 — a)[(2a — l) /a  -I- 2t}\/a +  2rj2 +  2rj3a -f- 6773] +  V3 a i (2.82)
where the scaled parameters from (2.80) have been substituted. The minimum of 
the ground energy is obtained from
dEg^ i{a) _  
da ~  7
which can be solved algebraically using an ansatz similar to (2.81)
(2.83)
a = (2.84)
Use of the layers approach again simplifies solution of the variational equation. 
Substituting the ansatz (2.84) in (2.83), it can be shown that each layer leads to 
an independent set of equations. Thus starting from the zeroth layer, one can 
construct the solution layer by layer. For the leading order (zeroth layer), one has 
the Hartree-Bose equation
dCoo 
da
In the following, aoo s denoted by ao for notational convenience. Using the expression 
for Coo, Eq. (2.82) in (2.85), gives the following quadratic equation for ao
— 1 +  fh +  (1 +  r]2 +  4773)00 +  (773 — 3773)00 — 0. ( 2.86)
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Since a > 0, take the positive root of this equation
ÖQ —
1
2(??3 -  3r^)
-(1  + 7)2 + 4773) + ((1 + 772 + 4773)2 + 4(1 -  771) (773 -  3773))
1/21
(2.87)
This solution leads to an indeterminate result when the cubic terms vanish. To 
obtain a more transparent result, we expand it for small cubic strength
ÖQ I-7/1
1 +  772 +  477^
( 1  — 7/1) (773 — 3773) /  ( 1  — 771) (773 — 3773) \
( 1 + 7 7 2 + 4 7 7 ^ ) 2  V I 1 +  772 +  4773)2 /
( 2.88)
For the one- and two-body parts of the Hamiltonian, i.e. for 773 = 773 — 0 in (2.88), 
one obtains a very simple result for Oq
ao =  (1 — T7i)/(1 +  772). (2.89)
When all 77 <<  1, corresponding to small perturbations of the 0(4) limit, Eq. (2.88) 
gives to leading order
ao = 1 -  771 — 772 — 773 — 773, (2.90)
which explains the choice of the numerical factors in Eq. (2.80). With the exception 
of 773, all the symmetry breaking terms with equal scaled strength 77 lead to an 
equivalent change in the size parameter.
Once ao is determined, the next layer in the solution, a0i and <210, are obtained 
by solving the respective set of equations for the hrst layer
dCoo 1 dCoi
da ao+aoi/N N da
dCoo
da ao+aioL/N2
L dC10 
da (2.91)
Upon substituting the mean fields in the derivatives in (2.91), the leading order 
vanishes by virtue of the Hartree-Bose equation (2.85). The next order leads to 
trivial linear equations for aoi and oio that can be solved to give
1 — 77i +  772 — 77^ — (1 +  772 )Qq 
1 +  772 +  477  ^+  2(773 -  3773)0,0 ’
1 -  (1 -  2771)/Qq +  772 -  2773(1 -  a0 )  +  3773 -  77g 
1 +  772 +  477^  +  2(773 -  377^ )00
(2.92)
Substituting ao from (2.87), the coefficients O01 and oio can be determined directly 
in terms of the Hamiltonian parameters. These general expressions are somewhat
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complicated, so they are not quoted here. When only the one- and two-body parts 
are considered, they reduce to particularly simple forms given by
_  r\2 _  r)\ +  2r]ir]2 -  m
001 “ T T V  a i ° -  ( i  — th ) 2
A question of general interest here is the the difference between variation after 
and before projection (VAP and VBP) results. In VBP, one substitutes the lead­
ing order mean field (ao), obtained from the Hartree-Bose equation, in the energy 
expression (2.81). Whereas in VAP, the full solution for the mean field (2.84) is 
used. Thus, the difference between VAP and VBP arises from the contribution of 
the higher order mean fields to the ground energy. From the Taylor expansion of 
Eg,L(a) and the Hartree-Bose condition (2.85), it is clear that contribution of the 
first layer mean fields to the first layer in the ground energy vanishes, and these 
correction terms due to VAP appear only at the second and higher layers. This 
holds in general for all layers, in that, the corrections due to a given layer in the 
mean fields appear in the next and higher levels in the energy. Therefore, VAP and 
VBP give the same results for the first layer (i.e. leading terms in band excitation 
energies and moment of inertia), but differ in the second and higher layers.
The above argument indicates that for the third layer expansion considered here, 
one needs at most the second layer mean fields ao2 , an and <22 0- These are obtained 
from the set of equations
dCoo
da
dCoo 1 dCoi 1 dCo2
da ao+aoi /N+ao2/N2 N da ao+aoi/N N da do
dCoo L dC\o L2 dC20
da ao+aioL/N‘2+a,2oL2/N4 j p da ao+aioL/N2 V4 da
1 dCoi o
o^3
|1
Qo+aoi /N+a\oL/N^+a\\ L/N3 N da ao+aioL/N2 N 2 da
L dCn
N 3 da
ao
5
ao+aoi /N
(2.94)
Again, after substituting the mean fields, the zeroth and first layer parts of these 
equations vanish by virtue of Eqs. (2.85) and (2.91), leaving behind trivial linear 
equations for the second layer mean fields.
The resulting mean fields and the energy expressions are rather lengthy when 
the cubic terms are included. Therefore, the presentation of the complete third 
layer results is restricted to the one- and two-body terms in the Hamiltonian. This 
will make the comparisons between VAP and VBP easier. To this end, the explicit
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expression for Eg^(a) is
Eg,L(a) =  «AT2 j a  (a -  2 +  2r]i +  ar]2)
+^7 ( - 1  ~ 2 a  +  a2) -  2(2 -  a)r/i -  a(2 -  a)7/2) +  ^ ( 2  -  a)7/2
L 2 — a 
N 2 a
L2 2
2a-l+2^i+2a?]2 -  —  ((1—a )( l—a—27/i ) +  a(l+a)7/2))
((1 -  a )(3 -  2a)(1 -  a -  2t/i ) +  a(2 +  a -  2a2)7/2)
A/"4 a3
(1 — a )( l  — a — 2t/i ) +  a27/2
1
H— — ((1 -  a )(7 — 8a)(1 -  a -  2t/i ) +  a(2 +  6a — 7a 2)7/2)
aN
^ 6 ^ ( 2 -  a )(! -  <0((1 -  fl)(! -  a -  2771) +  a 27/2 (2.95)
The solution of the variational problem for (2.95) has been given in Eqs. (2.89) and 
(2.93) for the zeroth and first layers, respectively. Extending this solution for a to 
the second layer gives
1 -  Vi +  1
1 +r]2 N  1 +  rj2
L 1
TV2 (1 — T]\)2
Til +  277x772 ~  7/2 +
N l - r j i
X ( t/? (1  +  7/1 +  4 t/2 ) -  7/2 +  7 /|(37 /x -  2 ) )  
-L2 I + 7/2
(7/1 +  2 7/i7/2 -  7/2 ) (t/! -  7/17/2 -  37/1 -  7/2 ). (2.96)
AT4 (1  _  7/1)5
W hen 7/1 =  7/2 =  0, Eq. (2.96) reduces to a =  1, consistent with the 0 (4) limit. 
Thus, there is no difference between VAP and VBP in the 0 (4) limit. Finally, 
substituting (2.96) in (2.95), gives the following expression for the ground-band 
energies, directly in terms of the Hamiltonian parameters
E9,l =  k,N21 -
1
1+^72
(1 -  ?7l)2 +  (2 +  27/1 +  Vl +  27/17/2 +  37/2)
“ V +  + + 3V2)V2 + 4 +
L 1
AT2 1 — 77!
1 +  7/1 +  27/2
1
—--- ((1 +  7/1)7/? -  (2 -  7/1 -  47/?)7/2 -  (3 -  4t/i )t/?)
N  1 — 7/1
+ 772 (1 - 2'7/i)2 ((1 +  7?1^ 1 +  2r/1^ i  ”  ^  +  3771 “  67?1 “  12^ ) ^ 2
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(3 +  6?7i -  20r)l)r)l -  (5 -  8771)77!))
((1 -H 7771 H- 477? — 477^ )771
(1 +  7r j i  -  1377i -  3I77J +  16771)772
(3 + 17t7i -  52rjl +  1677^)77! -  (6 -  10771)77^
L 3 2771(1 +  T72) 4
(2.97)
N 6 (1 -  m )7
Eq. (2.97) is an exact result to the given order. A numerical analysis of the diag- 
onalization results for the Hamiltonian (1.12) has been carried out, and found to 
directly verify that the N  and L dependence of the ground-band energies are as 
given in (2.97). This agreement with the diagonalization results also confirms that 
Eq. (2.97) is free from computational errors.
The energy difference between VAP and VBP results is obtained by subtracting 
Eq. (2.95) with a = ao from (2.97). To the second layer, which is of most interest, 
it is given by
Thus, as expected, VAP leads to a lower ground energy than VBP. Note also that 
for 772 =  0 , the difference in the ground energy and MOI (L) terms vanish. In fact, 
the equivalence of VAP and VBP for these terms holds also in the higher layers. 
Thus breaking of the 0(4) limit with the np term constitutes a special case, as it 
partially preserves the complete equivalence of VAP and VBP found in the 0(4) 
limit.
As a final remark on the ground-band energies (2.97), MOI systematics and 
its correlation with the size parameter a or r is discussed. (Note that for small 
perturbations of the 0(4) limit a ~  r.) From Eqs. (2.88)-(2.90), it is seen that 
the equilibrium size gets smaller for positive values of 77, and larger for negative 
values. Inspection of the MOI term in Eq. (2.97) shows that it also gets smaller 
for positive 77, and larger for negative 77. Thus the two quantities are correlated as 
in the geometrical models, larger size leads to a larger MOI. The same correlation 
holds also for the cubic terms 7I3 and hpD2 -I- D2hp but not for the L2 and npL2 
terms. In fact, the L2 term is completely divorced from the dynamics of the system
Eg,L Eg,L(ao) 1 ??2 l  +  -N 2 l +r i 2 N 3 (1 — Th)2
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(the MOI remains constant as a or r changes), and the npL2 term has the wrong 
dynamic dependence on r (the MOI decreases as r increases). Thus caution should 
be exercised in phenomenological uses of these terms. It would be better if they 
could be avoided altogether, but certainly, they should not play a dominant role in 
description of MOI.
2.3.4 Vibrational Bands
Calculations for the vibrational bands follow much the same lines as in the 
ground band, namely, i) matrix element of a given interaction is evaluated in the 
intrinsic frame using boson calculus, ii) all the resulting d-functions are combined 
to a single dg0, iii) the normalization function (2.27) with the appropriate N  is sub­
stituted for the resulting ß integrals. The rest of the calculations require standard 
algebraic manipulations that can be carried out most efficiently using Mathemat- 
ica. The only difference is that there are many more terms to be evaluated and the 
amount of angular momentum algebra in each term gets longer. As a rule of thumb, 
the complexity of calculations grows exponentially with the vibrational number v. 
Nevertheless, the hnal expressions obtained are as compact as those for the ground 
band.
For v «  N, the change in structure between two neighboring bands are very 
similar, irrespective of the value of v. Thus to get a picture of how the band 
structure changes with increasing u, it is quite sufficient to compare v =  0 and 
v =  1 bands. To this end, the ground-band calculations presented in Section 3.2 
have been repeated for the v =  1 band. The derivatives of hv required are given 
in Appendix E. Note that this appendix contains all the operator derivatives used 
in the calculations in this thesis. The expectation value of the one-body operator, 
after application of the boson calculus technique, can be reduced to the form
J = 0 1 Z
2 — a
+ - { N  -  1) ((2 -  a)<5jo + (3a -  1)5ji + 2(2 -  a)5j2) x F(N -  2, J)
+ ( 2 - a y  _  _  _  126ji +  10(5j2 _  3Sji) F(JV _  3) 7)
oO
2 [(2 -a )a ]1/26
2(5 j o  -  SJ2)F(N  -  2,
- - ( N  -  2) (25jo  -  3Sn -  + 35j3) F (N  -  3, J)
280
(N -  2 )(N-  3) (75jo -  215j! +  55J2 +  215j3 -  125J4) F (N  -  4, J)
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\  (28 jo +  SJ2) F(N  - 2 , J ) ~  -  2) (2<5j! -  75J3) F (N  -  3, J)
+ - { N  -  2)(N -  3) (76jo -  15SJ2 + 85 J4) F (N -  4, J)
(N -2) (IV -  3) (IV -  4) (9<5j i -  + F(N -  5,
1260
(2.99)
Substituting the norm integral and rearranging, gives the following 1/N expansion
<"p)l ,L =
1
N
L
( , aN)2
P
(.aN )4
L3
(aN)6
(2 - a )
1 2(3 -  a) 2(5 -  a) (3 -  2a)
(2 — a )( l — a)
aN ' (aN)2
3 ( 8 - 3  a)
1 + alV
2(2 — a )( l  — a )2| . (2.100)
Substituting a =  1 in Eq. (2.100) reproduces the 0(4) result given in (A.8). For the 
two-body operators ft* and D - D , the same intermediate steps and final expressions 
are given by
J = 0  6 z
+ I2 (7V_1) (7(2 “ a)’5',° +  3(3a ~  4)5jl + 14(2 " J )
+ y ^ ( / V - l ) ( l V - 2)(5(7a -  12)8JO +  3(46 -  +  10(7a -  12)5J2
+36(2 -  a)6J3) F ( N - 8 ,J)
(2 — a)a3
840
( N - l ) ( N - 2 ) ( N - 3 )  (28<5jo -  63<5j! + 65SJ2 -  42<5j3 +  12<5j4) 
x F ( N —4, J)
2[(2 -  aja]1/^ ,
3  (5j o  -  5j2) F ( N —2, J) 
- ~ ( N - 2 ) ( 2 0 5 JO -  57(5j! -  20<5j2 +  578J3)F(N-3 ,  J)
280
5040
(N -2 ) ( N-3 )  (215jo -  35.5j! +  15<5j2 +  355J3 -  36<5j4) F (JV -4 , J) 
(N-2) (N-$) (N-4) (215 jo -  2753l +  15<5j2 +  75J3 -  36<5J4 +  20<5j 5)
+fi
x F ( N - 5 ,  J)
3 (28jo + SJ2) 2, J )
+ - ( N - 2 )  (2<5jl +  23(5j 3) F (JV -3 , J )
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420
( N - 2 ) ( N - 3 )  (154(5jo -  325(5j2 +  276(5J4) F ( N - 4, J )
1260
9240
( N —2)(N—3)(N—4) (54<5j! -  119(5J3 +  65(5J5) F ( F - 5 ,  J )  
(7V -2)(A T-3)(F-4)(7V -5) (11(5J0 -  21(5J4 +  10(5J6) F(7V -6, J )
( 2 . 101)
2 (a N )2 f 6 — 5a
L
aiV
:2(2 -  a)
(aJV):
(aAQ2
T 2
+  ^ T T 7 ( 2 - a )
3(1 — a) 10 — 21a 4 -6a2 
1 +  v mr ; 4- -
a 77 ' (aiV)2
6 — 30a 4- 13a2
a —
(a77)4
^ j 2 o ( 2 - a ) ( l - « ) }
aJV
( 2. 102)
{ D- D) i,l =  ^ | i ( 3 a ^ o  +  ( 2 - a ) ^ 1)F(7V -l ,J )
J=0 ^z
4~  — (AT — l)(a (2  — cl) 5 j o 4-  2(5 — 11a 4-  5a2)<5ji 4~  a(2 — a)8j 2) F { N —2, J)
a(2 — a)
(F - l) (7 V -2 )
x (5(a 4- 2)8jq 4- (19a — 20)(5j i  4- 5(6 — 5a)(5j2 4- a(5j3) F(7V—3, J )  
+ a (2g~ - ( N —1)(N—2)(N—Z) ( 56jo- 3 -  5<5J2 +  3<5,3) F (lV -4 , 
2[(2 -  a)«]1^
- 2 (26 j0 + SJ2) F ( N - 2 , J )
1
+ - ( N - 2 ) ( ( 1 6  -  17a)Sjo +  3(4 -  a)Sji +  (23a -  28)5J2 -  J)  
" (N -2 ) (N -3 )( (3 5  +  14a)8JO
+21 (8a -  13)5j i  -  5(7 -  4a)<5J2 +  21(13 -  8a)8J3 +  Sa5M) F { N - 4 , J )
140
- - ( jV - 2 ) ( lV - 3 ) ( J V - 4 )  (78 j 0-  10<5J2 +  3<5J4) 5, J )
2(28j0 + 8j2) F ( N - 2 , J )
+  — (JV-2)(70(2 -  a)8J0 -  6 a8J1 +  35(2 -  a)8J2 +  218J3) F ( N - 3 ,  J)
+ ^ (JV -2 )(JV -3 )(7 (4 0  -  17a)<5JO +  105(a -  2)<5J1 -  10(7 +  a)8J2 
+210(2 -  a)SJ3 +  24a8j3) F ( N —4, J)
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a2
f  ^ (^ V -2 )(7 V -3)(iV-4)(189(2 -  a)6j0 +  9(15a -  28)<5ji -  360(2 -  a)6J2 
J +28(9 -  5a)6j3 + 171(2 -  a)SJ4 +  5aSJ5) F ( N - 5 ,  J)
f a  (+ ---V ~2)(jV -3)(jV-4)(jV-5)(21<5J0 + 95n  -  -  145j3 +  95j4
+55j5) F ( N - 6 , (2.103)
(D- D) ltL = a N U 2 - a  +
3 — 10a +  5a2
aN
L
{aN)2
L2
(<a N Y  
L3
(aN){
( 2 - a )
„ . 9 /  1 5 — 2a \
\ ^  (aN)2/ .
(2 — a )( l  — a ): 1 +
24 -  13a
aN
■2(2 — a )( l  — a )3}. (2.104)
Again, substituting a = 1 in Eq. (2.104), one recovers the Casimir result given in 
(A.3). Similarly, the expectation values of the three-body operators are given by
(™p)l+
7 r 2E 2
J = 0
^ ( J V - l ,  J)
+ -(1V -1 )(5 (2  -  a)(5jo +  25j2) +  (3a -  4 )5 j1)F ( N - 2 ,  J )  
+ | j ( A f - 1)(iv - 2 ) ( ( 17a -  28)(5jo +  25J2) +  6(2 -  a)(85.„ +  55j 3))F (JV -3 , J)  
(IV—1) (TV—2) (JV—3) (5(2 -  a)(21<5j0 +  545j 2 +  165J4)
560
+7(13a -  24)(35j! +  2SJ3) ) F( N- 4 ,  J)
a4 (2 — a)
5040 ( N - l ) ( N —2)(N-S) (N-4) (638j0 -  1625j! + 1805j 2
-1335 j3 +  725j4 -  208J5) F ( N - 5 ,  J) 
2[(2-a)a}1/ %
8(Sjo- 5 j2) F ( N - 2 ,  J)
- - ( I V - 2) (85jo -  395ji -  85j2 +  395J3) 3, J )
280
1680
( N —2)(N—3) (3855jo -  3995ji + 2755j 2 +  3995j 3 -  6605j4) 4, J)
(1V-2)(1V-3)(1V-4)(1895jo -  3785J4 +  1355j2 +  985j3
-3245 j4 +  2805j 5)F(JV -5, J )
36960 (A7-2)(N-3)(1V-4)(JV-5)(995jo -  2975j! +  1655j2 + 775j 3
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+&
— 1445m  +  2205j5 -  1205j 6)F(JV—6, J )  
^ (25jo +  <572) F (JV -2 , J )
+ — (JV-2) (225j! +  73 SJ3)F { N - 3, J )
+ ^ (JV -2 ) (JV -3 )  (425jo -  715j2 +  925j4) F ( N - 4, J )
ZO
(N - 2 ) ( N - 3 ) ( N - 4 )  (2045j! -  4695j 3 +  3705j 5) F ( N - 5, J )
840
9240
( N —2)(N—3)(N—4)(N—5)(1325 J0-  555j2 -  2675j4 + 1905J6)
x F ( N - 6 ,  J )
,5
(./V—2 ) ( 7 V —3 ) ( i V —4 ) ( 1 V — 5 ) ( 1 V —6)(4295ji -  3645j3 -  2755j5
720720
+2105j 7)F(TV-7, ,7) (2.105)
(aAf)3 f l | 6 (3 - 2 a )  | (4 -  18a +  11a2) 4a
8
L
(aN)2
I 2
(aN)4
V
(aN)6
aN
3(2 -  a)
3(2 - a )
(aN)'- (aN)-
6 - 7  a 2 ( 4 1 / 3 - 19a +  7a2)
1 + ------ — +  —
1 -
aN 
2(5 -  3a)
(a]V):
AT
(2 — a )(—2 -j- 2a l - a 2) j , (2.106)
(npI)2 +  D2iip)i,L = X 4 (2  -
j =  o
+ -(A 7 -l)(1 7 a (2  -  a)5 j0 -  3(20 -  44a +  23 
-1 4 a (2  -  a)5j i)F(N-2,  J)
+ 4 r(7 V -l)(7 V -2 )(5 (ll -  14a +  5a2)5j0 +  3(5 +  2a)(2 -  a )5 j, 
15
+5(46 -  70a +  25a2)5j2 +  9a(2 -  a)5J3) F ( N - 3, J)
a2(2 — a) 
140
(N —l ) (N—2)(N—3)(21a6jo +  7(10 +  a )5 j4 -  5(28 -  23a)5j2
+21(10 —  7a)5j3 +  4a5j4)F(iV —4, J) 
a3(2 — a )2
(TV—1)(1V—2)(7V—3)(A7—4)(75j0 -  215j 4 +  55j2 + 215j3 
-1 2 5 j 4)F(JV -5, J )
— ^  (<5j o  +  25j 2) F ( N —2, J)+2[(2 — a)a]1//2£i
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+ 4 (JV -2 )(2 0 (1 1  -  10a)i5jo +  3(40 -  21a)<5^ -  10(28 -  23a)SJ2 
-57a6J3)F (N ~ 3 ,  J)
+ - ^ ( N - 2 ) { N - 3 ) ( 7 { 2 0  -  17a)5JO +  7(86 -  61a)6sl +  85aSJ2 
-7(106 -  71a)5j3-  36a6J4)F(N,
^ - ~ ( N - 2 ) ( N - 3 ) ( N -4)(63(a  -  3)6JO +  9(7 -  9a)Sn  +  45(21 -  11 a)SJ2 
' +7(13a -  9)6j 3 +  108(4a -  7)6J4 -  10a6J5) F ( N - 5 ,  J)
-  1 ~  a \ N - 2 ) ( N - 3 ) ( N - 4 ) ( N - 5 )  (96n  -  146 js +  56J5) F ( N - 6, J)
+l&8(26jo +  5j2) F ( N - 2 ,  J)
1
+-(1V -2)(140(2 -  a)6J0 +  6aSji +  70(2 
o
-  a)6J2 +  69a6j3) F ( N - 3 ,  J)
+ ^ (A 7 —2)(iV—3)(14(120 -  49a)<5JO -  42(2 -  -  5(84 +  23a)6J2
+1407(2 -  a)6j3+ 2766M) F ( N - 4 ,
a2
f  ^ ( l V - 2 ) ( A f - 3 ) ( lv - 4)(651(2 -  a)6J +  36(5 -  n  -  1380(2 -  
+14(63 -  40a)<5 j 3+  1044(2 -  a)6J4 +  65a(5J5)F (lV -5 ,
a3
+ — (N - 2 ) ( N ~3) (N - 4 ) ( N - 5 ) ( 3 3 ( n 2  -  55a)6J0 +  1485(2 -  a)6n  
-3630(2 -  a)6j2 -  3080(2 -  a)6j3 +  9(396 -  205a)<5J4 +  1595(2 -  a)6.K)
+30a6j$)F(N—6, J)
a4( 2 — a)
{ N —2){N—3){N—4 ) ( N —5){N—6){33öj0 +  99(5j i  -  154(5J2
4620
—63<5j4 4- 55(5j5 +  30<5J6)F (iV -7 , J ) (2.107)
(■hpD 2 +  D 2hp)i fL = a2N 3\ 2 — a +
3(5 — 10a +  4a2) a (—15 +  28a — 11a2)
a N (.a N )‘
L
{aN)2
L 2
3(2 -  a)
(a lV )42 "  a)
L 3
(aN)'
1 — a -\~ 
1 +
5 -  l l a  +  7 a22(1 -  a)(34/3 -  18a +  7a2)+a N
33 -  71a +  60a2 -  18a3
(aN)‘-
a N
(2 — a )( l  — a) (2 — 2a +  a2)). (2.108)
Combining the various expectation values above, and substituting the value of 
a (2.96) obtained from the VAP procedure, one obtains an analytical expression for 
the v = 1 band energies, F ^ l , similar to Eq. (2.97) for the ground band. This gives 
a long formula of limited use mainly for numerical comparisons. As it can be easily
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reproduced it is not presented here. For purposes of comparison of different bands, 
the original expressions in terms of a are actually more convenient.
Finally, the equivalent results for the v = 2 band are presented. The aim here is 
to confirm the conjecture made above about the change of structure in neighboring 
bands. Since the calculations are very laborious to carry out to the third layer, only 
the second layer results have been obtained. This will be seen to be sufficient for 
the analysis given here. The expectation values of the one- and two-body operators 
to the second layer are given by
(™P>2,L
aN f 2 — 3a
~Y\ 1 + ^ r
L
(aN)2
L2
(aN)4
( 2 - a ) 1 +
(2 -  a)(l -
2(5 -  a) 1 
aN  .
« ) } . (2.109)
(aN)2 \ l 1 4 -  11a 2(2 - 9 a +  6a2)
L
(aN)2 
L2
(aN)4
aN
2(2 -  a) 1 +
(aN)2 
7 — 5a' 
aN
a(2 -  a ) j , ( 2 . 110)
( D - D ) 2,l = aN2 2 —a +
5 -  22a + l l a : 
aN
L
(aN ) 2 (2 - a )
1 -
L2
(aN)4(2 — <*)(!
4a(l — 6a +  3a2) 
(aN)2 
10(1 - a ) 2j 
ÖN .
( 2 . 111)
Eqs. (2.109) and (2.111) reproduce the 0(4) results given in Eqs. (A.8) and (A.3), 
respectively.
The remaining part of this section contrasts the energy expressions obtained for 
the ground and vibrational bands, and comments on their general features. An 
immediate observation is that the leading term in each power of L (i.e. Cno) is the 
same in all bands. The next order terms, Cni, which provide the 1/N correction to 
the former, differ from band to band, but the difference between neighboring bands 
remains constant. That is Cn\(y =  1) — Cn\(y — 0) = Cn\(v = 2) — Cn\(v =  1). 
Only in the 1/7V2 correction terms (Cn2 ), the differences between neighboring bands
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vary. For example, for the one- and two-body Hamiltonian (1.12), the second order 
energy difference describing anharmonicity is given by
E9,l — +  E 2)l =  4 ac 1 — 6a + 3a2 + 772(2 — 6a +  3a2) .
Substituting a from Eq. (2.93), leads to
E 9,l — 2£ i,l + E 2,l
—An 
I  +  772
2 -  3772 +  772(3 -  6771 -  2772) .
( 2 . 112)
(2.113)
Implications of these observations for level energies are as follows; i) vibrational band 
energies increase linearly with v to leading order, and there are small anharmonic 
effects of order 1/N,  ii) the MOI of all bands are the same to leading order, and its 
variation among different bands is of order 1/N.  Both of these features are in accord 
with experimental systematics, as will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.
2.4 Electromagnetic Transitions
In this section, the projected states are used to derive analytic expressions for 
various electromagnetic transitions, which provide sensitive tests for the wave func­
tions. In contrast to energy levels, transition intensities are not measured very 
accurately. Therefore, a first layer calculation is usually sufficient in most cases. 
Reduced matrix elements of a tensor operator T ^  between projected intrinsic states 
with K  = 0 are calculated using [5]
V-v »**’" ■L> -  . ( m 'S . ! ! .  5<1,js - "I™»
x J  dßsmßdL^{ß){v' \ f^e~lßLy\v), (2.114)
where L — [2L +  l]1/2. Here and in the following, the N  quantum number is 
suppressed since it is a constant.
2.4.1 Infrared Transitions
This section hrst discusses the inband electric dipole transitions using the one- 
body operator D. Applying the boson calculus and projection techniques to 
Eq. (2.114), gives for transitions in the ground band
<0,1/ D II 0,L) =  AT(L010|Z/0)[a(2
m F ( N - l , L )  + F ( N - l , L ' )
11 2 [F{N,L)F(N,L')]1/'
(2.115)
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Eq. (2.115) shows that, like in the case of band energies, the transition matrix 
elements can also be reduced to forms containing the normalization function. Thus, 
they can be evaluated to any order in 1/N using Mathematica. Only the first layer 
results are presented here, as these are sufficiently accurate for practical purposes
(0, L 'II D II 0, L) = JVL(L010|L'0)[a(2-a)]1/2, ,i (£'-£)V ^+ N  8(aiV)2 *■ i (2.116)
In obtaining this expression, we have used the relationship V -f L — [LI — L)2/ 2 
which holds for L' = L ±  1. For a = 1, Eq. (2.116) reproduces the 0(4) result given 
in Eq. (A.9) to the given order. The final result follows upon substituting the VAP 
solution for a in (2.116). As the general result is somewhat complicated, we give 
here the expression for the one-body symmetry breaking with L' = L + 1
\  _ 1  _  T(L +  2) 1 -  2r/i -  rjl
N  2N2 (1 — 77i )3(1 H- 771).
(2.117)
For small perturbations of the 0(4) limit, ao = 1 — Xa Vi 1 and the above result can 
be easily generalized to include other symmetry breaking terms. Inband transition 
matrix elements in vibrational bands exhibit a similar structure as in the energy 
expectation values, namely, the leading term in each power of spin remains the same 
and the 1/N  corrections vary with bands. Thus, in going from the ground band 
to the vibrational band i>, the only change in Eqs. (2.116) and (2.117) is that the 
term 1/N  is replaced by (1 — 2v)/N. The effect of symmetry breaking on inband 
transitions is seen to be marginal. The change in the leading term in Eq. (2.117) 
can be absorbed in the dipole charge, and the small change in the 1/N2 term does 
not have any experimental consequence.
The next consideration is the interband transitions which are very sensitive to 
changes in the vibrational quantum number. For the Av = 1 transition from the 
ground band, a calculation similar to Eq. (2.116) yields
(0, L +  1 II D II 0, L) =  N(L + 1)1/2(1 -  rii)1' 2
(1 ,U  II D II 0, L) = VN ) 1 -
1
2 aN ( L ' - L -  a)
(2.118)
This expression vanishes in the 0(4) limit when a = 1. For the one-body symmetry 
breaking with L' = L + 1, Eq. (2.118) becomes
(1, £  + 1 II £> II 0, ~[N(L + l)]1/2?h 1
2L +  1 T T/i (2.119)
The corresponding leading order expression for the Av = 2 transition from the 
ground band is given by
<2, L +1 II D II 0, L) = ^ M L - J | p E ( L  +  i f / 2. (2.120)
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Comparing the above m atrix elements with those obtained in the mean field theory, 
Eq. (2.9), it is seen th a t the leading order results agree as in the case of energies. 
Projection yields a non-zero result for the A v =  2 transition but this is only in the 
l / N 2 term  of the series, which is too small to have any practical value. Experimen­
tally, the v —> 0 transitions are 10v smaller than  the ground ones which requires 
roughly a drop of N v/2 in the m atrix elements. T hat is, a leading term  of order 1 
is needed in Eq. (2.120) to explain the data.
The preceding examples demonstrate th a t the one-body dipole operator is not 
sufficient to describe the vibrational transitions even with symmetry breaking. To 
show the effect of the higher-order terms, the following calculates the same m atrix 
elements with the two-body operator in Eq. (1.23)
(0, L +  1 II nvD  +  Dnp || 0, L) =  N 2(L +  l ) 1/2[a(2 -  a)]1/2
1 -  a 2)
a —
N  +  2aN 2
(5 — 4a) (2 . 121)
(!,£ . +  ! || hpD +  Dnp || 0, =  N 3/2(L +  1)1/2
X
1
a(2a -  3) +  ^  ( 2L(1 -  a) +  (4 -  7a +  2a2
£ j ± y
(2, L +  1 || hpD +  Drip || 0, L = +  1)1/2(1 -  a)1 -
_ L _
aN
122)
(2.123)
The relative N  dependence in the above expressions are now consistent with the data 
so th a t one can attem pt to use them  to describe the dipole transitions among the 
v =  0, 1 and 2 bands. It should be emphasized th a t the intrinsic m atrix element of 
the two-body operator vanishes for the 3 —» 0 transition, and one needs a three-body 
operator for its description. In general, a v-body operator is required to describe 
the v —> 0 transition. As suggested in Ref. [8], use of the exponential form (1.24), 
which includes all the powers of hv in the dipole operator, is the most practical 
way in dealing with transitions involving higher-vibrational bands. However m atrix 
elements of the operator (1.24) are difficult to evaluate with projection, and therefore 
are not considered here. Nevertheless, these have been evaluated using mean field 
theory [8], which is sufficient for practical purposes.
Here, it is of interest to comment on the spin dependent terms in vibrational 
transitions which arise from rotation-vibration interaction. These term s are repre­
sented by Mikhailov plots in collective nuclei and Herman-Wallis forms in molecules. 
The spin dependent terms in A v ^  0 transitions are seen to vanish in the 0 (4) limit 
in all cases, even when the m atrix element itself is non-zero. To generate them  in 
the 0 (4 ) limit, one needs to include the term  i[LD' — D'Ly-1’ in the dipole operator, 
where D' corresponds to the conjugate momentum operator. In the IBM, breaking
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of the SU(3) symmetry was shown to provide a natural explanation for spin depen­
dent terms in interband transitions of collective nuclei [25]. Further, these terms 
exhibit a characteristic 1/N  dependence as in Eqs. (4.9)-(4.10) (which, incidentally, 
provide the best signatures for finite N  effects in the IBM). The 1/N  dependence of 
the slope in Herman-Wallis form gives the right order of magnitude when compared 
to data. Hence breaking of the 0(4) symmetry may explain the spin dependence in 
vibrational transitions without the need for an extra term in the dipole operator.
2.4.2 Raman Transitions
The available data on Raman transitions are rather scarce, so only a few exam­
ples are considered. The ground-band matrix element of the quadrupole operator 
(1.11) can be reduced to the form
(0, L' || Q !| 0, L) =
VEaNLL'
2[F(N, L ')F (N , L)]1/2
x^(10L '0 |J0)(L010|J0)
j
1 V  J  
L 1 2
F ( N -  1,#,124)
where the curly brackets denote the 6-j symbol. The angular momentum algebra in 
evaluation of Eq. (2.124) is more complicated due to the presence of the 6-j symbol. 
For the first layer, these are available [5], and one obtains from (2.124)
<0,1/ || Q || 0, L) = aN L(L020|L'0) 1 + a T 1 aN
(£ ' -  m
16aN2 .
(2.125)
Substituting V  = L + 2, L and L — 2 in Eq. (2.125), expressions for the so called 
S,0 and Q branches in Raman intensities can be obtained. As a final example, the 
first layer result for the 1 —> 0 is Raman transition
(1, L1 || Q || 0, L) = ~ V N L { L m \L '0 )1 - 2aN
{11 - L  -  a) (2.126)
Eqs. (2.125) and (2.126) have a similar structure to corresponding matrix elements 
for infrared transitions, (2.116) and (2.118). Neither expression vanish in the 0(4) 
limit, and therefore, symmetry breaking does not play an important role in these 
Raman transitions.
2.5 Applications To Molecular Spectra
The analytical 1/N  expansion formulas derived in the previous sections greatly 
facilitate systematic study of diatomic molecules in the framework of the vibron
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model. As mentioned in the introduction, past applications of the vibron model to 
molecular spectra have mostly followed the path of the symmetry preserving ap­
proach. A primary aim of this study is to assess whether the alternative, symmetry 
breaking approach can provide a more economical and realistic representation of 
spectroscopic data. In order to establish a reference point and motivate this study, 
a comparison of a few key observables in some typical diatomic molecules with the 
0(4) predictions is made (see Table 2.1). The quantities in Table 2.1 follow from 
the definitions of the ground and first vibrational band energies as
Eg,L = CiL  + C2L2 + C3L \  E ltL =  A E + C[L +  C'2L2 + C 'L3. (2.127)
The other differential quantities are defined as ACi = C[ — C*. The data are 
extracted from the Dunham parameters given in Ref. [26]. The boson numbers 
are determined from the anharmonicity parameters using the relationship N  -f 2 = 
ujPJ<jjexe [4]. In a few cases where these parameters are not well determined (e.g. 
A10 and AIS), N  appears to be underestimated. While use of a larger N  in these 
cases would have avoided the large fluctuations, leading to a smoother trend in the 
ratios, this would lead to a rather ad-hoc procedure which has been avoided.
The reasons for the particular way the data are presented are as follows. As 
stressed before, n is a scale parameter and it is best determined from the first 
vibrational energy AE. By using ratios of the quantities in Eq. (2.127), this trivial 
scale parameter is eliminated from the discussions. Secondly, the factors of N  are 
chosen such that the ratios are independent of N. (Only the leading order terms 
in 1/N  are considered here. This is sufficient for a qualitative discussion.) Thus 
the ratios provide universal parameters for description of the spectra of diatomic 
molecules, independent of the scale parameters. The usefulness of the ratios becomes 
apparent when one contrasts their range of variation with those of N  and C\. For 
example, while C\ (inverse of MOI) varies two orders of magnitude over the range 
of the molecules presented in Table 2.1, the ratio N A C i/C \ remains practically 
constant. Below, the experimental systematics for each ratio are discussed and 
contrasted with the 0(4) predictions.
(a) A E /N C \\ A E  and C\ are the two most important spectroscopic quantities 
characterizing the vibrational and rotational excitations, respectively. When k! =  0, 
the 0(4) limit has the parameter free prediction of 4 for this ratio, which is smaller 
than the observed values listed in Table 2.1. The halides are the closest to the 0(4) 
value with some 10-30% deviation, but as one moves to heavier and more symmetric 
molecules, the difference becomes a factor of 2-3. Clearly one needs a smaller C\ 
(larger MOI) than predicted by the 0(4) limit. An easy way to achieve this is to 
introduce the L • L term in the Hamiltonian with a negative k! . But as stressed
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Table 2.1: Experimental values for the ratios considered in Section 2.5. The 
data are from Ref. [26] and listed in order of increasing MOI. The 0(4) values 
(with k! =  0) are shown at the top row for reference. C\ is in cm-1 .
Molecule N C i A E /N C i N 2C2/C,. N i Cz/C\ N A C i/C i n a c 2/ c 2
0(4) K 4.00 0 0 0 -
1h 19f 44 20.6 4.38 -0.200 0.029 -1.65 -1.2
‘H 35C1 55 10.1 5.17 -0.158 -1.60 -0.70
'H 81Br 57 8.35 5.38 -0.134 0.010 -1.58 -0.51
12c 16o 161 1.92 6.92 -0.0825 0.002 -1.51
9Be 160 124 1.64 7.19 -0.0768 0.002 -1.44 -0.15
3 2 g  16 0 202 0.718 7.85 -0.0642 -1.69
27A1160 138 0.638 11.0 -0.0325 -1.30 2.5
27A119F 166 0.550 8.68 -0.0526 -1.51 -0.24
27A132S 183 0.279 12.0 -0.0264 -1.31
27A135C1 245 0.243 8.02 -0.0618 -0.001 -2.02 -0.52
27A179Br 293 0.158 8.11 -0.0613 -0.001 -1.85 -0.52
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earlier, this is an artificial way to increase the MOI because it does not lead to a 
corresponding increase in molecular size. A better and physically more appealing 
way would be to break the 0(4) limit in such a way that the size parameter r (or 
a) gets larger than the 0(4) value of 1 as the MOI increases.
(b) N 2C2 /C\] This ratio measures the softness of a rotor, that is the ability of 
a molecule to stretch while it rotates faster and faster in the ground band. The 
experimental values in Table 2.1 cover a wide range, from —0.2 in the halides to 
—0.02 in A1S. It vanishes in the 0(4) limit, which corresponds to a rigid rotor. But 
as seen in Section 2.3, any breaking of the 0(4) limit leads to non-zero values for 
this ratio, and hence they could provide a more natural explanation for the softness 
parameter than including the term (L • L )2 in the Hamiltonian.
(c) N^Cs/Ci] This ratio provides a correction to the softness at high spins, and it 
is usually positive. Again it vanishes in the 0(4) limit. One can accommodate the 
experimental values by either breaking the 0(4) limit or including (L • L)3 term in 
the Hamiltonian.
(d) NACi/Ci]  The differential change in C\ as depicted by this ratio remains 
remarkably constant for the diatomic molecules listed in Table 2.1. The negative 
sign reflects the fact that the MOI of the molecules gets larger with increasing 
vibrational number. In the 0(4) limit, all the bands have the same MOI, hence this 
ratio vanishes. The observed changes in MOI can be reproduced by either including 
the quartic term D • D L • L in the Hamiltonian or more generally, by breaking the 
0(4) limit.
(e) N A C 2 /C 2 ] This is similar to (d) above but for the softness parameter C2. The 
experimental values show more variation but are generally negative (except A10). 
It is indeterminate in the 0(4) limit as C2 = 0 for all bands.
As stressed earlier, the change in band structure is linear (to leading order) for low- 
lying bands, therefore the above quantities provide a good overall representation for 
the spectroscopic data.
2.5.1 Minimal Breaking of 0(4)
Taking the simplest case first, this section first considers a minimal breaking of 
the 0(4) limit via the Hamiltonian (1.12). The effect of the np and h2 terms on 
the ratios (a) to (e) introduced above are shown in Figs. 2.1- 2.5. In each figure, a 
particular ratio is plotted against the parameter 771 for various values of 772- Both 
parameters are varied in the range of [—0.3,0.3], 771 continuously and 772 in steps 
of 0.1. Fig. 2.1, shows the effect of the symmetry breaking on the ratio A E /N C \ , 
which is seen to be coherent for 771 and 772. That is, they both reduce this ratio
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r|2 = 0.3
’l l
Figure 2.1: The effect of the one- and two-body symmetry breaking terms 
with strength parameters r/i and 772 on the ratio AE/NCi. The parameter 
772 is varied from —0.3 to 0.3 in steps of 0.1
from its 0(4) value of 4 for positive values, and conversely, increase it for negative 
values. The latter range is preferred by the experimental values quoted in Table 2.1, 
which require a larger MOI than that provided by the dipole interaction alone. Note 
that for negative 771 or 7 7 2, a (or r) gets larger than the 0(4) value (see Eq. (2.90)). 
Thus the increase in MOI is associated with a corresponding increase in molecular 
size. Note that the situation in the IBM description of deformed nuclei is exactly 
the opposite, namely, the dominant quadrupole-quadrupole interaction there leads 
to a too large MOI that needs to be reduced by addition of (positive) one-body 
energies [27]. This choice of sign in the IBM has firm microscopic foundations in 
the pairing property of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. In the case of diatomic 
molecules, there is no microscopic basis for the bosons, and the choice of sign for 
the symmetry breaking terms is purely motivated by phenomenology.
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the variation of the ground-band MOI with spin. The 
two ratios A^C^/Ci and N 4Cs/C  1 , which measure the deviation from the rigid- 
rotor behaviour, are plotted in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. Symmetry breaking 
by 771 gives the correct sign for but the magnitude is not large enough to
accommodate the observed values, especially for the halides. The positive range of 
772 lead to the wrong sign, thus they are excluded by this set of data. The negative 
range of 7 7 2 , on the other hand, give the correct sign and they are much more effective 
than 771 in reproducing the experimental range. The ratio N AC^/C\ has the wrong
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r)2 = 0.3
Figure 2.2: The effect of the one- and two-body symmetry breaking terms 
with strength parameters 771 and 7/2 on the ratio N 2C-2 /C \. The parameter 
772 is varied from —0.3 to 0.3 in steps of 0.1.
Figure 2.3: The effect of the one- and two-body symmetry breaking terms 
with strength parameters 771 and 772 on the ratio N 4Cs/C\. The parameter 
772 is varied from —0.3 to 0.3 in steps of 0.1.
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Figure 2.4: The effect of the one- and two-body symmetry breaking terms 
with strength parameters r)\ and 772 on the ratio N AC\/C\. The parameter 
772 is varied from —0.3 to 0.3 in steps of 0.1 .
sign in most cases when both 771 and 772 are negative. Nevertheless, a small positive 
771 and a larger negative 772 could still explain all three ratios discussed so far.
The change in MOI among different bands is illustrated in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. 
The ratios NAC\/C\  and NAC2/C2 are plotted in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 respectively.
The former can be described by a band values satisfying 771 +772 ~  —0.2, which is 
still consistent with the previous ratios. But the latter ratio, which is indeterminate 
in the 0(4) limit, exhibits large variations far outside the experimental range for 
any value of the symmetry breaking terms. Explanation of this ratio calls for higher 
order terms in the Hamiltonian.
As already mentioned in Section 2.4, the one-body dipole operator is not suffi­
cient to describe the infrared transitions beyond Av = 1. Here we discuss the case 
of Av = 1 dipole transitions, where symmetry breaking provides the right order of 
magnitude as far as the N  dependence is concerned. From Eqs. (2.119) and (2.117) 
the ratio of 1 —► 0 to 0 —> 0 transition is roughly given by rji/y/N. Since the dy­
namic considerations above limits the values 77 to about %20, symmetry breaking 
could provide only a fraction of the experimental ratio. This again underscores the 
importance of higher-order terms in the transition operator.
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rj2 = -0.3
n 2 = 0-1
Figure 2.5: The effect of the one- and two-body symmetry breaking terms 
with strength parameters 771 and 772 on the ratio N AC2/C2. The parameter 
772 is varied from —0.3 to 0.3 in steps of 0.1 .
2.5.2 Higher Order Terms
This section discusses the symmetry breaking due to the higher order terms, 
namely, three-body interactions in the Hamiltonian and two-body terms in the 
dipole transition operator. The effect of the three cubic terms on the ratios (a) to 
(e) are shown in Figs. 2.6-2.10. The presentation is similar to Figs. 2.1-2.5 with 772 
being replaced by 773 in (a), r)'3 in (b) and 773 in (c) of each figure. The effect of the 
cubic terms on the ratio A E /N C i is shown in Fig. 2.6 . The curves in Fig. 2.6 exhibit 
broadly similar features as in the case of 772 in Fig. 2.1, thus the same comments 
apply here. In details, 773 dependence is more uniform and weaker compared to the 
others .
Fig. 2.7 studies the dependence of the ratio N^C^/Cx on the cubic terms. Again, 
the curves in Fig. 2.7 exhibit similar patterns as in Fig. 2.2 showing the 772 depen­
dence. Two important differences are that 773 is even more effective than 772 in 
inducing changes in this ratio, and the sign dependence for 773 is reversed compared 
to the others. These features would be helpful in fine tuning of the parameters. 
Fig. 2.8 repeats the same study for the ratio N ACz/C\. In this case, there are no 
common features among different figures. Noteworthy is the 773 dependence, which 
is very sensitive to this ratio, and hence 773 would be best determined by fits to the 
C3 coefficient of the ground-band MOI.
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The variation in MOI with bands is studied in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10. In Fig. 2.9, the 
dependence of the ratio N A C \/C \ on the cubic terms is seen to be similar to that 
of rj2 in Fig. 2.4 but much weaker in its effect. Thus this ratio should be fitted by 
the rji and 772 parameters. The unstable nature of the ratio N A C 2/C 2 encountered 
in Fig. 2.5 is cured by the addition of the cubic terms (Fig. 2.10). The 773 range 
are still outside the experimental range but the other two could explain the data. 
Clearly, in order to reproduce this ratio, one has to balance the cubic parameters 
carefully.
Inclusion of the two-body term in the dipole operator clearly cures the problem 
in the Av = 1 transitions mentioned above. From Eqs. (4.9) and (4.8), the 1 —> 
0/1 —► 0 ratio is given by l/\/]V , consistent with the data. However, the same ratio 
for the Av  =  2 transition is still proportional to 77, hence it suffers from the same 
problem. This again can be resolved by either including the three-body term in 
(1.23), or, more practically, using the exponential form (1.24).
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
ti'3 = -0.3
t H I | t  t I I t n  I t n  I I I n t I n  i-f
Til
Figure 2.6: The effect of the cubic terms with strength parameters 7 7 3, 773 and 
773 on the ratio A E /N C \. The parameters are varied from —0.3 to 0.3 in 
steps of 0.1, except for 773 which is varied from —0.1 to 0.3. Lower 773 values 
are excluded because they lead to excessive fluctuations in the graphs.
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r| '3 =  - 0.3
t  I  I I  I  I  M  I I  I I I  I I  t  t  t  I I  I  M
t|"3 =  - 0.2
Til
Figure 2.7: The effect of the cubic terms with strength parameters 773, 773 and 
773 on the ratio iV^C^/Ci. The parameters are varied from —0.3 to 0.3 in 
steps of 0.1, except for 773 which is varied from —0.1 to 0.3. Lower 773 values 
are excluded because they lead to excessive fluctuations in the graphs.
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Figure 2.8: The effect of the cubic terms with strength parameters 773, 773 and 
773 on the ratio N*Cz/C\. The parameters are varied from —0.3 to 0.3 in 
steps of 0.1, except for 773 which is varied from —0.1 to 0.3. Lower 773 values 
are excluded because they lead to excessive fluctuations in the graphs.
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Figure 2.9: The effect of the cubic terms with strength parameters 773, 773 and 
773 on the ratio N AC\/C\. The parameters are varied from —0.3 to 0.3 in 
steps of 0.1, except for 773 which is varied from —0.1 to 0.3. Lower 773 values 
are excluded because they lead to excessive fluctuations in the graphs.
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Figure 2.10: The effect of the cubic terms with strength parameters 773, 773 
and 773 on the ratio N  AC2/C2. The parameters are varied from —0.3 to 0.3 
in steps of 0.1, except for 773 which is varied from —0.1 to 0.3. Lower 773 values 
are excluded because they lead to excessive fluctuations in the graphs. The 
curves for 773 =  0, 773 =  0, and 773 =  0 lie outside the figures (cf. Fig. 2.5).
CHAPTER 3
Triatomic Molecules
In this chapter, the 1 / N  expansion formalism is extended to linear triatomic 
molecules. Since axial symmetry is preserved in linear molecules, this extension is 
conceptually straightforward, only that it entails more complex calculations. Bent 
molecules are not considered in this work because they require projection from a 
non-axial intrinsic state, which is a rather difficult problem to tackle with analytical 
methods. In the first section, mean field theory of triatomic molecules is reviewed, 
and solutions to the variational problem are discussed. In the second section, the 
projected normalization is evaluated using the improved Gaussian approximation. 
In the following sections, energy expressions for the ground-band and hrst overtones 
are derived, and applied to selected data in triatomic molecules.
This section presents a general mean field study of the one- and two-body Hamil­
tonian introduced in Eqs. (1.29-1.31). One purpose of this study is to determine the 
range of parameters that lead to linear molecules. This is necessary to ensure that 
the applications of the 1/N expansion results derived under the assumption of linear 
molecules remain within those boundaries. For triatomic molecules the variational 
ground-state band is given by the product of the individual coherent states
In general axial symmetry is lost so that, aligning the ‘second’ bond along the z 
axis, the intrinsic bosons may be expressed as
3.1 Mean Field Theory
\Nu N2 , n , r 2> =  (jV1Ar2)!(f>ti)'Vl(f4)'V!|0). (3.1)
b\ =  (1 +  t\)  1/2(sl +  n  • pi),
b\ =  (1 +  r\)  1/2(4  +  r2^ 0). (3.2)
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where r\ and r2 are the two variational parameters associated with the two in­
teratomic distances and 0 is a further variational parameter describing the angle 
between the bonds.
For a given triatomic Hamiltonian H. the energy surface is determined from
E(ru r2,0) =  (Nu N2, n , r 2\H\Nu N2,ru r2).
For the Hamiltonian in Eqs. (1.29-1.31), this leads to the expression
(3.3)
£ ( n , r 2,0) =  J2
i=1
- 4  KiNf 
NuN2
Ti
1 +  ri
+  SiNi Ti
1 +  r?
+  <JvN‘
( i £ f )
(l +  r ? ) ( l+ r 2) (-4 « i2r ir2 cos 0 + cr^rfr^)
+A4(r2 + rl -  2rir2 cos 6) +  (A3 4- A4) (n r2 sin 6)2
The variational parameters are then obtained from the extremum conditions
dE(r 1? r2, 0)
(3.4)
drt
dE(ru r2,0)
de
=  o,
=  0. (3.5)
The energy surface (3.4) had been obtained previously in Refs. [12] and [17], 
but its variational solution was not discussed in any detail. Because of the rational 
form, variation of E(ri, r2, 0) is somewhat complicated. This takes a more amenable 
form using the variable
2rf
1, 2, (3.6)
1 +rV
which was introduced in the diatomic case because of its convenience. After this 
transformation, the energy surface becomes
2
' N2 —K^ n.JO. — n.A -4-  ,
2 4
r i iE(ai,a2,0) =  i^«i(2 -  di) + -e'idi + - o a 2
i=1
+ N iN2 
1
~ ( J i 2CLia2 +  -A4(ai 4- a 2 — a ia 2)
——(2aci2 + A4)[ai(2 -  ai)a2(2 -  a2)]l/2cos9 
+^(A3 +  A4)aia2 sin2 6 (3.7)
where e\ =  Ei/Ni. The variational parameters are then determined from the ex­
tremum conditions, by setting the following derivatives to zero
^ = “ ai) + \ e'iNi + ^ i N 2ai + <^j12N1N2a2
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cos 9
(3.8)
dE(di, a2,0)
dd2 —  —  2/c2Af|(l — «2) + -£ 2-^2 +  2(72^ 2ai +  -cr^AhAhai
+ —(A3 +  A4)N \ N 2cli sin2 0, (3.9)
<9£(ai,a2,0)
dO
-  Ah Ah sin 0 (2«i2 +  A4)[ai(2 -  01)02(2 — a 2)]1,/2cos0 
+-(A 3 +  A4)a io2cos0 . (3.10)
Eq. (3.10) has 3 solutions for the variable 9, given by 6 — 0,7r and
These three solutions are considered separately below.
i) 9 = 0: Substituting 9 — 0 in Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9), and setting each equal to zero, 
one obtains
—N\ (4/c +  <Ti)ai -t- N2{g 12/2 — A4)a2 +  (—4AhAi +  Ah^i +  AhA4) —
—Ah(4ft +  <72)0.2 T  -Ah(<712/2 — A4)ai +  (—4 Ah «2 T  Ah£2 T  Ah.A4) —
where 7 =  2/ti2 +  A4. From the study of diatomic molecules, it is expected th a t 
di remains near one for small perturbations of the 0(4)-like dynamical symmetries. 
Thus, as a first approximation, one can replace the square root terms above with 
one. The solutions of the resulting linear equations are then given by
[A/i(4fia — g'i) +  2^ 2^ 12][N2(4k2 +  02) +  Ah7] ~  N$(4k,2 — £'2)(ai2/2  — A4)
[Ni (4ki +  <7X )  +  Ah7][Ah(4/c2 + ^ 2) +  N ^ \  -  AhAh(oi2/2  -  A4)2
(3.14)
[Ah(4/^ ~  g;2) +  21ViACi2][iVi(4/ci +  01) +  Ah7] ~  (4/ci -  £/i )(o i2/2  -  A4)
[Ah(4«i +  01) +  Ah 7] [N2{4k2 +  <72) +  Ah 7] — Ah-/V2 (012/2 — A4)2
(3.15)
cos 9 — —2/^ 12 T  A4 (2 — Oi)(2 — d2) ^ (3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)
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If required, these can be improved by iterating the solutions. Notice that the square 
root factors in Eqs. (3.12-3.13) are multiplied by 7 . Thus, to iterate, one can simply 
multiply 7 in the above solutions with the square root factors obtained by substi­
tuting the approximate cq values from the previous iteration.
ii) 9 = 7t : The solutions in this case are given by those in (i) above upon substituting 
7 -> - 7 .
iii) The third solution for 9 is rather complicated. Since numerical studies indicate 
that it does not lead to an absolute minimum of energy surface for small perturba­
tions of dynamical symmetries, it is not considered here.
For X 2Y  molecules, the solutions are considerably simplihed, and they could 
provide more insight. Substituting a 4 — =  a and similarly setting all the other
single boson Hamiltonian parameters equal gives for the energy surface
E(a,9) —4kö(2 — a) + 2e'a + (cr + 072/ 2)a2 — 2«i2a (2 — a) cos 6
1
+A4ö(2 — a)(l — cos 0) + -(A3 +  A4)a2 sin2 9 (3.16)
Note that the number of variational parameters to be considered is reduced to two 
and there are no complicating square root factors. As in the more general case, 
there are three possible solutions for 9, which are examined in turn, 
i) 6 — 0: the solution for a is
4k T 2aci2 —
4k. + 2ki2 + <7 -T 072/2
and the corresponding energy is
E (» - <
8k +  4ki2 +  2<t -f- (J12
(3.17)
(3.18)
Note that in this instance there is no dependence on the Majorana operators, 
ii) 6 =  7r: the solution for a is
4k — 2ki2 — 2A4 — s'
4k — 2ki2 — 2A4 T <7 T <742/2
giving the energy solution
N 2(4k -  2k12 -  2 X4 -  e’f
H j \ u  — 7TJ — — — ■ — — .
8k — 4k42 — 4A4 -f- 2(7 T (742
(3.19)
(3.20)
The difference from (i) are that it has a dependence on A4 and the sign of K42 term 
is opposite. Given the the usual positive values of these parameters, then (i) would 
result in a lower energy.
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iii) The third solution would correspond to a bent molecule with the bond angle 
determined by
=  ( 2 / ^12 +  A* ) ( 2  Q)
(A3 + A4)a
In this case, the solution for a is given by
a  _  2  (2^12 +  A4)2 + (4k; — s' — A4)(A3 -f- A4)
(2ki2 + A4)2 + (8k +  2cr 4- <Ji2 + A3 — A4)(A3 A4)
(3.22)
and substituting this result in Eq. (3.21), the 6 solution becomes
(2ki2 +  A4)(4k +  e '  +  2(j +  (J 1 2  +  A3) 
(2ki2 + A4)2 + (4k — s '  — A4)(A3 +  A4)
(3.23)
Finally, the energy is
Ee —N 2
(4k — s' — A4)2(A3 -t- A4) — (2ki2 + A4)2(A3 -f- A4 T 2e/ + 2er -f- <7 1 2 ) 
(2ki2 + A4)2 + (8k -t- 2cr T <7i2  + A3 — A4)(A3 + A4)
(3.24)
Note that at all times in the above analysis 2cr + 0 1 2  may be trivially replaced by 
cr', which simplifies consideration of the effect of these symmetry breaking terms.
A numerical analysis of the three energy extrema obtained above indicates that 
the bending solution is bracketed by the other two for small perturbations of the 
dynamical symmetries, hence such Hamiltonians can only describe linear triatomic 
molecules.
3.2 Polyatomic Normalization
As described in the last section, coherent states for the extended SGA are sim­
ply given by the product of individual coherent states. Unfortunately, the methods 
described in [22] for the evaluation of the projection integrals do not work for prod­
ucts of coherent states. A Gaussian approximation can be invoked to get around 
this difficulty [5]. However, this limits the accuracy of the expansion to order 1/N,  
which is not good enough for practical applications of the method. (It has been 
demonstrated in the last chapter that the accuracy of the 1/N expansion solutions 
depends directly on how accurately one can evaluate the projected normalization 
integral for coherent states.) Description of polyatomic molecules in the vibron 
model are then limited to leading order terms in band energies, moment of inertia 
and electric dipole transitions. Part of the interesting physics in molecular spec­
troscopy derives from the 1/N correction terms to these quantities, which cannot 
be obtained accurately using the Gaussian approximation. Thus, for the 1/N ex­
pansion to be useful in applications to the extended SGA, it is essential to find a
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method whereby one can evaluate the projected norm integral to a desired level of 
accuracy.
In Appendix B, a new method for evaluating angular momentum projected inte­
grals, based on an improvement of the Gaussian approximation, is demonstrated for 
a single-boson system. This section generalizes this method to multi-boson systems, 
and expressions for the norm integral, accurate to high orders in l /N ,  are derived. 
This result forms the basis for the triatomic energy calculations to be presented 
in the following sections. The derivation is given for a general multi-boson system 
with axial symmetry, so that the results can be applied to other bosonic SGA. In 
particular, they will be useful in improving the previous l / N  expansion results for 
the proton-neutron IBM [5].
For a system of bosons described by the SGA Ui<g)U2 <8> • • . <8>Un, there are n 
types of orthogonal bosons, which are collectively denoted by the set of operators 
{bhm, bum, i = 1 ,2 ,.. . ,  n). Assuming that the ground state of this boson system is 
axially symmetric, it can be written as a product of individual coherent states
l-NijXi, Ar2 ,x 2, . . . ,  Nn, xn> = (bi)N< |0), 6? =  X > « 6iio- (3.25)
1=1 l
The norm of the intrinsic state (3.25) with angular momentum projection is given 
by
9 T, 4 - 1  /*7T n
N g{N\, JV2, . . . ,  Nn, L) =  — 4— d ß s m ß P L(ß)Y[[Zi{ß))Ni, (3-26)
where Zi are defined as in (2.20) with xi —> Xu. For each in (3.26), the ansatz 
(B.4) is used with the substitutions N  —» Ni: an —> a*n and Ck —> c^- Here ain are 
defined by Eq. (C.5), with xi —» Xu, and the solutions for follow from Eq. (B.7) 
with the above substitutions for N  and an. With these dehnitions, the improved 
Gaussian integral for (3.26) can be written as
/ =  [°° dß sin ß Ph{ß) exp[—äiV/?2/4] f j ( l  +  £  a kßk\  (3.27)
i= 1 ^ fc=4,6, '
introducing the average a as
dN = Y j aiNi, jV =  £ /V j. (3.28)
i = l  i = l
When all =  0 (i.e. the Gaussian approximation), the integral (3.27) reduces to 
the same form as for the single-coherent state (B.2). Thus, with the above definition 
for äN, the Gaussian approximation leads exactly to the same l / N  expansion for 
the multi-boson systems as in the single-boson case, that is, Eq. (2.27) with the
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coefficients anm given in Eq. (B.3). This equivalence of the Gaussian approxima­
tions in form is very important in generalizing the method to multi-boson systems 
because one can adapt the equations developed in Appendix B with only minor 
modifications.
As before, the Gaussian approximation gets only the first layer coefficients cor­
rectly, which are simply given by ann = 1. To discuss the correction terms to the 
Gaussian approximation, it is necessary to write the product in (3.27) explicitly. 
Limiting this process to order /?8, which is sufficient for most practical purposes, 
gives for I8
roo ( n  r /  n \
h  = dß sin ß PL{ß) exp[~äNß2/4] f 1 + ^  ciAß4 +  ci6ß 6 + ( ci8 +  J2  ci4cj4 j ß
(3.29)
Replacing the sums over i by some average coefficients, it is seen that Eq. (3.29) has 
the same ß dependence as in Eq. (B.4). Therefore, one can calculate the corrections 
to the Gaussian approximation from Eq. (B.8) by replacing Ck with appropriate 
averages of as indicated in (3.29). Using the terminology of the last section, the 
second layer coefficients follow from Eq. (B.9) as
{c^nn—1}8 ~  { ® n n - 1}0 VTH (^ U l  2 Q, 6 f l " )  { o ^ i—l n —1 } q .12a
(3.30)
where the coefficients {cw io  are still given by Eq. (B.3), and the bar on any 
quantity denotes an average as in (3.28), including the powers of a which are defined 
by
a^ N = J2aiNi- (3-31)i—1
Since in general a2 ^  a2, the division of this term by ä, implied in Eq. (3.30), cannot 
be done. Thus the second layer coefficients <ann_i follow from the expressions in 
Eq. (2.28) by simply putting a bar over all a, and replacing the middle terms by 
a —> a2/a.
The situation for the third layer coefficients is slightly more complicated because 
there is an extra term in (3.29) involving a double sum, and c8 is quadratic in N, 
which seems to require another average for a weighted with N 2. In fact, there is 
cancellation between the two terms and the third layer results look very much the 
same as in Eq. (B.10). To show this, consider the identity
^ C i 4 C j 4  =  1 [fecA
j>i
(3.32)
to the coefficient of ß8 in (3.29), and substitute the values of from (B.6)
70 2
E Cis + E  c« cj-4 = E  a? (3<bi ~ 2a> ~ )
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1
2(234!)2
f e  Ni (San -  2di -  6a2)")
'i= 1 2
Y ,N ?  (3an - 2 a t - 6 a ? ) 2 .
i
(3.33)
The first and the last terms on the right hand side of Eq. (3.33) cancel each other, 
and the middle term  requires only the averages introduced above. Thus, in complete 
analogy to Eq. (B.10), the third layer coefficients are given by
{c^nn—2} 8 { ^ n n - 2} 0 10_ (3<2i 2fl 6a2) { « n —In —2}olza
(n — 1 )2n2(n + 1) f •
180a
I  —5a2 +  10ai — 8a +  45aai — 30a2 — 60a3 J 
5(k + -2) ^  _  2- _  6a2j \  {ct„_2rl- 2}0.
(3.34)
Here the average of the product is defined in the same spirit of Eq. (3.31), th a t is
n
~dd\N — ^  diduNi. (3.35)
2 =  1
The relationship between the single- and multi-boson third layer coefficients are not 
as simple as in the case of the second layer, and they need to be given explicitly.
To recapitulate, the norm integral for multi-boson systems (3.26) is given by the 
1/N expansion
9 / _i_ i f —l l n n
M9(Nu N2,...,Nn, L) = (1 +  5)— ^ -  Y .  £  a nm~Lm, (3.36)
n=0 ,t"vu' v / m = 0
where dN  is defined in (3.28), and the coefficients anm are given to the third layer 
by
^nn 1?
«io =  1 +  d2/ä — ä i/2 ä ,
«2i =  4 +  6a2/ä  — 3 ä i/ä ,
« 32 =  10 +  18a2/ä  -  9 ä i/ä ,
«43 =  20 +  40a2/ ä -  20äi/ä ,
«54 =  35 +  75a2/ä  — 75äi/2ä,
«65 =  56 +  126a2/ä  — 63äi/ä ,
«20 =  2 +  (6a2 — 4a3 — 10äi/3 +  3ääi — Ä2/3)/ä +  6(a2 — ä i/2 )2/ ä 2,
«3i =  18 +  12(6a2 — 4a3 — 10äi/3 +  3ääi — Ä2/3)/ä +  90(a2 — ä i/2 )2/ ä 2,
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a42 = 88 + 60(20a2/3 -  4a3 -  l lä i /3  + 3ääi -  ä2/3)/ä  + 540(a2 -  ä1/2)2/ä 2, 
a 53 -  308 + 200(15a2/2 -  4a3 -  49äi/12 + 3ääi -  ä2/3 )/ä  +  2100(a2 -  ä i/2 )2/ä 2, 
a 64 =  868 + 525(42a2/5 -  4a3 -  68äi/15 +  3ääi -  ä2/3 )/ä  + 6300(a2 -  äl/2)2/ä 2.
Here the various averages denoted by bars are defined in Eqs. (3.28), (3.31) and 
(3.35). Lifting the bars from the expressions in Eq. (3.37) one obtains the single- 
coherent state results in agreement with Eq. (2.28). The vibron model results are 
obtained from the above coefficients by substituting an = 2na.
3.3 Ground Band
Now consider the expectation value of the Hamiltonian (1.29-1.31) in the ground 
state. The final results given are accurate to the second layer, but may readily 
be extended by increasing the accuracy of the normalization integral used in the 
calculations. As in the case of the normalization integral (Section 3.2) the layer 
structure used in the diatomic case may be essentially retained. The sole difference 
is that the layers are defined by combining the powers of Ni,N2, and N.
Operators containing only one type of boson have a simple parallel with the 
equivalent operators in the diatomic ground state. These results are therefore pre­
sented first. Only the type-1 boson operators will be considered here, as the type-2 
results may be easily obtained from them by swapping the indices. Note that in this, 
and subsequent sections of the chapter, the shorthand N  = äN  has been adopted.
The expectation value of the one-body operator hi i is given by
where A/"(Afi, jV2, L) is the normalization. The calculation proceeds in the same way 
as that presented for the diatomic calculation of (n/)/,. Thus,
(3.37)
(nn )L = ( N u N ^ r u n l n n P ^ N u U ^ u r i j / M i N u N i t L ) ,  (3.38)
x (0 |& ^ M * > h )A', (4fi)iV210>, (3.39)
where the intrinsic matrix element is
\  /  \  u u 2 /  UU1
= N l \N2\N1[Z1(ß)]Nl- 1[Z2(ß)]N2xh<L(ß)- (3.40)
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This result demonstrates a common feature of all ground state matrix elements 
involving operators comprised solely of one type of boson. That is, the result (at 
this stage of the calculation) is the same as that of the equivalent operator in the 
diatomic case with the addition of a factor of N2l[Z2(/3)]N2. Thus for the operators 
fip i , tip i , D\ • Du we may take the equivalent diatomic calculation, add the appro­
priate subscript, and replace F(N — n, L) by F(N\ — n, For the one-body
operator, the triatomic (fii)i becomes
(nn)L = F{^ l l  L) J O f F M - u N ^ J ) .  (3.41)
With appropriate substitutions, evaluation by Mathematica gives the following sec­
ond layer result.
(fipi)l — —y ^ { l  +  “  2) +  —  (3öi +  2ö2 -  4ai) +  — a27V(2 -  ai)
L
N*
L2
(ai — 2) +  — (2 + 3ai — 3a? — 2a^) +  ~ ~ a0)
2 NA
—4 — 2tii -f- 3a? T 2ö.2 "F ~jy(FN(2, — ai) (3.42)
Similarly, using the diatomic calculation for the expectation value for
(n2!) l can be written as
(n2pl)L = J) + {npl)L. (3.43)
4-c (iVi, iV2, L) ,j
The final second layer form for this expectation value is
z~ 2 \ a i N i f , (2 — ai) 2a i (2 -a i )
(nPi)L = —r - i a i  + — - —  +4
2ai
Ni
(4 — 8öi + 3a?) +
N NiN
(2 — 3ai T a?)
4ai(2 — ai)a2N L
N 2
+ — (2 -  3ai +  a,)
T r
+ N4
N  3 + jv2
2ai(2 — ai)
^ ( 2 - 7 a 1+ 3 a ? ) - ^ a 2lV (2 -a 1) 
4a i
—3a,(2 -  aO +  - ^ a 2JV(2 -  a,) ) (3.44)
where akN is defined by Eq. (3.31). This approach is also appropriate for the 
interaction D\ • D \ . Modification of the diatomic result gives
(Di • D i)l m ? lF<N)aN 2r>> —  T  E<«M0| JO )aF (M  -  2, JV2, L) +  3(n.i>tV7Vl , yV2,FJ /=0 j
+(Fp i )l , (3.45)
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and the final expansion is
(Di  • D \ ) l — U\Ny -I 2 — <2 i +  — (—2 4~ 5ai — 2a?) 4---- — (3 ~  3ai +  a?)
A/- aiTVi
- - ^ - ( 4  -  8ai +  3a?) 4- - ^ y ( 2  “  3«i +  2a?)
2a \ N X/n r 2n 2a27V2 r
(2 — 5ai 4“ 2ax) 4- —^t^ ( 2 — 5ai -t- 4^)
N 3 
L 
N 2 
6a2N
N \N 3
2 2
2 — 5ai 2a? — ——(2 — 3ai 4~ a?) 4—— (2 4“ 3ai — 14a? 4~ 6a?)
TV
+
TV2
L2
AT4
(2 4~ 5ai — 2a?)
—2 4- ai +  6a? — 3a? 4~
2a2 N  
N
(2 -  5a! 4- 2a?) (3.46)
(3.47)
The remaining operators in the Hamiltonian involve both type-1 and -2 bosons 
and are therefore not susceptible to this shorthand approach. The normal ordered 
forms of these operators are
: D \  - L>2 : — I ( — ) m^ l,00^2 ,00^1,lm ^2 ,l-m  +  &l,00&2,lm&l,lm&2,00
m ^
00^1,00^2,lm  4" ( ~ ) Tn^ l,l_m ^2,lm ^l,00^2,00 j  , (3 .4 8 )
f l \  p • 77-2 p •
m n
(3 .4 9 )
: M 4 : =  1 frl,00&2,lm&l,00&2,lm “  &1.00&2,lm&l,lm&2,00
“~&l,lm&2,00^1,00^2,lm 4" &I,lm&2,00&l,lm&2,00 J ) (3 .5 0 )
: M 3 : =  S  |  *4,10*4,lm*>l,10*>2,lm ~  *4,10*4,lm*>l,lm*>2,10 \ (3 .5 1 )
The expectation value of M3 vanishes in the ground band of linear molecules (and in 
the stretching bands). Since it plays a relatively minor role in symmetry breaking, 
it will not be discussed further. For the same reason, the M3 part has been excluded 
from M4 by introducing M'A = M4 — M3. The corresponding expectation values are 
given by
2 n  N  1
( : Di ‘ D2 :)l = (^° +  ^ 1) (L010\J0)2,,A/2,T) j=0 t
x F ( N i  — 1, A72 — 1, J)  (3.52)
TV’i TV-, 2
(: a lp • fi2P :)L = T\ x i,ix l,i ^ 2  (^° +  2& ) (T0/0| JO)2,dr ( A / i ,  7V 2 , L) j = 0  t
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xF(Ni  -  1,7V2 — 1, J) (3.53)
{■M ’i '-)l = J ^ - ^ —jrT(-XU X2,o + XlfiX2fi)2 Y . ( L 0 W \J 0 )2
xF(N\ — 1,N2 — 1, J). (3.54)
Finally, carrying the necessary algebra, the following second layer expressions are 
obtained
{D x . D 2)l =  (2 — ai)(2 — a2)rir2jy1jv2| ! — 1 — a* — °2
N
2 2a2N
— ~  a? +  a2 -  a\ -  a ia2) 4- -rr= -(l -  ai -  a2)
+ AT2
N2
6a2 N
l - a i - a 2 - ^ - ( l - a i - a 2)
AT3
N2
1
+ AT4
+ ~ (1  + öi — 2ö| +  a2 — 2a,2 — 2aitt2)
2 1v
— 1 +  flj +  Ö2 4” Ö1Ö-2 4" — a2./V(l ~  al ~  02) (3.55)
„ x q,\Cl2N \ N 2 ( 4 4- ai 4- a2
('npl'Tlp2)L — ^ ^
+ 7V2
2 2 -  
4 --^ (4  — 4ai 4- a\  — 4a2 4- a2 4“ ^1^2 ) 4~ - -^^a2iV(4 — cl\ — a2)
2
4 — tti — a2 — — (4 — 7ai -f- 2a  ^ — 7a2 4~ 2a  ^4- 2aia2)
ax -  a2)
+
D_
N4
2 -i 'i
—3ai 4- a\ — 3a2 4- 0 2  4" a ia2 4" ~^a277(4 — «i — «2 ) j . (3.56)
( K l
NiN2
(ai +  a2 -  a ia2 +  (2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)rir2)
x 4 1 -  -— ^ —— -  ] ^ ( 2ai “  ai 4* 2a2 - a \ -  axa2) + - ^ a 2N(2 -  ax -  a2)
+
L_
N 2
P_
N4
2 — cl\ — a2 4~ ^y(2 4~ 3a 1 — 2a2 4- 3a2 — 2a2 — 2aia2) 
~ ^ 2  a2N ( 2 -  a i -  a2)
2 - ‘n
2 4- ai + a2 4- a2 — a2 — aia2) 4~ — u?N{2 — cl\ — a2) >. (3.57)
Combining all the individual expectation values derived above leads a rather 
long expression for the ground-band energy, which is not repeated. The associated
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variational problem would require solution of the mean fields to order l / N  for the 
second layer energy. (Recall that a given layer in mean fields contributes only to 
the next and higher layers in energies.) To the leading order, the projected ground 
energy is the same as the mean field theory result (3.7), whose variation has already 
been discussed. These leading order solutions for the mean fields are sufficient for 
the purposes of systematic investigations of symmetry breaking effects. Therefore, 
the l / N  corrections to the mean fields, which lead to very lengthy expressions, are 
not presented here.
3.4 V ibrational B ands
There are three first vibrational overtones for a triatomic molecule. These corre­
spond to a symmetric and antisymmetric stretching modes and an (antisymmetric) 
bending mode (the spurious symmetric bending state represents the rotation of the 
molecule as a whole). Following [5], which develops the l / N  formalism for the 
neutron-proton degree of freedom in the IBM, these excited states are defined as
symmetric stretching:
I M
[Ni\(Ni — l ) ! ] 1/ 2 
antisymmetric stretching:
C0S7 (H) N'-'b'hbl
(blf'ibtf'-'b'l |0>,
[(iV, -  1)!JV2!)1/2
sin 7
\4>om)
sm 7
[(Nr -  1)UV2!]V2
cos 7
(&l)N’- 16'1t(f4)'V2|0)
(3.59)[Ni\(Ni -  l)!p/2
symmetric bending:
I 0 i >  = cos 7[(iVi -  l)!iV2!]i/2
sin 7
[JV,!(N! -  l)!]1/2 
antisymmetric bending:
sm7 ■(6{)*-,6?t(aJ)* |0>1^ 1 m) - [(Nr -  1)!JV2!]V2
cos 7
[N^Nr -  1)!]V2
(3.58)
(bW '-'b'l'ibi)"*  |0>
(5l)w'(6t)w- 15''t|0), (3.60)
(3.61)
7 is a further variational parameter, or ‘mixing angle’. When considering the bend­
ing states, 7 is determined by ensuring that the normalization of the symmetric 
state vanishes. This eliminates the spurious state. For the stretching states, 7 is
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determined by the usual variational procedure. Note that K  in \<)>k ) denotes the 
quantum number for projection to the body-fixed axis. The boson operators 6', 6'' 
are defined as
K = [1 + rf] l/2{risi - p iio),
b'l = piA. (3.62)
3.4.1 Symmetric Stretching
The normalization for this state is given by
2L + 1ATs (Nu N2,L)  =  
(  cos 7
[  dß sin ßPL (cos ß) 
Jo
[(M -  l)!7V2!]i/2 
cos 7
[(Ni — l ) ! ^ ! ]1/2 
sin 7
(0| b ^ - ' b 'X 2 +
sin 7
[Ni\(Ni -  l ) ! ] 1/ 2 <0| b?'b»2- %
(b\R)N' - lb'?dblR)N2\0)
(b lRf ' ibLf ' - 'b '^m) .
[Ni\(N! -  l)!]1/2 
Expanding, the intrinsic matrix element gives
(3.63)
cos2 7 ' Z [[ß \Z ^ - l [ß\ + (Nx-  1
+2 cos 7 Sin 7 [ß\Y2{ß }Z ^ -1[ß\Z^~1 [ß\
+ sin2"/Z?'{ß] [z'b[ß]Z^ - l [ß] + (iV2 -  l)K22[/3]] , (3.64)
where, Yi and Z[ are obtained from the Z  and Y  used in the diatomic calculation by 
the addition of appropriate subscripts. Upon expansion, the second layer symmetric 
stretching normalization to order 1 /TV4 is given by
1
•Ms(TVi , A^2, L) =  1 -f — ^—2 + d\ +  a2 + (cq — 0-2) cos(2 7 ) + n^j
1 — — ^3 +  2a! +  2a2 +  2(ai — 0 2 ) cos(27) +  3 n^j 
1 +  —  (lO -  9ai -  9a2 -  9(ai -  a 2) cos(2 7 ) +  3n s j^ 
1 -  ^3 -  4ai -  4a2 -  4(ai -  a2) cosßy)^
L
N
L2
2N2
L3
6TV3
L4
24N4 ’
(3.65)
where,
n «  =  —
1 r 2 
TV
TV* a* (2 -  2a* + (2 -  a,) cos(27))
4=1
+(TViTV2)1/22(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)rir2 sin(2y) (3.66)
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The expectation values of one- and two-body terms in the Hamiltonian are 
presented below. Note that the results obtained for these states are extremely 
lengthy. For this reason, although the expansions have been calculated to second 
layer, only the first layer results are presented in the following sections. The second 
layer results are given in Appendix F. An intermediate step is also presented for 
each operator which in principle allows the calculation to be extended to any order.
The expectation values of the one-body operators in the symmetric state are 
given by
(hp i) 1 L
2F1(Nu N2iL)
J  dßsm ßd^ß)
cos 7 sin 7
\ ( N t -  l)!iV2!]i/2 
cos 7
[(JVj -  lJliV;,!]1/2 
sin 7
m b \ R )N ' (b t R)N>-i b']R).
( o | 7 ) np.
[N,.\(N2- l) ! ]1/2'
The intrinsic matrix element for i =  1 can be expanded as
(3.67)
cos2 7 ( ±
\db?dV1R
npi j Z \'~ '[ß } +  (Ni — 1)
db'l db\
■v \YAß\z?'-2\ß]
+ {N i ~  1)
d d
+(Kl -1 (lisr-')
(N, -  1)(JV! -  2) /  d d
2 \db'i dbiR
nPi )Y?[ß}Z?'-3[0]
+  cos 7 sin 7 \(  9 9
. {d b 'fd h
■np l \ Z ^ ~ l [ß\ +
(  d d
+2(7V, -  1)
+  sin2 " /N iZ ^1
d_ _ a_
db\ dbi 
-1 (  9 d 
\ 56i d b m
U&l 9b‘
■ n ^Y ^Z ^ lß ilY iW Z p -'lß }
- f i n  z
hp 1 Z'2[ß }Z p - l [ß\ +  (N2 -  1 )Y22[ß ]Z ^ - 2[ß]
(3.68)
Substituting this result in the matrix element and using the normalization integral, 
one obtains the following intermediate result
( 2 - a 1)5JlF (N 1- l , N 2, I )(nPi )l =  X : E ( i0 J 0|/ 0>2{ cos272
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+ i ( M - l ) o i ( ( 2  -  Ol)(5 j0 +  2(5j 2) -  (4 -
- j 0 (Nl - l ) { N 1- 2 ) ( 2 - a 1)al(5(SJ0+25n ) - 3 ( 4 6 Jl+Sj3))F{N1- 3 , N 2J )
+  cos 7 sin f ’J N i N2^;(2 -  ar)(2 -  a2)rir2 (<5jo -  3<5.n +  2<5j2)F (N i - 1 ,  AT2- 1 ,  / )
--(M -l)ai(5(<5jo  + 2SJ2) -  3(45n  + (5J3))F(iV1- 2, iV2- l ,  I) 
0
+  sin2 ^N id i■
1
((2 — a2)($/o +  2<5/2) +  3a26ji)F(Ni — N2—1, / )
+  t (-^2—1)(2 — 02)0-2 (5 ((5jo +  2(5 j 2)0
-3(<5ji +  (5j3 ) ) W - 1 ,^ 2 - 2 , / ) (3.69)
This expression can be evaluated to an arbitrary accuracy using M athem atica. Be­
low, (r7p 1)z, is given to the first layer. Second layer contribution is given in Ap­
pendix F
(fipi)L = +  (1 -  ai) cos2(7 ) -  ^ ( 2  -  a i ) a i (2 +  cos(27))
(AhAh)1/2,0
-------2^ ---- (2 ~  a 0 ( 2 “  a 2) n r 2
+  2 ^  [^ i(2 "  a i)a i(2 +  cos(27)) +  (A^ i A^2)1/2(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)rir2 sin(27 )] .
(3.70)
For the two-body operators comprised of only one type of bosons, for example 
O n , the m atrix element required for the expectation value in the symmetric state 
is given by
cos 7
[(Ah -  l)!A72!]i/2 
cos 7
[(Ah -  1)\N2\]1/2 
sin 7
(O l& f'-'& X 2 +
sin 7
[7Vt !(iV2 -  I)!]1/2
( 0 \ b ^ b ^ - X  Ö n
=  cos 7
+(Ni -  1)
+(JVi -  1)
[JVi \(N2-  1)!]V2
l ( s ?  ä b ö" )  z " ‘" m  +  m  ~ 11 ( Ü 6")
d d
db\db'1R
_d___d _
,9fc{ dbm
0 „ j  Y ^ Z ^ l ß )  
Ö 11)  Z[[ß}Z^
+{Nl 1} (aa? db\ db'1Rdb1Rö n )  2[f3]
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+{N\ — l){Ni — 2)
d d
On) Y?\ß\Z?'-2\ß\
d
db\ dbi R
(Nl -  l)(Nl  — 2) ( d d d a ö
(N1 - i m - 2 ) ( d  d d - \  ,,, „,_3f
(IVi -  l)(jV! — 2)(7V1 — 3) f d _ _ d __ d___ d_
+  cos 7  sin j J  Ni N 2 (A
\  Ob] db\ Obi ft <%! ft Ön Y? \0 \Z il~*\0\ z ? 2[ß]
\d b 'i Obi R
Ön ) Z ? ' - l [ß\ + (A
V<96i db\
- O i i) Z A
« < "■  - 11 ( w A d u )  r ‘m z b - ' m
1 (Ni - 1) /  a a a___a_d \  Nl_2w)
2 \<%i db\db1Rdb1R01 )  1 ^
W - i ) j a  a 0 a_ö  „,_2
2 U fc !9 * !a6'iflafeiR 0 l7 Zl ^
(Aft -  i)(jVi - 2 )  ___a___ a _
2 \<96{ db\ dbiR db\R
Ö n }Y x[ ß ]Z ^ - i [ß\
+  sin 7
Ni(Ni - 1) (  a a a a
db[ db\ dbi a dbm
Ön ) Z ? ' - 2[ß]
Z ’M Z ^ A ß ]  + {Ni -  l)Y22lß } Z p -2[ß] (3.71)
The equivalent result for Ö22 is simply obtained by swapping the indices 1,2, and 
by exchanging sin 7 and cos 7. Similarly, the remaining two-body operators th a t 
are comprised of both types of bosons, 0 12, have the expectation value
cos7 . sin7
[(Ni -  1 )ÜV2 !]V2 (0| bT'-'b'ib!?2 + [Nß(Ni -  1)!]V2 (0 \b» 'b?-%  0 12
X
cos 7
[(Ni -  l)!AT2 !]i/2
sin 7
[JV,!(JV2 -  l)!]1/2
=  cos 7
/  d d
m \ R)N^ R(b{R)N^  
<0\(b\R)N'(blRf > - lb'lR 
° ö i 7 \ z ^ - x[ß)
+ (N  -  1)
. \  dbi dbi r  db2 r
d d d d 0 12) y M z ^ \ p \
db'i db\ db2 r  db2 r )
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+(JVi -  1) I af  612)
< % {  Ö 6 2  db'1Rdb2R
+(Ni -  1) d d d
db\ db2 db\Rdb2R
On ) Z[[ß]Z^~2\ß]
+(^1 -  1) W  -  2)
d d d
+ cos 7 sin 7 J  N\ N2
db\ db2 db\Rdb2R 
(_d__d d d
Ö n )Y ? [ß lZ ? '-3[ß] N2Z ^ ~ l [ß]
+
( d _ d _
db2 db'lRdb2R
( d d d+(ATi -  1)
.  \  db'i db\ dh  r db'2 R j
Ö n) Z ^ ß l Z p - ' l ß ]
d
On Z " ' - \ ß ] Z ^ - l [ß\
Ön Yy\ß\Z?'-i \ß \Z p~ l \ß\
V db\ db2 db2 r db'2 R j
+ (" '  - 11 ( i i l ^ s b 6 “ )
+(K- - ■> ( s f ä ü d”) z
+<w- - 11 z
+ 2( M  -  i)(n2 -  i ) f ^ T ^ T Qf  a f  6 12)  y 1[ / J ] z 1w' - 2 [ ^ ] y 2^ ] z ^ - 2 [^ ]
<%2 ^ 1  ä &b2 r 
( d _ _ d  d d
- V Ö 6 1  db2 dbiR db2R
Ön Z " '~ l [ß)
+(K- - « ( h M i k . i r M
+ l 'v- - 1> ( s i 5 ! £ 4 6 ” ) 1-l'J |z |M M
(s i* iÄ ö“) z»."-w+(iv2 - 1 )
+(AT2 -l)(JV 2 - 2 )
d d d Ön)Y2[ß}Z^-3[ß] (3.72)
96* db2 Ö61 f; d r 
Using the operator derivatives given in Appendix E in the above expressions, the 
expectation values of the two-body interactions in the Hamiltonian can be evaluated 
in a straightforward manner. As before, only one intermediate step before substi­
tuting the normalization integral is given. These can be used to generate higher 
order terms. The final results are given to the first layer and the second layers are 
relegated to Appendix F
4 '  r2 - 0!
W i )l cos 7
1 j =0
■ S n F W - 1,N2,I)
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+ S (JVl_n ) (7(2 _  ai^ Sj0 +  25j2) + 3(3ai “ 4)<5jl) F (Ni~ 12'
+(iV1-ll)( iV 1- 2 ) ^  (5(2 -  ai)(5j0 + 2c + 3(7«! -  12)(235ji +  125j3)) 
x F (N i—3, N2, 1 )
+(N1- l ) ( N 1-2 ) (N 1-3 )a i(g4~ ai) (28<5,7o -  63 + 655j2 -  425j3 + 12 5j4)
x F(N i—4,N2,I)
+ cos7sin7y/lV1iV2^rir2(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2) (5j0 -  35ji +  25j2) 
x F ( N t -  1 , N 2 - 1 , I )
+^-(1Vi -1 )  (—10(5jo + 215j! -  20(5 +  9(5J 3 )  F ( N 1 - 2 , N 2 - 1 , I )  0
a 2
+ ^ ) ( N 1 - l ) ( N 1 - 2 )  (28(5jo -  6 3 6 n  +  65 -  42<5j3 +  125j4)
x F ( N i — 3 , N 2 — \ , I )
+  sin2 7 TV! (3a25ji +  (2 — a 2 ) ( 6 j o  +  2j2)) 1, JV2—1, 1 )
+(Ni —1) jq (5a2(5j0 + 9(2 — a2)5j4 + 10a25j2 + 6(2 — ü2) 6j 2 )  
x F(N i —2,N2—1,I)
+(5V2- l ) a'2(2~ —  (-10(5 jo 4- 24(5 ji -  20(5 J2 +  65 J3) F(ATi-l, N2- 2, /)  
+(7Vi—l)(iV2—1) 1 — — (236 jo — 636 j  i +  655 j 2 — 425j3 + 125 j 4)
x F ( N \ - 2 ,  N 2  — (3.73)
(n2p l)
7y2 ~2 yy
= 1  1 + -^ a i(6  ~ 4ai + (4 -  3ai) cos(27))
N ?
- ^ ( 2 -  fllW (2 + cos(27))
A^!372^ 172
(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)airir2 sin(27)
2./V2
2 N
N 2 {  2 — ai)a2(2 + cos(27)) 
-l_yV13/2A^21/2(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)a irir2 sin(27) (3.74)
(fip \ Tip2) j cos2 7A/2 ■
/  j = 0
(2 — ai)(^jo +  2(5 j 2)
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x F ( N ! -  1,N2- 1 , I )
+ (M -1 , JV2 - 1 ) ^  (5(7«! -  4)6JO + (2 -  a 1)(27<5J1 -  205 + 185 j 3))
x F (N \—2, N2—l, I)
+(N 1-l)(iV 1- 2 ) ai-(2-~ -ai) (285 jo  -  635j! +  655j2 -  425J3 + 125^) 
x F(N i- 3 , N 2- 1 , I )
+  c o s i s in ' i ^N iN 2F r 2(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2) (5j0 + 25J2) F(Ni~ l ,  N2- 1,1)
+(JVi—1)— (—5(5jo + 95ji — 105j2 + 65j3) F (N i—2, N2—1,1) 
+{N2- 1 ) ^ ( - 5 S jo + 96J] -  10(5j2 + 65 j3) 
+{Ni -1 ) (N2- 1 ) (^ ~  (286 j o  -  635ji +  655j2 -  425j3 + 125 j4)
x F( N i—2, N2—2,1)
• 2 A T4- sin2 7 A^i — (2 -  a2)(5j0 +  26j2)F(N 1,1)
+ ( N 2- 1 ) ^  (5(7a2 -  4)5j0 + (2 -  a2)(275ji -  205j2 + 185J3))
+(AT2 -l)(JV 2 -2 )
xF(5V1- l ,  N2—2,1) 
«1 (2  -  «2) (285jo — 635ji +  655j2 — 425j3 + 125 J4)
x F (N i—l, N2—3, (3.75)
(npinp2)L =  jV l^ a ' a2  + 1 ^Ar1ai(l -  a2)sin2(7 ) +  jV2a2(l -  a^co s2^ ) )
+ ^ (N iN2)1,2(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)r!r2sin(27) (3.76)
— N2CLiCL2( —8 +  2ßi +  2o,2 +  (&1 — Ö2) COs(27))
L
+ 4iV A^i1/2A^21/2(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)rir2 sin(2 7 )
+ — NiN2a\a2(S — 2a\ — 2a2 -4- (öi — 0 2 ) cos(27)) (3.77)
(Di - D i )l
3
i j=0
2 cos2 7 -  
’2 (3ai$/o +  (2 —
a\)Sji) F (N i~ l ,  N2,1)
+ (TVi — 1) 0 1 ((2 — <2 i )(^jo + ÖJ2 ) 4- 2(5 — lla i  + 5a2)<5ji^  F (N \—2, N2,1 ) 
+(iV1-l)(A f1- 2 ) ? l(2 ~ - l ) (5(2 + ai)5jo +  (19ai -  20)5j! +  5(6 -  5
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+a15J3)F(N1- 3 , N 2,I)
+(AT1- l) ( iV 1- 2 ) ( jV i - 3 ) Q‘(23 0 ai)2 (55,0 -  3äj! -  5<5,2 +  3 
xF(N \ -4 ,  N2,I)
-f- cos7 sin 7 \JN\N2~ (2 -  ai)(2  -  a2) r i r2 (55 jo — 4- ÖJ2 )
y.F(N\ — l, N2—l, I)
+ ( J V i - l ) - l  (5(8 -  3a,)<5,0 +  3(19ai -  30)SJ1 +  5(10 -  9ai)<5,2 +  3 a : SJ3) 
xF (JV i—2, jV2—1 ,/)
+(!V1-l)(A T 1- 2 ) ^ ( 2  -  a ^ a j  (5<SJ0 -  3<5j, -  5<5,2 +  35 ,3)
xF(Ni—3, N2—1,I)
4- sin2 7 N\ - ((öl 4~ 9a2 — 5 aia2)5jo "l- 3(6 — 3ai — 3a2 4* 2aia2)6ji
+ ( 2 g i  — aia2)Sj2)F(Ni—l, N2—l, I)
+(A^i—1)(2 — a i)a i ((1 -f- a2)6jo 4- 36j i  4- (2 — a2)5j2) F(Ni—2, iV2—1 ,1 ) 
4-(iV2—1) — (2 — a2)a2(5(12 — 7a\)5jo 4- 3(19ai — 30)6j i  +  5(6 — 5ai)6 j2 
+ 3 o15j 3)F(A^1—1, N2—2,1)
+{N\—1){N2—1) — (2 — ai)(2 — a2)a ia2 (56jo ~  35j i — 56j 2 4- 36j3) 
xF(N\—2, N2—2,1) (3.78)
(D\  • D\)l = N*{2 - a O t t !
+ N \  ^(1 — 4 ai)(4  — a i)  — (1 — 6ai 4- 3a2) cos(27)) 
N?
+ - ^ ( 2  -  a i ) a i ( —3 4- 4ai -  2(1 -  a i) cos(27))
A^i/2iV21/2
N
2(2 -  a i) ( l  -  a i )(2 -  a 2) r i r2 sin(27)
4-
L
ÄT2 AT2(2 — a i)a i(3  — 4ai — 2(1 — a\)  cos(27))
4-27V13/2/V21/2(2 — a i) ( l  — ai)(2 -  a 2) r i r 2 sin(27) (3.79)
(Di ■ D2)l cos2 7 A2^(2 -  a i )(2 -  a 2) r i r 2
i j =o
1 ’ 
2 .
- ( 5 jo 4-6j i )F(A5 —1,7V2- 1 , / )
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+(JVi—l)-((3oi -  1)<5J0 +  3Jj! + (4 -  JV2 —1, /)
-\-(Ni — l ) ( N i —2)di(2 — a i )  — ( 5 (5 j o  —  3öj\ — 56j2 +  36js) 
x F ( N i ~ 3 ,  AT2—1,1 )
{(CL 1Ö2 — Ö1 — CL2) 5 jq + (2 — d \  — Ö2 + ÖlÖ2)^Jl)+ cos 7 sin 7 yiViiVi
+ i(7V1- l) (2  -  fll)(l -  aaja^-^jo + 5J2)F(AT1-2 , W2- l ,  /)  
+ g(^2— 1)(2 — 0 -2 )(1 — ai)a2(—6jo + öj2)F(Ni— 1, N2—2, /)  
+ — (iVi —l)(Ar2--l)ai(2 — ai)a2(2 — a2)
x (5^j0 -  3 ^  -  5(5J2 + 3^3) F(Ni—2, N2- 2 , /)
1
+ sin2 7^1(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)rir2;
1
+(A^ 2 —l)-((3 a2 — 1)<5jo + 35j\ H— (öjo + öji)F(Ni—l, N2—1, /) 
+(AT2- l ) | ( ( 3 a 2 -  l)<5j0 +  3Sji + (4 -  3a2)6J2)F(N 1- l ,  2, 
4 (4V2 — 1) ( A;2—2}a2(2 — ß2)^j(5(5jo ”  3<5ji — 54 j2 4- 34 j2)
(3.80)
(Di • jD2)l =  N\N2(2 — ai)(2 — a2)rir2
—(TVi sin2(7) + W2 cos2(7))(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)rir2
- (A^ i A^ 2) 1/2(1 +  ai  +  a 2) s in(27)
nI/2n2 / 2
N
N\N2
N
■(a2N  -  2(Ni + N2)aia2) sin(27)
(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)rxr2(-3  + 2ax + 2a2 + (ai -  a2) cos(27))
+
L N 3/2N 12/2(2 — a i)(l — a2)ai sin(27)
+n I/2N2/2(1 -  ai)(2 -  a2)a2sin(27)
-f7Vi ./V2(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)rir2(3 -  2a\ -  2a2 -  (ai -  a2) cos(27))
(3.81)
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<M'}l =  £ £ { £  0J0 |/0>2{cos27^2
/ J=0
xF(A f!-l,iV2- l ,7 )
(2 — ai)(2 — a,2)(l + ^i^2)2^ ji
+(A^i —1)— ^(2 — ai) (3ai +  Ö2 — 3aia2 — (4 — 3ai)(2 — ci2)r\r2) (<5jo 4- 2(5j 2)
+6 (ai(4 4- 3(2i +  Ö2 ~  01^2) 4* (2 — 07) (2 — ö2)(2 — 3di)rir2) (5j i ^ 
x F{N1- 2 , N 2- 1 J )
+(iV1-l)(W 1-2 )2 -(2  -  a 1)2a 1(2 -  a2)(n  -  r2)2
+ cos7 sin7^/jViiV2i (2 -  oi)(2 -  a2) —(1 + r i r 2)2<5j1F(iV1—l,iV 2—1 ,/)
x (— 4- 12(5ji — 10(5/2 4- 3(5J3) F(N\—3, N2 —1, /)
1
2
+ ( ^ 1)1(2 -  a i)n ( r2 -  n ) ( l  + n r 2) (<5j0 -  35/i + 25
x F( N i—2, 1V2—1,1)
+(iv2- l ) i ( 2  -  a2)r2(ri -  r2)(l +  n r 2) (5J0 -  35/i +  J2)
xF(N i ~ l ,  N2-2,1)
+(77i—l)(Af2—1)—rir2(ri — r2)2 (—55 jo +  125ji — 105j2 +  35/3)
x F (N i—2, N2-2 ,1)
+ sin27N i -  (2 -  oi)(2 -  a2)(l +  n r 2)25J1F(Ar1- l ,  1V2- 1, /)
+(1V2—l) i(2  -  ai)(2 -  a2)2(ri -  r2)^(3r2 -  r2ri + ri)5 j0 
3r2(2r2 -  r2 +  +3r2r 1)5J1 
+ (n  - 6 r 2 - 4 r | r 1)<5j0F(JVi-l,JV2- 2 , / )
+(1V2-1)(JV2—2 )4 (2  -  0l)(2 -  a2)2a2(n  -  r2)2
(-55 jo +  125./! -  105j 2 +  35/3) F f t y - l ,  7V2-3 , /) (3.82)
(M ')l = ^ 7V1lV2( 2 - a 1) ( 2 - a 2)(r1 - r 2)2sin(27)
+(Ni sin2(7) + N2 cos2(7))(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)(l 4- n  -  r2 + r\r2) 
x (l -  n  + r2 4- r i r2)
— J (-^1-^2)1/2(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)(l + n r 2)2 sin(27)
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+  ^ N i3/2N21/2(2 -  a i)(a i(2  -  a x -  a ia 2)
- 2 r i r 2(2 -  ai)(2  -  a2)(l -  ai)) sin(2 7 )
+  A^ i A^2(öi +  a2 — 2)(2(ai -f <22 — 0102) +  (a-i — 02) cos(27))
- ^ N i l/2JV|/2(2 -  a2)(a2(2 -  a2 -  a ia2)
L
4 N 2
- 2 r i r 2(2 -  a\){2 -  a 2)( 1 -  a2)) sin(2 7 ) 
iV1/27V21/2a 1a2(iV1(2 -  a i) +  iV2(2 -  a 2))sm (27 )
-f-27ViAT2(ai +  a2 — 2)(2(ai +  a2 — a ia 2) -t- (a\ — a2) cos(2 7 )) (3.83)
In considering the variation of 7 using only the first layer, note that the form of 
the equation is
E = c\ cos(27) +  c2 sin(27) + C3 cos2(7) + c4 sin2 (7)
=  ^ (2ci + C 3 -  c2) cos(27) + c4 sin(27), (3.84)
where the ei1 s are functions of the Hamiltonian parameters. Substituting g = 
cos(27) and differentiating with respect to this parameter gives the following so­
lution
9 ~ [(2c, + c3 -  c2y ' 2 + 4cl]V2-
3.4.2 Antisymmetric Stretching
It is clear from the form of the wavefunctions (3.58,3.59) that the equivalent 
antisymmetric stretching results may be obtained from the symmetric calculations 
by making the substitutions cos 7 —> sin 7 and sin 7 —> — cos 7. These calculations 
are therefore not repeated here.
3.4.3 Bending
As previously indicated, one of these states is a spurious one representing a 
rotation of the ground state. This is most simply incorporated within the formalism 
by ensuring that the normalization of the spurious state vanishes. This provides a 
criteria by which the parameter 7 can be determined for use in the antisymmetric 
bending state.
The bending calculations are distinct from the other 1/N  expansion ones that 
have been presented here in that the projection on to the body-fixed axis has K  = 1
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A/*s =
rather than K  =  0 as has been the case for the other calculations. In this case the 
normalization is given by [5]
o r  _i_ i /*7r i
— 2 ~ h  dßS™ß d " iß ) NjNJ.
x (0| [ 0 v i  cos ib"(bi)/Vl_1 (b2)N* +  y7V2sin7(6i)yVl6,2/(62)yV2_1]
> < [ \ ^ i C o s ^ R ( b \ R ) N l - l { b l R ) N2 +  V ^ s in 7 (^iH)Ari^ ,2/fi(^2/?)yV2_1]l0)
2L+ 1
J  dß sin ßd^ßß)  ^ cos2 d ^ Z ^ 1 1
*N\—2
Z " 2+2W-1 K i K  + W
+  cos 7 sin 7X14X2, i ( - d j t +  d2 J Z ^ 1-1^ 2-1 
+  sin2 7
E E { c° s27
/ z=i k 
1
dhz?*-1 + \(N2- l K i M j  + d?1)Z2* - a]z fr«}
SnF(Ni-  1, jV2, /)
+^(iV i -  +  6n )F(Ny -  2, JV2, /)
+  cos7 s in 7£ i)iX2,i(—^ i  + 6l2)F(Ni - l , N 2 -  1, / )
+  sin 7 •SilfW , ^2 -  1, / )  +  x(iV2 -  l ^ M l l  +  -  2, /)
x ( L l l  -  l | /0 ) 2
=  1 — — (ai JVi cos2 7 +  2[aijV1a 2iV2]1/2 c o s7 s in 7  +  sin2 7). (3.86)
where the expansion given here includes only the leading order terms. On requiring 
this to vanish, the following conditions are obtained
cos 7
axNi
N
sm 7
a2N2
N
(3.87)
These substitutions are used in the subsequent calculations dealing with the anti­
symmetric bending state.
The normalization of the (antisymmetric) bending state can be obtained from 
the spurious one through the substitutions (as in the case of the stretching states) 
cos 7 —* sin 7 and sin 7 —> — cos 7, giving
SnF(Ni -  1,N 2J )
+\(Ny-  1 )x2 ,(-<5,! +  St2)F(Ni- 2, N2, 1) 
— cos7 s in 7x14X2,1 (—<5/i +  Si2)F(Ni  -  1 , N 2 -  1, / )
+ cos27 L f (/V1,./V2 -  1 ,/) +  ^(iV2 -  l ) 4 i M ( i  
x ( L U  -  l | / 0)2.
2 , / )  
(3.88)
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The l / N  expansion is obtained as usual and substituting Eq. (3.87) for cos 7 and 
sin 7 , gives
Ma — 1 +  -r-z(a\N\(2(L2 — 01) +  a2N2{2a\ — 02))_ N 2 
L 
N  
L 2
1 +  -^(aiA^i(4a2 — 3ai) +  a2A^(4ai — 3ö2))
2N2
L3
6N3
LA
1 + 
1 +
3 N 2
2
(aiiVi(l — 9ai +  9^2) T  0-2A ^ l  T  9fli — 9^2))
N 2
(aiNi(bai -  4a 2 -  1) +  a2N2(5a2 -  4ax -  1))
247V4 '
(3.89)
The expectation values of various terms in the Hamiltonian in the bending state 
are presented next. The substitutions for cos7 and sin 7 obtained above will not be 
applied until the last stage of each calculation. The m atrix elements involved in the 
calculation of operator expectation values are the same as those presented in the 
symmetric stretching section, save tha t 6- is replaced by 6", and cos 7 and sin 7 are 
replaced as already described. These change the form of the calculation enough to 
warrant giving new results for the stage prior to substitution of the normalization 
term . As before, the relevant operator derivatives are given in Appendix E.
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3.5 Applications to Molecular Spectra
The results obtained in the preceding sections allow systematic studies of tri­
atomic molecules similar to those carried out for diatomic molecules in the last 
chapter. Available spectroscopic data on triatomic molecules are mostly concerned 
with the vibrational overtones. Data on rotational bands built on top of these over­
tones are mostly limited to the L (L + 1 ) term. Since the most interesting information 
on symmetry breaking effects come from the higher order terms (e.g. (L(L + 1 ))2), a 
detailed analysis of the moment of inertia systematics in triatomic molecules cannot 
be given. Therefore, systematic studies in this section will focus on the symmetry 
breaking effects on the first overtones.
Similarly, previous dynamical symmetry studies of triatomic molecules have been 
concerned with vibrational state excitation energies. This section shows how the 
impact of symmetry breaking terms on these results may be analyzed. For simplicity, 
a symmetric X Y 2 molecule is considered, where it is assumed that N\ = N 2 = 
N, Ki = k2 =  s;,..., and all Hamiltonian parameters are scaled by k 12.
Figure 3.1 considers a case where N  = 100, k! =  «//C12 =  1, and A4 =  is
varied from -0.3 to 0.3. All other Hamiltonian parameters are zero. Note that A'4 =  0 
corresponds to the local-mode limit in which the symmetric and anti-symmetric 
stretching energies are degenerate. The addition of the Majorana operator splits 
these two levels, varying the antisymmetric excitation energy proportionally to A4 
and leaving the symmetric energy unaffected. The excitation energy of the bending 
mode is also proportional to A4. As the bending mode is always lower than either
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Figure 3.1: The effect of the Majorana symmetry breaking term with strength 
parameter A'12 on the excitation energy AE. Shown are the (I) anti-symmetric 
stretching, (II) symmetric stretching, and (III) bending modes.
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of the stretching modes, this result indicates that A4 cannot be made too large. 
However, it can be used to explain small energy splitting between the stretching 
modes observed in some X Y2 molecules.
The transition from local to normal mode is studied in Figure 3.2. In this figure 
N  =  100, k! = (1 — C), A' = £, and £ is varied from 0 to 1 . In this case the excitation 
energy of the bending mode is unaffected, as the contributions of the two varying 
terms are equal (at least to first order). However, the degeneracy of the stretching 
modes is removed, and both excitations decrease with £.
Figure 3.3 examines the influence of adding the cr'12 =  oi2/ {^^12) term to a local­
mode Hamiltonian with N = 100 and k! =  1. The degeneracy of the stretching 
modes is again split. However, the difference between the stretching and bending 
mode excitations is roughly maintained. Thus it could be a useful scale parameter 
in systems where this occurs.
These figures show how the analytical results provided by the 1/N  expansion 
may be used to determine parameter ranges that will best describe specific features 
of realistic spectra.
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C
Figure 3.2: The transition from local (£ =  0) to normal mode (£ =  1) excita­
tion energies. I-III are as before.
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- 0.3 - 0.2 - 0.1
* 4
Figure 3.3: The effect of the hv \hp 2 symmetry breaking term with strength 
parameter a[2 on the excitation energy AE. I-III are as before.
CHAPTER 4
Summary and Conclusions
in this thesis, analytic 1/N expansion solutions for the vibron model of diatomic 
and linear triatomic molecules have been developed. The 1/N expansion method 
can be applied to an arbitrary vibron Hamiltonian, thus it generalizes the analytic 
formulation obtained in dynamical symmetry limits, providing a link between them. 
The results are used in a systematic study of symmetry breaking effects in energy 
levels and electric transitions among them. It is shown that the 0(4) dynamical 
symmetry results can be improved by including symmetry breaking terms in the 
Hamiltonian. Symmetry breaking could offer a more economical and physical de­
scription of spectroscopic data compared to the symmetry preserving approach, and 
should be considered in detailed studies in future. Parameter systematics presented 
here would be very useful in numerical investigations of the vibron model as they 
restrict the allowed ranges of parameters, reducing the fitting procedure to one of 
a fine tuning.
A unique feature of the U(4) algebra is that it provides the simplest, non-trivial 
SGA that can be solved exactly using the 1/N expansion method. This is possible 
because diatomic molecules possess axial symmetry in the intrinsic frame, which 
simplifies the formalism and allows evaluation of the projection integrals in closed 
form. (In the IBM, except in the SU(3) limit, axial symmetry is realized only 
approximately, hence the solutions are not exact at higher orders.) In this sense, the 
1/N expansion in the vibron model could play a similar role to the Lipkin model [28], 
which has been widely used in testing various many-body techniques. Because the 
vibron model is formulated in three dimensions instead of one, it can also be used 
in checking accuracy of approximate angular momentum projection methods such 
as cranking. We note that the solutions obtained for the ground-band energies and 
transitions are exact, but there are slight discrepancies in the vibrational bands. 
Namely, the ansatz (2.29), generalized from the 0(4) wavefunctions, reproduces the 
numerical diagonalization results for the energies and inband transitions, but leads
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to small discrepancies in spin-dependent terms of interband transitions. While this 
has no practical consequences, it suggests that the vibrational bands are likely to 
have more complicated forms in the intrinsic frame than those given in Eq. (2.29).
Extension of the diatomic results to linear triatomic molecules is straightforward 
but cumbersome due to the length of the formulas. The spectroscopic data in 
triatomic molecules focus on vibrational overtones more than the rotational bands 
built on top of them. Therefore, a systematic investigation of the moment of inertia 
in triatomic molecules, similar to the diatomic case, could not be given.
The simplicity of the vibron model also allows one to go beyond the usual bound­
aries of the IBM, and explore, for example, the effects many-body terms in the 
Hamiltonian and transition operators, as well as multi-phonon bands. Since the 
formalism in both models is very similar, one could extract lessons for the IBM 
from the present results. The variation of MOI with bands provides a relevant ex­
ample. In both collective nuclei and molecules, the MOI of K  — 0 bands gets larger 
with increasing phonon number. Reproducing this feature in the IBM has been an 
outstanding problem [29]. Inspection of Fig. 2.4 shows that the positive one-body 
term fid could be the source of the problem, and an attractive two-body term hd is 
needed to compensate for it and to make the MOI in the ß  band larger.
Finally, the results presented here form the basis for extensions of the vibron 
model to polyatomic molecules and reaction processes. A clear understanding of a 
single molecular bond in the vibron model is necessary before the 1 /N  expansion 
technique can be applied to more complex molecules. Since the 1 /N  expansion 
formalism provides simple wave functions for general Hamiltonians, it can also be 
used in electron scattering [30,31], and other molecular collision processes [32]. The 
work done in this direction using the dynamical symmetries can be generalized to 
arbitrary cases using the l /N  expansion.
APPENDIX A
0(4) Results
The 0(4) limit of the vibron model has been solved exactly using group theoreti­
cal techniques [3,4]. Since it provides a valuable reference point in both formulation 
of the 1/N expansion and checking the accuracy of the analytical formulas, this 
appendix collects some of the relevant results. The 0(4) Casimir operator and its 
expectation value in a state |N,v,L)  are given by
C2(0(4)) -  D - D  + L - L ,
(N, v, L|C2(0(4))|./V, v, L) =  N(N  + 2) -  4(W + l)v +  4u2. (A.l)
Thus the energy eigenvalues of the 0(4) Hamiltonian
if  (0(4)) =  >40(0(4)) + £ 0 (0 (3 ), (A.2)
are given by
(N, v, L\Hot\N, v, L) =  A[ n (N + 2 ) - 4 ( N  + 1)v +  4v2) + B L .  (A.3)
Explicit expressions for the 0(4) wave functions, both in the coordinate space 
and the second quantized form, are available in literature [4]. A particularly useful 
recursion relation that allows construction of the vibrational bands from the ground 
band of is systems with lower boson number
IV v,L) = CNv(s'-  p t ■ p')v\N -  2v, 0, (A.4)
where Cnv is a normalization factor.
CNv = (-2 )-"
(N — 2v + 1)! 
v\(N — v +  1)!
1/2
(A.5)
Rewriting the ground band state as a projection from the condensate \N—2v, 0, L) (X 
Pqo\N — 2u,0), and noting that the projection operator commutes with the scalar
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operator (s^ t — p * • pt), it is clear that intrinsic states have the same form as in 
Eq. (A.4)
I AT, v) = CNv{s's' — p * • p^)v\N — 2v, 0). (A.6)
In terms of the intrinsic boson operators b = (s + p o ) / \ / 2 ,  b' = (s — po)/y/2, the 
vibrational bands in (A.6) can be written as
IN,v) = 2vCNv{(N -  2u)!]_1/2 [6*6't + p lp t_1]’' (&t)w- 2*|0>. (A.7)
Matrix elements of various operators have been calculated in the 0(4) limit [3,4]. 
Some that are used in checking the l / N  expansion results are
(N,v,L\np\N,v,L) = ^ - A  +
(N + 2) L (A.8)
2 ' 2(N - 2 v ) ( N  - 2 v  + 2)'
(N, v ,L + 1\D\N, v , L) = [(L + 1 ) ( N - 2 v  + L + 2 )(N - 2 v -  L)]1/2. (A.9)
APPENDIX B
Evaluation of Normalization Integrals
The methods used in the evaluation of the normalization integrals exploit specific 
properties of single-boson SGA and neither can be generalized to multi-boson SGA, 
where Z N in Eq. (2.21) is replaced by the product Z ^ Z ^ 2 .... What is needed in 
such cases is a simple ansatz for each Z N, which can be improved in accuracy to any 
desired order in 1/N. The Gaussian approximation used in the earlier papers [5], 
provides the germ for such an ansatz. We develop this approach here for the single­
boson system and show, by comparing with the exact results obtained in [22], that 
it indeed provides a viable technique in the case of multi-boson SGA.
The basic Gaussian approximation involves substituting in (2.21)
[Z(ß)}N ~  exp[—aNß2/4], (B.l)
and evaluating instead the integral
poo
Io= dßsinß  Tl(/?) exp [—a N ß 2/4\. (B.2)
Jo
In Eq. (B.l), the coefficients of the exponential follow from Z(0) =  1 and matching 
the second derivatives at ß =  0. Using the technique described in Ref. [5], the 
integral (B.2) can be evaluated to arbitrary accuracy in 1/N. It leads to the same 
form as in Eq. (2.27) but with different coefficients anm. The second and third layer 
results are listed below (the first layer coefficients remain the same, ann = 1)
Quo — 2/3, «21 =  2, (*32 =  4, g?43 =  20/3, CH54 =  10, «65 — 14,
«20 =  8/15, 0:31 =  12/5, 0:42 =  20/3, « 5 3  =  44/3, «64 — 28. (B.3)
Comparison of the Gaussian approximation results (B.3) with the exact ones 
(2.28) shows that the leading term in each power of L (i.e. the first layer) is correct 
but the higher order terms in 1/N  deviate. Since the Gaussian approximation
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matches the 1 and ß 2 terms in the Taylor expansion of Z A and the exponential 
(B .l) around ß = 0, an improved approximation for Z N should be of the form
[Z{ß)]N ~  ex.-p[—a N ß 2/4] ( l  +  c4ß 4 + c6ß 6 +  c8ß 8 +  (B.4)
The coefficients Ck in (B.4) can be obtained by Taylor expanding both sides of 
Eq. (B.4) and matching the powers of ß k. The Taylor expansion of an even function 
f (ß )  around ß  =  0 is given by
ßk
fc!r n =  E  /'*’(0)tt,k—eve n
(B.5)
where / ( fc)(0) denotes the fc’th  derivative of /  at ß = 0. For the ansatz (B.4), these 
derivatives can be easily generated using M athem atica [24]. For a general Z N, they 
are a bit more involved. Therefore a list of the required derivatives as well as the 
m ethod of derivation is given in Appendix C. Equating the respective derivatives 
of the ansatz in (B.4) and Z N, Eq. (C.6), the following set of equations for q- up to 
k = 8 is obtained
4!c4 +  - ( a N ) 2 
4
j N ( N  -  l ) a 2 +  ijV (3a! 2a),
6!c6 — 180aA c4  — — (a N )3 
8
15 N
— N { N  -  1)(N -  2K  -  txN (N  ~  l)(3ai -  2a)a -  —  (5a2 -  10ai +  8a),
8 16
105
8!cs — lOOSOaA^ Cß +  1260(aAr)2C4 +  ——(aN)
105 210
-  ~f irN(N -  1 ){N -  2){N -  3)a4 +  —  Af(Af -  1 )(N -  2)(3ax -  2a)a
n
+ — N{N — 1) [^8(5a2 — 10ai +  8a)a +  5(3ai — 2a)
N  ,
+ 10 ■ (35a3 — 140a2 +  308ai — 272a),
l z o
(B.6)
where an is defined in Eq. (C.5). Note tha t for =  0 (i.e. the Gaussian approxima­
tion), the leading power of N  in each equation are matched but there are no 1 / N  
correction terms on the left hand side, which illustrates the successes and failures of 
the Gaussian approximation. The ladder type of linear equations (B.6) for Ck can 
be easily solved to yield
Nc4 =
234!
2 N
C6 = 256!
N
C8 = 278! \
—5a2 +  10ai — 8a +  15(3ai — 2a)a — 60a3 '
\2
+1680(3ai -  2a )a2 -  5040a4 +  70N  (3a! -  2a -  6a2) 2}- (B.7)
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The integrals that result from the improved Gaussian approximation (B.4) have 
extra factors of ß k. These can be obtained from the original integral Iq by noticing 
that each derivative of Eq. (B.2) with respect to N  brings in a factor of —aß2/A 
to the integrand. Thus, the integral improved to order /3m, denoted by / m, can be 
written in terms of Iq as
I 'm
m/ 2
1 + ^  C2k
k= 2
- A \ k dk
~ a )  ON* /o-
(B.8)
It is instructive to examine the N  dependence of each correction term in Eq. (B.8), 
and compare the results of a particular Im with the exact ones given in Eq. (2.28). 
For J4, the correction is of order 1/N. Thus the first layer coefficients ann remain 
intact but the higher layers in 70 are modified. In particular, the second layer 
coefficients a nn_i become
{^nn-1^ 4 {^nn- l}o
n2{n +  1) 
12a
(3ai -  2a -  6a2){an_in_i}0. (B.9)
where the subscripts on {anm}’s refer to the integral Im it belongs. Substituting 
the coefficients {a;nm}o (B.3) in Eq. (B.9), it can easily be checked that {ann_i}4 
reproduce the exact results given in (2.28). Thus, I 4  is sufficient to obtain the 
second layer coefficients correctly (i.e. it provides the 1/N  correction to the Gaussian 
approximation).
As stressed in Ref. [22], to describe the high-spin states in nuclear or molecular 
spectra, one needs the third layer coefficients in the norm integral. Inspection of 
Eqs. (B.7) and (B.8) shows that both the eg and eg terms contribute to the order 
1/N 2. Therefore one has to consider the integral 1$ for this purpose (contribution 
of cio is of order 1/N3). Compared to 14 , the coefficients of the first and second 
layers in Ig remain the same, and those of the third layer are given by
{c^nn—2 } 8  { ^ n n -  2 } o
n2(n +  1) 
12a
(n — l)2n2(n + 1) f
180a I
(3ai -  2a -  6a2){an_in_2}0
—5 <i2  +  10ai — 8a + 15(3aj — 2 a)a
5(n +  2)
+ 8a
60a31
( 3 a i - 2 a - 6 a 2) >{q„_2„-2}o.
(BIO)
Again substituting {anm}o from (B.3) in Eq. (B.10), one can directly verify that 
{ann_2}8 reproduces the exact results given in (2.28). Calculations for higher lay­
ers become increasingly laborious. Nevertheless, the method is well adapted to 
computer algebra, and if needed, the higher layers can be easily generated using 
Mathematica.
APPENDIX C
Derivatives of ZN
The derivatives of /  =  Z N, f^k\  can be written in terms of the derivatives of Z  
as
/ (1) =  N Z n ~1Z {1\
/ (2) =  N ( N - 1 ) Z n ~2(Z{1))2 +  N Z n ~1Z {2\
/ (3) =  N ( N - 1 ) { N - 2 ) Z n~3{Z{1))3 + ?>N{N-1)Zn ~2Z ^ )Z {~2) +  A T Z ^ Z ^ , 
/ (4) =  N ( N —1)(N—2)(N—3)Zn ~4( Z ^ ) 4 + 67V(Ar-l)(A^-2)ZN- 3
x(Z (1))2Z{2) +  A ^ N -ljZ ^ " 2 (3(Z(2))2 + 4Z(1)Z(3)) +  A’ZiV“1Z(4).(C.l)
The higher derivatives of Z N can be easily generated using Mathematica, therefore, 
only the first few derivatives needed for discussion are given here. From Eq. (2.20), 
the derivatives of Z are given by
zW = X >i2P<fe) 08), (C.2)
l
which require the derivatives of the Legendre functions with respect to ß. These 
can be generated recursively using the chain rule for z = cos ß together with the 
well known formula
dkPi{ cos ß) 
d( cos ß)k ß=o
( - 1 ) *
2 kk\ +  i)fe (—Ofc?
(C.3)
where (l)k = I (I +  1) • • • (/ 4- k — 1). The odd derivatives of Pi vanish at ß = 0 due 
to the common sin/3 factor, and the even ones are given by
p /2) =  - \ i ,1 2
P/ 4) =  -  2),
p[6) = - ^ ( Ü 3-1 0 P  + 8l),
p /8) =  —  (35/"4 -  140P +  308/2 -  2721) 
128
(C.4)
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Since Z ^  are proportional to P[k\  the odd derivatives of Z also vanish at ß =  0. 
Introducing
an = '^2 ln  + lxf ,  (C.5)
/
the even derivatives of Z  are obtained from Eq. (C.4) by substituting ln+l —> an. 
This follows from using the definition of an (C.5) in Eqs. (C.2) and (C.4).
Going back to Eq. (C.l), after substituting Z  =  1 and the values of Z ^  obtained 
above, we see that the odd derivatives of Z N contain only the odd derivatives of Z , 
and hence they vanish at ß — 0. Most of the terms in the even derivatives of Z N 
also vanish for the same reason, and the remaining terms yield
/ (2> = -I* « ,
/ <4) = l N (N_  1)a2 +  ijv(3a, -  2a),
15 15 N
/<6) = — 5-N(N  -  1 )(N -  2)a3 -  — N( N -  l)(3a, -  2a)a -  — (5a2 -  10a, +  8a), 
o to to
/ (8) =  ^1V(1V -  1 )(N -  2 )(N-  3)a4 + -  1 -  2)(3a, -  2a)a2
-  1) [8(5a2 -  10a, +  8a)a +  5(3a, -  2a)2’
+ TÖÖ (35^3 — 140ö2 + 308ai — 272a).128 (C.6)
APPENDIX D
Angular Momentum Sums
In evaluating matrix elements, one often needs to couple the d-functions with 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients using
After the angular integration, Eq. (D.l) leads to angular momentum sums with 
the d-function replaced by powers of J. These sums can be evaluated using the 
techniques described in Appendix B of Ref. [5]. The results for the case m  — m! =  
n = n' = 0 are encountered most in this paper, and these are given here as an 
example
= y^(Lm L' m '\J fi) (LnL'n' \ J ii)dJulL, . (D.l)
j
S„ = J2{L0L'0\J0)2J n. (D.2)
J
The first few of the sums are given by
So = 1, Si =  L +  l',S2 = L2+ LI' + L'2,
53 =  L3 + LL'(9L + 9L' -  4) +  L'\
54 =  L4 + 4LL'(4L2 +  9IU  +  4L'2-  5(1 +  +  4) +  L'4. (D.3)
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APPENDIX E
Operator Derivatives
This appendix contains the operator derivatives that are used in the calculations 
carried out in the thesis. The first section contains those relevant to calculations 
dealing with diatomic molecules. The second section gives the derivatives used in 
for the linear triatomic molecular calculations.
E.l Single boson operators
The derivatives of the simplest operator,np, are given below. These derivatives 
also may be used, with appropriate factors, for the one-body derivatives of higher 
powers of this operator.
(E.l)
(E.2)
(E.3)
(E.4)
(E.5)
(E.6)
(E.7)
(E.8)
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d ~ Ä Ap) = *'i<4i°
[db'tdp±1RnpJ -  Xld0±1
(E.9)
(E.10)
As shown in Eq. (2.58) the ft2 operator can be written in a normal ordered form 
where the corresponding one-body interaction is exactly the operator np. Thus the 
one-body derivatives of this two-body operator are the same as the derivatives of 
the one-body operator shown above. Therefore, only the two-body derivatives are 
presented.
(  d2 a2
\,<96l2 db2R
d d d2
dE dp]±l dbi
d d d2
dp\ dpt  j db2R
V3 
4 2
3X‘
r 3dxla±10
(4 - 1)
W Ä  dbR P)
(  d2 d d , 2\
\ d t f2 dp±iRdbRnp)
(  d d d d -z]
\  <961 dp±x dp±i r dbR p)
( d _ _ d ___ d_ _ _ d _ A
V<961 dp±i dpTi R dbR p)
( d _ _ d ____d _ _ d _ A
V<9p{ dpLi dp± l  r dbR PJ 
(  d2 d d . 2\
\ d p \2 dp±iRdbR p)
(  d2 d d . 2\
\  dpl 2! dp± i r dbR p)
(  d2 d d A
\ d t f 2dpiR dp- iRnp)  
' d__d____ d____d _ „ 2\
,<961 dpiR dp-1Rnp)
(  d d d d A
\  dp\ <9pl! dpi r  dp-1 r  PJ 
(  d2 d d A
Vdp±i dpir dp_iß  p)
4
7 3
r 3d2x l a 0 ± l
9r2d2z x l a ± l ± l
9r2d2z x l u ± l T l
4
V2
4
±2
±=Zl<4tl
X i± 2±1
ö xl (doo -  l)
2
±10
4
v s
d2±20
( EH)
(E.12) 
(E. 13) 
(E.14) 
(E.15) 
(E.16) 
(E. 17) 
(E.18) 
(E.19) 
(E.20) 
(E.21) 
(E.22) 
(E.23) 
(E.24)
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/  d2 d2 _2\
[d b ^ d p i 1Rn*) 
( 9 d d2 , 2\  
\9b* dp\dp2±1Rnp)  
( d  d 2 , 2\
v a t t ap L iM iß V  
f «  a  a 2 . 2\  
U p! ap l, öp'ii« 7
U p!2öp ±ir  7
U pL2! 9 p l1Rn”J
W 3 ^ 7 o±2
4
72
4
72
j L  a2
76 0±2
Xlrf?±2
/^ Xirf_ 1±2
4^2±2
— 2±2
(E.25)
(E.26)
(E.27)
(E.28)
(E.29)
(E.30)
The dipole operator D ■ D , has also been written in normal ordered form (2.63). 
However, the one-body elements of this form contain the operator hs. Therefore the 
single derivatives of D • D are given here for convenience, followed by the two-body 
derivatives.
/  d d 
dbR 
f _d__ d_
WP±1
fd____d _
V^6t dp±iR
d d 
ßp±i ÖP+IR 
_d____d _
dp±! dp±iR
f d d 
\db*db'R 
(  d d 
V^t db'R 
( d d 
dbR
(_d__ d_
W P±! ÖVr 
(  d d
D - D)  = 3xq + x\d{
D - D
D - D
D - D
D - D
D - D
oo
ccid1.±10
D - D )  =  x\d\o±i
D - D )  = d\±i±i
dla±l±l
D - D )  =  3x'02 +  %00
'■ixijx'0 + X] x\d loo
D - D )  =  3x(ixjj +  x \ x [ d !00
x '  r l l  X1U±10
XidJ±i
(E.31)
(E.32)
(E.33)
(E.34)
(E.35)
(E.36)
(E.37)
(E.38)
(E.39)
db’t dp± i r (E.40)
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( d2 d2 
\ d t f 2db2R 
( d d d d 
dpt QbR dbR
( d d d d 
\  dE dE dbR db'R 
(  d d d d 
V<%t dv* dbR db'R 
( d2 d2
D - D
D - D
D - D
D - D
(
d2
Vdb't 2db\
(  d2 d2 - 
[ d t f 2db%D 
d d
D - D
\d b '^ d b Rd V
( a a a 2
\dDdb^  *2
/ a2 a2 
\ a w 2dui  
( a a a 2
D - D
D - D
D - D
■ \d t f  dpL  ,
D ■ D
( ±
±^1  ^ R
d d d
\d t f  dp]±l dbR db'R
(d___ d d2 -
U p! dpi  i db\
( d2 d d
D - D
( d
\ d E 2 dp±iR dbR 
d d d
\d t f  <%'t dp±iRdbR
(d_ d d d
\d t f  dp]±1dp±iR dbR 
(d_ d d d
\ d E  dp]± l dp^iR dbR
I  d2 d d
\ d t f 2 d p m d p - i R 
{ d d d d
\<%+ dW dbR dp±iR
D - D
D - D
D - D
D - D
D - D
D - D
i ( l  +  doo)
SxoXix'qX1! 4- 2 (x0x[ +  xix 'q)2 dj0 
4(xqX,12 +  x 'qx \ +  2x0^o^i^i^oo) 
4(xqX/2 + XqxI + 2x0x'0xix'1d100) 
Ax 'qX ^ xi + x0xi)(l + dJo) 
Ax 'qx'^x 'qXi +  x0xi)(l + dj0)
8x?s?( l+4jo)
4x^xid±10
2 (xgxi +  x0XiXq) d±10
- 4  Xq
4x2x id j±i
2 (xgxi +  x0XiXq) d j±1
2 r2d1Zxoa±i±i
2x2dxzxOa±l^l
-4 x „
2xo(z'oxl + x ox'1)dl0±1
(E.41)
(E.42)
(E.43)
(E.44)
(E.45)
(E.46)
(E.47)
(E.48)
(E.49)
(E.50)
(E.51)
(E.52)
(E.53)
(E.54)
(E.55)
(E.56)
(E.57)
(E.58)
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( ±
(  d
\ d E  dp  
d d
d d  
dbR db'R 
d
D - D
\ d b t  db ' t  dpi R d p R 
f  d d d d  
dp^_Y dbR db'R 
f  d 2 d  d
V ^ ' 12 dbR dp± m  
f  d d d 2
dpt±1 db%
f  d 2 d  d
\d b ' i '2 d p m  d p - i  R 
f  d d  d  d  
[db'* d p i ,  d E d W  
f  d d d d  
dE  d p ± iR db'^
(d_ _ _ d_ d_ _ d _
\ d b ’i dp]±i db'R d p ± iR
(d_ _ _ d_ d_ _ d _
[d b *  dpl-i db'R dpTm
(d?__ d d
V 2 db'R d p ± iR 
f  d  d  d 2 
V ^ ö p L  db'2
D - D
D - D
D - D
D - D
D - D
D - D
D - D
D - D
D - D
D - D
D - D
2x0{x'0xi +  xox'Jd1^
—Axox 'q
- 4 x 0x'0
4xox'0xid}0±1
4:X0x'0xi dl±10
- K 2
2x'0(x'0xi +  x0x[ )dl±10 
2x'0(x'0xi +  xox[)dl0±l
2r'2d1 zx0 u±1±l
O r '2dlZXq W±lqpl
4 r /2r' dl axQ x1a0±1
4r'2r' dl rX0 x 1a±10
(E.59)
(E.60)
(E.61)
(E.62)
(E.63)
(E.64)
(E.65)
(E.66)
(E.67)
(E.68)
(E.69)
(E.70)
Eq. (2.58) gives the normal ordered form of It may be seen from this equation 
that the one-body derivatives of the operator are given by the derivatives of np with 
a factor of (—2), and the two-body derivatives are given by those of n2 with a factor 
of 3. The three-body derivatives are presented below.
( J Ü L ü l f t A
\d b ^ d b zR 
f d2 d d3 A  
\ d E 2 db't db3Rnp)  
{ d3 d2 d a3\
\ d b r 3 W R W R np)
/ d2 Q <93 ä3 \  
{ d W d p ^ W ^  
/ d3 d2 d Ä3\  
\dW3 db2Rdp±i Rnp)
— x ^ ( 3 c?oq +  c?oo) (E.71)
— x \x x{2> d00 +  d00) (E.72)
— XiX1(3dJ0 +  d00) (E.73)
— %i(3d±10 + 2\/6 d±10) (E.74)
yx5(3dj±i + 2  V 6 d 30±1) (E.75)
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i d 2 d d2 d A
{ d b r ^ W RW Rnp)  
(  d2 d d2 d A  
[db^db' i  db2RdP±1Rnp) 
( d2 d d2 d Ä3\
\ d E 2 dp]±l db2R dp±iRnp)  
( d2 d d2 d Ä3\
[dbO dp]±l db2R dpTi Rnp)
d d2 d3 A
d d d d3 3\
dE dp]± ldp]T ldb3R p)
f d d2 d2 d ä3\
d d d d2 d 3\
^ d p ^ d p ^ M W ^ )
d d2 d2 d A
d E d p l l d b l d p i ^ )
( d _ _ d___ d__d___d d 3\
\dbf Qp\ dp^ _i dbR dpi R öp_i R p)
y x f r i ( 3 e 4 10 +  2>/6<4io) (E.76)
— x 1x l (3d0±l +  2\/6(io:t;1) (E.77)
“g" x i(d± \± i  +  4d±1±1) (E.78)
y ^ ( 4 i Ti + 44 i Ti) (E.79)
1 2^  g x i4 .20 (E.80)
y 4 ( 4  -  4 ) (E.81)
^ \ f ^ x ix id±2o (E.82)
y 4 4 ( 4  -  4 ) (E.83)
— a:3d3^ ^ l a ±2±l (E.84)
-£^(2^00 +  3d00) (E.85)
The final derivatives to be considered in this section are those of Ö3 =  npD  • D  +  
D  • Dnp. The normal ordered form (2.73) shows tha t the single derivatives of this 
operator may be obtained from the derivatives of np with a factor of 2. However, it 
is necessary to give the remaining derivatives explicitly.
(  d2 d2 ^
\ d b \ i d b Y \
f  d d d2 ~ 
{dtfdb'i db2R
d2 d d - \  
d b ^ d b ^ W ^ 3)
J L J L J L J L n )
dtf dW dbRdVR
8xiXo(2 +  5dJ0) +  | i t ( l  +  2 4 ) (E. 86) 
4xoXi(x'0xi +  x0x[)(2 +  5dJ0)
+ |* ? * i ( l  +  2 4 )  (E.87)
4x0xi(x'0xi +  xox[)(2 +  5dJ0)
+ 2Xixi(l + 2do0) (E.88)
YIxqx'qXix 'y +  1 0 (x o ®i2 +  ^xqx'qXix 'y 
+x'oxl)d100 +  +  2 4 )  (E.89)
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( d d a2
\d b ' dp?
f  d2 d2 a 2
VöM2 9ftt2 dp*2
/  0 a a2
U p ! dp-i 96*2
f  a2 a2
O,
O,
o,
dp?[ 9b
d2 d
o .
0 3
\ d t f 2 dpiR dp-iR
(d___d____d_d _
\W  dp±i dbR dp±\R
{ d d d d -
\d t f  dp*±l dbR dpTi R
/_ö__ d____d_d _
U p! dpLi dbR dp± i r 
f  d d d d
\d t f  dp]±l dpiRdp-iR
f  d d d d
U pI dpi* & P \ r  d p ~i r
( * l * 4
o.
o,
o.
\dbO db3R 
( d2 d d3 
\ d t f 2db'i db%O,
/  d3 d2 d 
\öfot3 db\ db’R
( d2 d d2 d - \  
la ftt2 96'* d b \W R )
(jP_9 93 A
\öM2 d p ?
( d3 d2 d 
\ d t f 3 db2R dp±iR 
f  d2 d d2 d 
U&f 2 d p i l W R m
2o^ x14 10 + - ^ P 4 i o (E.90)
20xoXi<4ti + - ^ 4 4 i (E.91)
“ ^(3x0 +  4 + 4 4 ) (E.92)
8 ^ 4 2 0 (E.93)
- | ( 3 xo +  4  +  4 4 ) (E.94)
iox^ 4 i±i + 44 4 i ± i (E.95)
10Xo4lTl +  4xl 4 l Tl (E.96)
- ^ xi4 ± i (E.97)
- ^ x i 4 i ° (E.98)
-(2  + do0) (E.99)
48xqXi (1 + 3dJ0 + 2d2m) (E.100)
16x0Xi(x'0xi + 2xox[)(l -f 3dj0 +  2d^0)
(E.101)
1§Xox\ ( x 'qXi + 2xqx'1){1 + 3 o^o + 2<i§0)
(E.102)
— xKx 'qxI + 4x0x'0xix[ + 4xqX/12) (H-2doo) 
+48xlx'1(2xox'0xix'l +  Xqx'i )c110 (E.103)
16x20x 3{3di10 +  2 \ /3 4 10) (E.104)
16x2x?(3 4 ±1 +  2v^d?±i) (E.105)
16
y X 0Xj(x'0Xi +  2x0^ i)(3<i±1o +  2i/3d±10)
(E.106)
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/  d2 d d2 d ~ \
\ d t f 2 dbd db2Rdp±1R 3)
( d2 d d2 d - \
\ d t f 2dp]± i  db2R dp±in  3 J  
( d2 d d2 d ~ \
\ d t f 2 d p h d b 2R dpTi R 3) 
( d d d d3 ~ \  
{dtfdp\dpUdb*RÜ3)
d 3  d_ _ d d  -  \
dbO dbR dpiR dp^iR 3)  
( d d  d d2 d 
{ w ^ d p U d b l W 03)
(  d2 d d_ _ d d - \
V  dtf 2 db' t  dbR dpi R dp-i R 3)
(d _ d _ _ _ d d2 d - \
[dbt dp\ dp]_i db2R dp±i R 3)  
(o _ |2 _ _ _ d_ d_ _ d d - \
\ d E 2 dp]±idbR dpiRdp-iR 3)
(d _ _ d _ _ d_ d_ _ d d q  \
V  dtf dp\ dp*_i dbR dpi r dp-i r 3J  
E.2 Two boson results
— Xqx\ ( x 'qXi +  2x0x'i)(3 d l0±1 +  2\/3c^±1)
(E.107)
1 6 4 4 ( 4 i±i +  24 i±i ) (E.108)
1 6 4 4 ( 4 i=fi +  24 i=f i) (E.109)
— 8xqx\(2 + 3 d00 — 2d00) (E.110)
—8x0Xi(2 +  3d00 — 2 d00) ( E .l l l )
--xoXi(2x'0xi +  2x0x[ +  3(2x'0xi
O
+ x 0x [)d100 -  2(x'0Xi +  2x0x'1)d200) (E.112)
— 7;XoXi (2x '0Xi +  2xox[ +  3(2x'0xi
O
+x0x'1)dl00 -  2{x'qXi +  2xQx\)dl0) (E.113)
~~ ^ xox i{^o±i — 2\/3<i0±1) (E.114)
-|® o® i(3d±io -  2v/3<410) (E.115)
^ 4 ( 2 +  doo) (E.116)
This section contains the derivatives used in the linear triatomic spectrum cal­
culations.
( d _ _ d__ d___ d _
\<96{ db\ dbmdb2R 
( d _ d _ __ d___ d _
\  db'i db\ db\ r db2 r
( d _ d ___ d___ d _
db\ db'lR db2R
( d _ _ d __ d___ d _
\  db'i db\ db[ R db2 r
ni ■ n2 j — ga'l,ia'2,l(l +  2doo) (E.117)
n i • n 2 j — T 2d00) (E.118)
ni • n 2 j =  ^ hix,hlx l l{l-\-2dl0) (E.119)
ni • n2 J =  5 4 2i4 , i (1 +  24 o) (E.120)
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(  d d d
\  db'i db2 dbiRdb'2R 
f  d d d d
{ ^ d b ' l  db[R db^R
( d _ _ d ___d___d _
\  db'i db2 r db2 r
I  d d d d
\<96{ db\ db[ R db2 r 
/ _ d _ _ d ____d____d _
V db'i db2 db'iR db2R
f_d__d___d___d _
V db'i db2 dbiRdb'2R
( d _ d _ ___d___d _
\<%1 db2 db'iR db2R
hi  • h 2
hi  • h 2
hi  • h 2
hi  • h 2
hi  • h 2
hi  • h2
hi  • h 2
d d  d
Kdb\ db\ db iR db2R
’ d d__ d__ d _
ßb'i db\ db\ r db2 R
( d_d____d___ d _
\db\ db2 db[R db2R 
' d d d d
ß b ’l  db\db'iR db2R 
' d d__ d__ d _
ßb'i db2 dbiR db2R
Di • D2
D i - D2 ) =
Di • D2
D\ • D2
D i • Dr,
d d d
db\ db2 db'iR db2R
Di - D2 \ =
d d d
db'i db\ db\R db2R
f d_d____ d___d _
Kdb\ db\ db'iR db2R
' d d__d___d _
K db'i db2 db[ R db2 r
' d d_d___d _
ßb'i db\ dbiRdb'2R
Di - D2 ) =
Di - D2 ] =
Di - D2 ) =
Di - D2 ] =
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=  - X l . l x ' l ^ l x a l t l  +  2dg0) (E.121)
=  +  2 d200) (E.122)
= —-^X iti x 2 i(d i0 4- 2doo) (E.123)
— ~ ^ x l,lx 2,l(^10 +  2c?oo) (E.124)
=  \ x l A dh  + d h ) (E.125)
=  ix i , i® 2 ,i( -d n  +  d?i) (E.126)
=  ^ i , i x 2>1(-d } i + d 2n ) (E.127)
(E.128)
2x ii0Xi ,i X2,ox2,i (1 +  djo) (E.129)
(x ij0x i,i +  x i f l x ' i i ) x 2,oX2ß l  +  4 o)(E.130)
(x'l.oXi.i +  Xi.oxi 1)x 2,0x2ii ( l  +  d jt,)(E.131)
2x'i 0x'i ix 2,°x2,i( l  +  d j0) (E.132)
^'l,0^'l,l^'2,0^'2,l^_ X 1,0*^  1,1 %2,0^2,1
+ (x 'i qXi ,i x '2 Qx 2, i+ x h0x'iAx 2)0x 2 J d ^ E .1 3 3 )
X 1,0^1,1^2,0^2, l -!- X^qX 1,1 ^ 2,0^2,1 (E.134)
+(x'i 0^1,1X2 0 X2, ^ 2 ,0X2 1  )4({E.135)
Xl,0X2 ,0X2,1 ^ 0 (E.136)
Xl, 0X2,0X2,1^01 (E.137)
0 (E.138)
Xl,0X2,0^11 (E.139)
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(  d d d d p  p  
\db\db 'tdb 'lR db2R l ' 2
( d _ d _ _ d ___ d _ ~  \
V d b \  d b \  d b \  r  d b 2 R  4 )
( d _ d _ _ d _ ___
\ d b ' i  d b \ d b \ R d b 2 R  4 )
( J L J L J . ___ I L m * )
\ d b \ d b \ d b ' l R d b 2 R  4 )  
( d  d  d  d
\ d b ' t d b \ d b ' l R d b 2 R  V
( _ d __ d  d  d  ~ A
\ d b ' t d b \ d b l R d b ' 2 R  4 J
( d _ d _ A ___
\ d b \ d b ' } d b ' 1R d b 2 R  V 
( _ d _ d _ _ d ___d— M \
V d b ' i  d b 2 d b \ R  d b 2 R  4 )
( J L J L A ___
\ d b \ d b \ d b ' l R d b 2 R  V 
(  d  d  d  d  y \
\ d b ' l  d b \ d b ' l R d b 2 R  V 
( _ d __ d  d  d  -A
V d b ' i  d b t  d b m  d b '2 R  4 J
( d d d  d  >;\  
\ d b \ d b $ d v 1R d b 2R  V
=  Xl,oX2,odu (E.140)
(a^i,0^2,1 -  ^ 1 ,1 ^ 2 ,o ) 24 o (E.141)
(xi,ix2>0 -  xifix2^ )(x’ltlx2fi -  x'li0x2ti)d&fi-M2)
(xitix2to -  XiflX2ti)(x'ltlx2to -  x'h0x2, i ) d ^ j .n 3 )
(x,i iX2,o -  ^i,o^2,i)24 o  (E.144)
( ® i ,1*2,0 -  a?i,0a;2, i ) ( a r i . i ^ o  “  ^ i . o ^ i ) ^ - 1 4 5 )
( x [ , l X 2.,0 ~  X [  0 ^ 2 , 1 ^ 2 , 0  ~  ^ l ^ l ) ^ ^ - 1 4 6 )
^2,o(^l,1^2,0 — ^l,0^2,l)^io (E.147)
(E.148)
r 2 dxx2,0a ll (E.149)
— ^ 1,0^2,0^11 (E.150)
— ^ 1,0^2,0^11 (E.151)
APPENDIX F
Extended Triatomic Molecule Results
This appendix gives the  excited band energies for tria tom ic molecules to  second 
layer.
(*$ih +  ~ ^ a i(6 ~  4ai +  (4 -  3a i)c o s (27))
N 2
~27V^2 ~  a i )a i ( 2 +  cos(27))
n I,2nI/ 2
2N
(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)airir2 sin(27)
+  —(2 — 6ai +  3a})(l +  cos(27))
— —— iViai (^ 32 — 60ai +  23a2 +  4a2 — 3 a ia2 +  4(2 — ai)(3  — 4ai) cos(27)
+ (4  -  3ai)(a i -  a 2) cos(47)^
- ^ ( M i V 2)1/2(2 -  a i) ( l  -  ai)(2 -  a 2) n r 2 sin(27)
+  ^ 2AT2a 2^56(1 — 2ai) -  6a2(2 -  a2) +  39a2 +  2 a ia2 
+2(8 — 24ai +  8a2 +  11a2 — 3a2 — 2aia2) cos(27)
— (2 — ai)(4  — 5ai +  2a 2) cos(47)^
— Af3/2Af21/2(2 -  ai)(2  — a 2)a i r i r2(2 -  2ai +  a 2
2Ar2
47V2
— (4 — 4a 1 +  a 2) cos(27)) sin(27) 
^ 1^ 2(4 -  3ai)(2  -  a 2)a ia 2 sin2(27)
4 ^ p A ri3a i ( - 2 ( 2  -  a i ) ( l  -  9ai) -  3 a ia 2
+ a i(2 0  — 13ai +  3a2) cos(27) 
+  (2 -  a i)2 cos(47)^
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~ ^ N F n R ( 2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)a5nr2(2 -  6<h -  3a2) 
— (6 — 3ai) cos(27)) sin(27)
4iV3
TV2 ./V2 a2 a2 ^—4 -f- 2a^ +  36a2 — 12aia2 — 9a2 
+(16 — 8ai — 12a2 — 3aia2 +  9a 2) cos(27) — 3(2—ai)(2 —a2) cos(47)^ 
^ ( M i V 2 ) 3/2(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)a ia 2r i r 2^2 +  a 2 -  (2 -  a2)co s(2 7 ^  sin(27)
- ^ ^ l 4!2 -  a i)a i cos2(7) -  ^ ( 7 V 1AT2a i)2a^(2 -  a2)sin2(7) 
+-^7A^137V2a 2a 2( a ia 2 -  a\ -  a2 +  (ai -  a2) cos(2 7 )^ 
--^A T i5/27V21/2a 2iV(2 -  ai)(2  -  a2)a‘2r i r 2 sin(27)
L
2N2
N i ( 2  —  a i)a 2(2 +  cos(27))
+ A f /2A21/2(2 -  ai)(2  -  a 2) a i r i r 2 sin(27j
+ ^iV iai ^32 — 60ai +  4a2 +  23a2 — 3 aia2 +  4(2 — ai)(3  — 4ai) cos(27)
+ (4  -  3ai)(a i -  a2) cos(47)J
+ i ( A ri7V2)1/2(2 -  a i) ( l  -  ai)(2  -  a 2) n r 2 sin(2 7 )
+  - ^ A /12a2 ^—34 +  91ai +  9a2 — 39a2 — 6a2 — 2aia2
+ ( —8 +  41ai — 13a2 — 22a2 +  6a2 +  4a ia2) cos(2 7 )
+  (2 — ai)(4  — 5ai +  2a2) cos(47)^
— - j ^ N l /2N 2 2{2 -  ai)(2  -  a2)a i r i r 2^ l -  2ai — a2 — (4 -  4ai +  a 2) cos(27)^ 
+ ^ A riAr2aia2(4 -  3ai)(2 -  a 2)sin2(27)
1 a i f 3a i(—12 +  6ax +  a2) +  ( - 4  -  18ai +  13a2 -  3 a ia2) cos(2 7 )
- ( 2  -  a i)2cos(47)^
- ^ ^ ^ i /2^ 21/2(2 -  ai)(2  -  a 2)a2r i r 2 ^2ai +  a2 +  (2 -  ai) cos(2 7 )^ sin(2 7 )
+  4 ^ .2 iV2iV2a2a2( — 2ai — 34a2 +  9a2 +  12aia2 
+  (—12 +  8ai +  10a2 — 9a2 +  3aia2) cos(27)
+3(2 — ai)(2  — a 2) cos(47)^
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(.N iN 2ys/2(2 -  ai)(2  -  a2)a ia2r i r 2 ^2 +  a2 -  (2 -  a2) cos(2j)^j sin(2 7 )
+ JV4
2 N 2
+ W N ^ 2 ~  a i )a i cos2('i')
+-jyäN?N2a31a2(ai + a2 -a ia 2 -  (ai -  a 2)cos(27)^
+  ^ /V f A r2<i?a2('2 -  a2) sin2(7)
+ j ^ N i ,2N 2/2a2N(2  -  ai)(2  -  a2)a2r i r 2sin(27)
~7— ./V2 a2 f —80 — 122ai 4- 28a2 4~ 87a2 4 -1802 — 12aia2
48 V
+ 2 (—24 +  2ai — 2a2 4- 15a2 — 9a2) cos(27)
—3(2 — ai)(4  — 7ai +  4a2) cos(47)^
_ I tV13/2j/V1/2(2 -  a i ) a i r i r 2^(2 -  ai)(2  +  ai)
4-(8 — 10ai — 2ö2 4- 5a ia2) cos(27)^J
— ~ N 1N 2(4 — 3ai)(2 — a i)a ia 2 sin2(27)
+  2 l N N *a* ( 172 +  13001 “  108ai “  27ai fl2
4-(232 — 32ai — 69a2 4- 27aia2) cos{2^) 4-15(2 — a i)2 cos(47)
12 ./V /^2 /
~ ~ N ~ l N 2 &  -  ai)(2 -  a 2)a2r i r 2f -8 6  -  18ai -  27 a 2
— (90 — 45ai) cos(27)^
+  2 ^V 7Vl2iV2a^ a2( 172 "  42ai +  17202 ~  81a2 ~  54aia2 
+(8  — 48ai — 64a2 4- 81a2 — 27aia2) cos(2 7 )
—45(2 — ai)(2  — a2) cos(47)^
+ ^ ( ^ ^ 2)3/2(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)a ia2r i r 2^10 -  a 2
—5(2 — a 2) cos(27)^ sin(27)
- J ß N i (2 -  a i)a i cos2(7) -  j^ N 2N%(2 -  a 2) a ^ s i n 2(7) 
+ - ^ A r13Ar2a ia 2( a ia 2 -  ai -  o2 +  (ai -  a 2)cos(27))
~  j t p N ^ 2N ^ 2a?N (2 -  a i )(2 -  a2)a2r i r 2sin(27) . (F .l)
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( f l p i f l p 2 )  L
NiJV2a ia 2
4 F  ^ (a i^« i (1 -  a2) sin2(7) F  N 2a2( 1 -  a i)) cos2(7)
+  ^ (Ari^ V2)1/2(2 -  ai)(2  -  a2)r1r2 sin(27)
N \N 2clici2(—8 F  2ai F  2a 2 +  (ai — a2) cos(27))
+2^x01 ^—(2 -  a 2)( l -  a 2) +  (ax -  a 2)( l -  a2) cos(27)^ sin2(7) 
+(A^iiV2)1/2(2 -  a i)(2 -  a2) r i r 2 ^2- a i - a 2 F  ( a i - a 2) cos(27)^ sin(27) 
+2N 2a2^(2 -  a i) ( l  -  2ax) +  (ai -  a 2)( l -  a 2) cos(27)^
F ^  - 2 v^i2(2 - a i )(1 - a 2)a?sin2(27)
+ 2A^y A^2  ^ (2 — a i j (2 — a 2)a i r i r 2^2 — 2ai — a2 
F (2ai — 3a2) 003(27)^ sin(27)
~\~Ni -/V2a ia 2 ^60 — 59(ai F  a2) F  18(a2 F  a2) F  12aia2 
+ 6 ( -a i(2  — ai) +  a 2(2 -  a 2)) cos(2 7 )
F (4  -  a i -  a2 — 2(a2 +  a^) F  4a ia2) cos(47)
F2./V-|/ (2 — ai)(2 — a 2)a2r i r 2^2 — ai — 22 +  (3ai — 2a2)
—2A^2(1 — a-i)(2 — a 2)a2 sin2(27)
cos
SN 3 2 N ^ 2 N ^ 2 ( 2  —  ai)(2 — a2)a2r i r 2^2 +  a \  —  (2 — ai) cos(27 ) j  sin(27 )
F./V2_/V2a2a2 ^—8 F  74ai F  2a2 — 27a.2 — 15aia2 
F 2 (—8 +  16ai F 4a2 — 11a2 +  3a ia2) cos(27)
- ( 2  -  ai)(4  F ai — 3a2) cos(47)^j
2(A i^A^2)3//2(2 — ai)(2 — a2)a ia 2r i r 2(4 — 9(ai F  a 2) 
F 3 (ai — a 2) cos(27) ) sin(27)
N i N ^ d i a ^ f —8 F  2ai F  74a2 — 27a2 — 15aia2 
+2(8 — 4ai — 16a2 +  l l a 2 — 3 a ia2) cos(27 )
- ( 2  -  a 2)(4 -  3ai F  a2) cos(47)^
+21V1/2772/2(2 -  ai)(2  -  a 2)a2fir2^2 +  a 2 +  (2 -  a2) cos(27)^
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3
N 4
N i N 2 (2 — ai)a^a2 cos2(7) +  7Vi7V|(2 — 0 2 ) 0 1 0 2  sin2(7)
N ^ 2 N ^ 2a2N(2  — ai)(2 — 02)0102^1^ 2 sin(27)
+(A^i A^2öiö2)2 ^ 1  +  0,2 -  CL1CL2 -  (ai -  02) cos(27)^
+ ^ { < 2iV21/2(2 -  ai)(2 -  a 2) r i r 2sin(27)
1
+ N
1
N iN 2aia2{S -  2ax -  2a2 +  (ax -  a2) cos(27))
+27Viai ^(2 -  a2)( l -  2a2) +  (1 -  a2)(ai -  a2) cos(27)  ^ sin2(7) 
+(7ViiV2)1/2(2 — ai)(2 — 0*2 )  ^1^ 2 ^2 — ai — a2 
+ (a i -  a2)cos(27)j sin(27)
+27V2a2^(2 -  a i)( l -  2ai) +  (1 -  ai)(ai -  a2) cos(27)^ sin(27) 
2Ni(2 — a i)( l — a2)a2sin2(27) 4- 27V2(1 — ai)(2 — a2)a2sin2(27) 
—27Vf/,27V21//2(2 — ai)(2 — a2)airi72fl — 2ax — a2
+ (2ai — 3a2)cos(27)J sin(27)
3-iViN 2CL1CL2 ^2(—19 4- 2G(ai 4" 0-2) — 9(cii 4" a2) — 6aia2) 
4-(19(ai — a2) — 12(a2 — a2)) cos(27)
4-(—4 +  ai 4“ Ö-2 4- 2(a2 +  a 2) — 40702) cos(47)^
- A + A + p  -  0^(2  — 02)02^^2(1 — ai — 2a 2
+ (3a i — 2ao) cos(27)
21V3
-21V15/2Ar21/2(2 -  oi)(2 -  o2)o?r1r 2( 2 +  ai 
+(2 — ai) cos(27)^) sin(27)
4"TV2N2U2U2^—70ai — 2ö2 “I- 27d2 4- 15aia2
4-2(4 — 14ai — 4a2 4- 11a? — 3aia2) cos(27) 
+2(2 — ai)(4  +  ai — 3a2) cos(47)^
+6(7Vi 7V2)3/2(2 — ai)(2 — a 2)a ia2r i r 2^—3(ai +  a 2)
+ (a i -  a 2) cos(27) ) sin(27)
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-\-N\ -/V2cl\ 0l,2 ^—2öi — 70a2 +  27a2 3“ 15aia2
+ 2 (—4 -(- 4ai +  14a2 — l l a 2 3“ 3 a ia2) cos(2^y)
+2(2 -  a2)(4 -  3ai +  a 2) cos(47)^
+27V1/2iV25/2(2 -  fll)(2 -  a2)a2n r 2( - ( 2  +  a 2)
+(2 -  a2) cos(27)^ sin(27)
+ N^N2{2 -  ai)a^a2 cos2(7) +  NiN%(2 -  a 2)a ia 2 sin2(7)
+(A^i A^2a ia 2)2 ^ax +  a 2 -  a ia 2 -  (ai -  a 2) cos(27)
+(A^iA^2)'5/2a27V(2 -  ai)(2  -  a2)a ia 2r i r 2 sin(27) 
f 2 (
\ — 67V2(2 — a i) ( l  — a2)a2sin2(27)
48 iV4 l
+6A/'13/zAr21/2(2 — ai)(2 — a 2)a i r i r 2(^-2 -  a x +  (3ax -  4a2)cos(27)J
+iVi _/V2a ia 2 ^—68 — 53(cii +  a2) +  39(a2 +  a 2) +  18aia2 
+2(14(ai -  a2) +  9(a2 -  a2)) cos(27)
+3(4 — ai — 02 — 3(a2 +  Oj) +  60102) cos(47) J
- 6 A + iV 23/2(2 -  Oi)(2 -  a2)a2r 1r 2(2 +  a 2
1
+  7V
— (4ai — 3o2)cos(27)j sin(27)
—6A 2^ (1 — a x)(2 — a2)a2 sin2(27)
6A^ 15/2AT21/2(2 -  ai)(2  -  a 2)a2r i r 2(^ 10 -  a x
+5(2 — ai) cos(27)^ sin(27)
+ TV2 A^2o,2ß2 ^344 +  302ai — 42a2 — 189a2 — 81aia2
+2(112 +  16ai +  24a2 — 75a2 +  27aia2) cos(27)
— 15(2 — ai)(4  +  ai — 3a2) cos(47)^
+2(Ari7V2)3^ (2  — ai) (2 — a2)a ia 2r  i r 2 ^172 +  45 (ai +  a 2)
—45(ai — a 2) cos(27)^ sin(27)
+771^0102^344 — 42ai +  302a2 — 189a2 — 81aia2 
+ 2 (—112 — 24ai — 16a2 +  75a2 — 27aia2) cos(27)
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-1 5 (2  -  a2)(4 -  3ai +  a 2) cos(47)J 
+67V1/27V25/2(2 -  ai){2 -  a2)a2r1r2(^  10 -  a 2
432
—5(2 — a2) cos(27)J sin(27)
N 3N2( 2 — a i)a ia 2 cos2(7 ) +  NiN%(2 — a2)a ia 2 sin2(7 )
+(A5 ./V2a ia 2)2 ^ai +  a 2 -  a xa 2 -  (ai -  a2)cos(27)^ 
+ (N iN 2)3/2a2N(2  -  ai)(2  -  a2)a ia 2r i r 2 sin(27) (F.2)
( Di ' D i)la — N 2(2 — ai)a\
+N\ ((1 — 4ai)(4 — ai) — (1 — 6ai 4- 3a2) cos(27)) 
N?
+  ~^r(2 — fli)fli(—3 +  4ai 4~ 2(1 — ai) cos(27))
nI/2nI/2
N
2(2 -  a i) ( l  -  a i )(2 -  a2) r i r 2 sin(27 )
— (2 — ai) (1 — 3a 1 4- (1 — 3ai) cos(27))
4 ~ A T i  ^2(33ai — a2 — 62a2 4- 6 a ia2 4- 23a^ — 3a2a2)
4-2ai(6 — l l a i  4- 4a2) cos(27)
—2(1 — 6ai 4- 3a2)(ai — a 2) cos(47)^
4~2N 2 ^  — ®i)a i f  1 — 42ai — 8a2 4- 39a2 4- 6a2 4~ 2 a ia2
—2(2 4- 9ai — 5a2 — 11a2 4- 3a2 4- 2a ia2) cos(27)
— (1 — 8a 1 4- 2a2 4- 5a2 — 2aia2) cos(47)^
-2JVf/2JV21/2n r 2(2(2 -  3ai +  a?)(2 -  a2)( l +  2oi +  a 2)
+(2 — 14ai +  a2 +  8 a2 — a 2 +  5aia2 — 4a2a2 +  a ia 2) cos(27))  
x sin(27)
—2N i N2(1 — 6ai 4- 3a2)(2 — a2) sin2(27)
Nf (2  — a i)a 2^2 4- 25ai — 18a2 — 3aia2 
4-(4 4- 14ai — 13a2 +  3a ia2) cos(27) +  (1 — ai)(2  — ai) cos(47)^ 
4-2A'15y/2Ar21/,2(2 — ai)a \r\r2(k  +  18ai 4- 10a2 — 12a2 — 6a2 — 15aia2
_1_
+jß
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+6aia2 +  3aia2 — 3(2 — a i)( l  — a i)(2 — 02) cos(27)^ sin(27)
-\-N^N2(2 — A})(2i (22 ^2 +  2ai +  23o.2 — 9c&2 — 12flifl2 
+ (4  — 8ai — 10a2 +  9a2 — 3aia2) cos(27)
- 3(1 -  a i)(2 -  a2) cos(47)^J
+2(A^iA^2)3//2(2 — a i)( l  — ai)(2 — ö2)ö27'i 2^ (^ 2 +  02
— (2 — a 2) cos(27)^j sin(27)
12 /rt
+ ^ ( 2 ~  a Oa i —TVi (2 — a i)aJcos2(7) — (2 — 02)02 sin2 (7)
+2V13A^2aia2(aia2 -  ai — a 2 +  (ai -  a 2) cos(27) 
_7V15^ 2A^21^ 2a2Ar(2 — ai)(2  — a.2)r\r2 sin(27)
+ -rp:1 2(2 -  a i)a i(3  -  4a! -  2(1 -  a x) cos(27)) 
+ 2 J/V13/2J/V21/2(2 -  a i) ( l  -  ai)(2  -  a2) r i r 2 sin(27) 
+ —N\ ^—33ai — ö2 +  62a2 — 6a ia 2 — 23a3 +  3a 2a2 
—4ai(6 — l l a i  +  4a2) cos(27)
+(1 — 6ai +  3a2) (ai — 02) cos(47)^ 
- ( N iN2)1/2{6 -  7ai +  2a2)(2 -  a2) r i r 2 sin(27)
1
+  7V
7V2(2 — a i)a i ^11 +  31ai +  5a2 — 39a2 — 6a2 — 2aia2 
+(8  +  l l a i  — 7d2 — 22 a2 +  6a^ +  4aia2) cos(27)
+(1 — 8ai — 2a2 — 5a2 +  2axa2) cos(47)^
+ 4 N ^ 2N ^ 2(2 — a i ) r i r 2^(l — ai)(4  +  4ai — a?2 — 2 a ia2)
+(2 — 14ai +  a2 +  8a2 — a 2 +  5aia2 — 4a2a2 +  a ia 2) cos(27)^
+2A/"iA^2(l — 6ai +  3a2(2 — a2)a2 sin2(27)
3 r /
—  (2 —ai) — -/V3a2( 6 +  23ai — 18a2 — 3 a ia2 
+(8  +  12ai — 13a2 +  3aia2) cos(27)
+(2 -  a i) ( l  -  a i) cos(47)^
-2A^15/27V2i/2a ir i r2 ( l2  +  14ai +  6a2 — 12a2 — 6a2 — 13aia2 +  6a2a2 
—3aia2 +  3(2 — a i) ( l  — ai)(2  — a 2)ai cos{2^) \ sin(27)
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— N 2N2a\e2 ^6 “I- 2cl\ +  21a2 — 9a<2 — 12aiö2 — (8ai +  8a2 — 9q,2 
+ 3a ia 2) cos(27) — (1 -  ai)(2  -  a2) cos(47)^
+ (N 1N2)3/2(1 -  a i )(2 -  a 2)a2r i r 2^ - 2  -  a2 +  (2 -  a 2) cos(27) 
x sin(27)
+  A^ ( 2 “  a i )a i A+(2 -  a i)a 3 cos2(7) +  A+vVf (2 -  a 2)a2 sin (7)
+ ^ 1 ^ 2 (2  -  ai)(2  -  a 2)a ia 2(ai +  a2 -  a xa2 -  (ai -  a 2) cos(27))
_)_7V15/2j/V'21^ 2a2A7’(2 — ai)(2 — a2)rir2 sin(27)
^ F _ | - i v l2(2 -  ai)(l25 -  22aj -  16a2 -  87a? -  18a  ^+  12aia2 
+2(30 — 26ai — 2 a2 — 15a2 + Oa^ ) cos(27)
+3(1 — 10ai + 4a2 + 7a2 — 4aia2) cos(47)^
-12JV?/2JV21/2(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2) n r 2( ( l  -  ai)(5 +
-t-(l — 8ßi 4- 2a2 4* 5o2 — 2aia2) cos(2^))
—6A^i7V2( 1 — 6öi +  3a 2) (2 — a2)a2 sin2 (27)
+ N +2Nf(2  -  a i)a ? f l5 4  +  79ai -  108a? -  27aia2 +  (184 -  32ai 
—69a2 +  27aia2) cos(27) +  15(1 — ai)(2  — a2) cos(47)^ 
+47V1j /2A^21//2(2 — a\)air\r2 ^308 — 106ai — 46a2 — 36a2 — 54a2 — aia2 
+18a2a2 +  27a\al +  45(2 — a i) ( l  — ai)(2  — a2) cos(27)^J sin(27)
+2N2N 2(2 — ai)aia2^154 — 42a^ +  121a2 — 81a? — 54aia2 
+(64 +  48ai +  52a2 — 81a? +  27aia2) cos(27)
-45(1  -  ai)(2  -  a 2) cos(47)^
+12(j/Vi 7V2)3/2(2 -  a i) ( l  -  ai)(2  -  a2)a2r i r 2^10 -  a 2
—5(2 — a2) cos(27)^ sin(27)
384 r
- —7(2 -  a i)a i N f  (2 -  ai)a? cos2(7) +  N%N%(2 -  a 2)a? sin2(7) 
i \ z L
+A^13A^2a ia 2^ai +  a 2 — a ia 2 -  (ai — a2)cos(2^)^j 
+7V15/27721/2a2A/'(2 -  ai)(2  -  a2) r i r 2sin(27) \ .  (F.3)
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( A  • d2 ) l =  7Vi 7V2(2 -  a i )(2 -  a2) r i r 2 
— 2 ( N i  sin2(7) 4- 7V2 cos2(7))(2 -  a i )(2 -  a2) r i r 2 
— (7ViiV2)1/2( l  -  a i) ( l  -  a 2) sin(27)
TV^ TV^ 2
TV
N\N2
TV
(a2 TV -  ( N i  +  N 2) a \ a 2 ) sin(27)
(2 -  ai)(2  — a2) r i r 2(—3 +  2ax +  2a2 +  (ai -  a 2) cos(27))
+ — ^1(2 — a i )(2 — a2) r i r 2(l — 2a2 4- 
(ai -  a2) cos(27)) sin2 (7)
4-— (TViTVa)1/2 ^ai 4~ a2 — a 2 — a^ — 3a ia 2 4- a 2a 2 +  cl\ cl\
- ( 1  -  a i) ( l  -  a 2)(ai -  a 2 ) cos(27)^ sin(27)
2
+ - ^ N 2(2 -  a i )(2 -  a 2) r i r 2(l -  2ai 4- (ai -  a 2) cos(27)) cos2(7)
1
27V2
27V2(2 -  a i )2(2 -  a 2)a i f i r 2 sin2(27)
—27Vf//27V21^ 2(2 — a i) a i ( l  4- 2ai — a\ — 2a\a2
+(1 — 2ai +  4a2 — 3a 2 +  2aia2) cos(27)^) sin(27)
drN\N2{2 — ai)(2 — a 2) r i r 2^2 — 26ai — 26a2 4- 19a2 4~ 18a2 4" 12cl\ cl2 
+ (10ai -- 10a2 — 11a2 +  12a2) cos(27)
—2(1 — a2 — a2 4- 2 a ia2) cos(47)^
-\-2N^  A ^  (2 — ö2)ö2^—1 — 2a2 +  a 2 +  2a ia2
+(1 4- 4ai — 2a 2 — 3a2 +  2a ia2) cos(27)^ sin(27)
+7V2(2 -  ai)(2  -  a2)2a2r \r2 sin2(27)
^2 N ^2N ^ 2(2 — a i) ( l  — a 2)a2 (2 +  ai 4- (2 — ai) 003(27)^) sin(27)
27V3
+7V27V2(2 — a i ) a i r i r 2^8 +  96ai — 54a2 — 2a2 — 78aia2 4- 27a2 a2 
4-15aia2 4- 2(24ai 4- 8a2 — 22a2 — 4a^ — 6 aia2 4- 11a2a2 
—3aia2) cos(27) — (2 — ai)(2  — a 2)(2 +  a \  —  3a2) cos(47)
4-2(7V17V2)3/2a ia 2 ( s  4~ 28(ai 4~ a2) — 18(a2 4~ a^) — 30aja2
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+ 9(ö2ö2 +  aia^) — 3(2 — ai)(2 — ö2)(öi — 02) cos(27) ] sin(27)
+N\N% (2 — ai)(2  — a2^ cl2t 1^2^4 2ol\ -\~ 48ö2 — 27ö2 — 15öiö2 
—2(4ai +  12a2 — l l ö 2 +  3öiö2) cos(27)
- ( 2  -  a 2)(2 -  3ai +  a2) cos(47)^
+27V1//2N ^ 2( l  — ßi)(2 — a2)ö2^2 +  0 2  — (2 — ö2)cos(27)^ sin(27)
1
2AF 24iVjiV2(2 -  a i )2(2 -  ö2)ö jr ir2 cos2(7 )
3 N ^ 2N ^ 2(2 — ai)(2 — ö2)ö2ö2^2(1 +  3ai) +  (2 — ö i) cos(27)^ sin(27) 
-f 4./V2 N%(2 — öi) (2 — ö2)öiö2r iT2 ^3 +  4öi +  4ö2 — 5öiö2 
- 6(öi -  a2) cos(27) -  (3 -  2al -  2a2 +  öiö2) cos(47)^j 
+24Arf /,2A^ 2//2(2 — öi) (2 — ö2)öiö2 sin(27)
+24A^i A^2(2 — ö i)(2 — a2)2Ö2rir2 sin2(27)
+  ^ { N i 3/2Ar21/2(2 -  a i) ( l  -  a 2)aisin(27)
+N{/2N 2 2{\ -  ai)(2 — a 2)a2 sin(27)
+7Vi 7V2(2 — ö i) (2 -  a2) r i r 2(3 -  2öi — 2a2 — (öi -  a2) cos(2^))
—2Ni(2 -  ai)(2  -  a2) r i r 2(l -  2a2 +  (öi -  a 2) cos(27)) sin2(7 )
d~(Ni A^)1//2 ^(1 — öi — 02) (öiö2 — öi — 02)
+(1 -  ö i)(1 -  ö2)(öi -  ö2) cos(27)^ sin(27)
— 2N2(2 —  ö i )(2 -  a2) rir2( l  -  2öi  +  (öi  -  ö2 ) cos(27 )^ cos2( j )
- 2 N 2(2 -  ö i)2(2 -  ö2)ö ir ir2 sin2(27)
+2A^i^ N 2  ^ (2 — ö i)ö i^(1 — ö2)(2 +  2öi +  02)
+(1 — 2öi +  4ö2 — 3ö2 +  2öiö2) cos(27)^ sin(27)
N i N2(2 -  ö i)(2 -  ö2) r i r 2^10 +  19(öi +  ö2 -  ö2 -  al) -  12öiö2 
+ (5(öi +  ö2) -  11(ö2 +  02)) cos(27)
—2(1 — 02 — 02 +  2öiö2) cos(47)J 
+ 2^ ^  N 2  ^ (2 — 0 2 ) 0 2 ^ ( 1  — ö i )(2 +  ö i  +  2 0 2 )
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— (1 4- 4ai — 2a2 — 3a2 4- 2a ia2) cos(27)J sin(27)
-2N%(2 -  ai)(2  -  a2)2a 2r i r 2 sin2(27) 
1
2N2
QN^/2 N2/2(2 -  a i ) ( l  -  a2)a2 ( 2 4- ai 4- (2 — ai) cos(27) ) sin(27)
4-
4-3Af2772(2 — a i) a i r i r 2^24 +  88ai — 8 a 2 — 54a2 — 2 a2 — 74aia2 
4-27a2a 2 -I- 15aia2 “I- 2(8 4- 20ai -I- 4a2 — 22a^ — 4a2 — 4 a ia2 
+ l l a 2a2 — 3aiÖ2) cos(27)
4-(2 -  ai)(2 -  a 2)(2 4- ax -  3a2) cos(47)^
+ 6(N iN 2)3/2aia2 ^24 4- 20(ai 4- a2) — 18(a2 4- a 2) — 26aia2
4-9aia2(ai 4- a2) -  3(2 -  ai)(2  -  a2)(ai -  a2) cos(27^  sin(27)
4-3iV1iV|(2 — ai)(2 — a 2)a2r i r 2^12 4- 2ai 4- 44a2 — 27a2 — 15aia2 
—2(4 4“ 4ai 4~ 10a2 — lla ^  4- 3 a ia2) cos(27)
- ( 2  -  a2)(2 -  3ai 4- a 2) cos(47)^
4-6Ari /2Ar2/2(l -  ai)(2 -  a 2)a2 ^2 +  a 2 -  (2 -  a 2) cos(27)) sin(27)
^  AT?AT2(2 -  a i)2(2 -  a2)a \r ir2 cos2(7)
4_AT1j /2A^ 2/2(2 -  ai)(2  -  a2)a3a 2 sin(27)
4-AT13/27725/2(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)axal sin(27 )
4-A/1Ar|(2  -  ai)(2  -  a2)2a2rxr 2sin2(7)
L 2
12N4
6772(2 -  a i)2(2 -  a2)a i r i r 2 sin2(27) 
N l /2N l2/2(2 -  a\)a\ ((5 -  2ax)(l -  a 2)
4-(l — 3ai 4- 5a2 — 4a2 +  3a ia2) cos(27)^ sin(27)
—N i N 2{2 — ai)(2  — a2) r i r 2 ^2(—61 4- 8(ai 4- a 2) 4- 21(a2 4- a 2) 4- 9 a ia2) 
+5(8(ai -  a 2) 4- 3(a2 -  a2)) cos(27)
4-3(2 — 3(a2 +  a2) 4- 6a ia2) cos(47)^
—771/2A^ 2/2(2 -  a 2)a2 ^6(5 -  2a2)
- (1 4 -  5ai — 3a2 — 4a2 4- 3a ia2) cos(27) ) sin(27)
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+67V2 (2 -  <zi)(2 -  a2)2a2r 1r2 sin2(27)
^ 6 N ^ 2N 2^2(2 — a i) ( l  — a2)a2( l 0  — ai +  5(2 — a\) cos(27) ) sin(27)
12 N
+ N 2N 2(2 — ai)airir2^616  + 400ai — 392ö2 — 378a2 + 42 a2 — 363a\a2 
+189a2a2 +  81aia2 +  2(247 +  20ai — 76a2 — 150a2 — 24a2 
+44aia2 4-  75a2a2 —  27aia2) cos(27)
+15(2 -  ai)(2  -  a2)(2 +  a\ — 3a 2) cos(47)^
+2(NiN2)1/2aia2(^>l6 — 152(ai +  a2) — 90(a2 +  a 2) — 2a\a2
+ 4 5 a ia2(ai +  a 2) -  45(2 -  ai)(2  -  a2)(ai -  a 2) cos(27)^ sin(27)
+77i 772(2 — ai)(2  — a2)a2rir2^308 — 42ai +  200a2 — 189a2 — 81aia2 
—2(124 +  24ai +  10a2 — 75a2 +  27aia2) cos(27)
-1 5 (2  -  a2)(2 -  3ai +  a 2) cos(47)^
+ 6 N ^ 2 N ^ 2(l — ai)(2 — a2)a2^10 — a2 — 5(2 — a 2)cos(27)^ sin(27)
N f N 2(2 -  a i)2(2 -  a2)a\rir2 cos2(7 )
+ N ^ 2 N%2 (2 — ai)(2 -  a2)a\a2 sin(27)
+ N ^ 2 N ^ 2{2 — ai)(2 — a2)a ia2 sin(27)
36 
N 2
+A^i A 2^ (2 -  a i )(2 -  a2)2a 2r i r 2 sin2(7 ) (F.4)
(M4)L =  ^ N i N 2 (2  -  ai)(2 -  a 2)(ri -  r 2)2 sin(27)
+ i ( 7Vi sin2(7) +  N 2 cos2(7))(2 -  a x)(2 -  a2)(l +  n  -  r2 +  r i r 2)
x (1 T \  +  r2 + n r 2)
- i ( A ^ i772)1/2(2 -  ai)(2 -  a 2)( l  +  r i r 2)2 sin(27)
+  ^ : A ri^ (2 — ai)(a i(2  — a\ — a\a2)
—2 r \r 2{2  -  a x)(2 -  a 2)( l  -  a x)) sin(27)
+  ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ 2 (0 1  +  cl2 — 2)(2(ai +  a2 — 0102) +  (cl\ — cl2) cos(27))
- - ^ N \ , 2n I / 2 (2  -  a 2)(a2(2 -  a 2 -  a ia 2)
- 2 r i r 2(2 -  ai)(2 -  a2)( l  -  a2)) sin(27)
+  2 ^ ( M  sin2(7) +  7V2 cos2(7 ))(a2 -  a i )(2 -  ai -  a2 +  a ia 2) cos(27)
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8 N 2
~^~4N  ^■^ 1'^ 2) 1^ 2 ( ai02(^ ~~ a i — +2) +  (2(fli — 02) — a? +  a? +  a\a2 — axa2) 
x cos(27)^ sin(27)
—2/V2(2 — a i)a i(2  — 07 — a 2 +  0102) sin2(7)
+ 2 N ^ 2 N ^ 2 (2 — a i)a i^ 4  — 2a\ — a2 — a\a2
— (4 — 2ai — 6a2 — 5a2 — 3axa2) cos(27)^ sin(27)
+ N \N 2 ^ a ia2(28 — 17(ax +  a2) +  4axa2 +  (a2 4- a2)) — 3(2 — ax)2a 2 
—3(2 — a2)2a2 +  (axa2(3(a2 — ax) +  a? — a?) — fli(2 — ax)“
—a2(2 — a2)2) cos(27) — (a ia2(12 — 5(ai +  a2) — a2 — a2 +  4 a ia2) 
+ a i(2  -  a i)2 +  a2(2 -  a2)2) cos(47)^
+2A/'1/27V2/2(2 -  a 2)a2f 4 -  a2 -  2a,2 -  a ia 2
— (4 +  6a 1 — 2 a2 — 5a2 +  3a ia2) cos(27)^
-2iV 2 (2 -  a 2)a2(2 -  a x -  a2 +  a ia 2) sin2 (27)
[+7V15/27V21/2(2 -  ax)a?a2(2 +  a i( l  -  a 2) +  (2 -  a i ) cos(27 )) sin(27 ) 
+27727V2(2 -  a i)2(2 -  a2)a ia 2sin2(27)
+(A^i7V2)3/2a ia 2 ^32 — 76(ax +  a2) +  34(ai +  a 2)2 — 17aia2(ai +  a 2)
+5(2 -  ai)(2  -  a 2)(ai -  a 2) cos(27) j  sin(27)
+277x772(2 — ai)(2 — a2)2a ia 2 sin2(27)
+7V1/27V2/2(2 -  a 2)axa2(2 +  a2 +  (2 -  a 2) cos(27)) sin(27)
L
4 N 2
2 N 4 |^2477f 7V2(2 -  a i)2(2 -  a2)a\rir2 cos2(7)
+3Arf /277|/2(2 -  a2)a?a2 ^2(2 +  5ax -  3a?) +  (2 -  ax)2 cos(27 ) ) sin(27 ) 
+4772772 (2 — ax)(2 -  a2)aia2r ir2 ^3 +  4 (ax +  a 2) +  5axa2 
—6(ax -  a 2) cos(27) — (3 -  2(ax +  a 2) +  a xa2) cos(47)^
+247Vf/2T72/2(2 -  ax)(2 -  a2)2axa3 sin(27)
+24iVxA^|(2 -  ax)(2 -  a2)2a 2rxr2 sin2(7)
277x/27721/2axa2(77x(2 -  ax) +  N 2{2 -  a2)) sin(27 )
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+2N iN 2(ai +  02 — 2)(2(ai -\- (I2 — 0-102) 4- (01 — 02) cos(27))
- 2(7Vi sin2(7) +  N2 cos2(7))(2(oi -  a2) -  o2 +  a] 4- a ia 2(ai -  a 2)) 
x cos(27) sin2(7)
+ (M -^ 2)1^ 2^(4 — Oi — 02)0102 4- 2(2(oi — 02) — a2 4- o2 4- 0102(01 — 02)) 
x cos(27) ) sin(27)
1
+ N
2N 2(2 -- 01)02(2 — ai — 02 4- 01O2) sin2(27)
-l-2A i^  ^ A^ 2^  (2 — o i)o i^ —4 4- 2ai 4  17o2 — 7o2 — 3oi02 4" 2oio^
— (4 — 2ai 4- 6ö2 4- 3o i02 — 5o2) cos(27)^ sin(27)
-\-N\N2 ^12(oi +  02 — o2 — O2) — 28o i02 4- 17oi02(fli 4* 02)
43 (o 3 4" 02 — o\ci2 — 0103) 4" 4o2O2 4- 4(4(oi — cl2 — o2 4  02) 
+ 3 oio2(oi — a2) +  a\ — a\ — a\a2 +  0,10%) cos(27) 4- (4(ai +  02 — a 2 
—02 4  o2a2 4- 30102) 4- a 3 4- o3 — o i02(5oi 4- 5o2 — o2 — a^)) cos(47) j
-\~2N ^  (^ — 02)02^—4 4- 17oi 4- 2o2 — 7o2 — 3oi02 4  2o202
+(4 4- 6ai — 2o2 — 5o2 4- 30102) cos(27)^ sin(27)
+2N%(2 — a2)a2(2 — ai — a2 4- o ia2) sin2(27)
+ N 2
+
3 N ^ 2 N ^ 2(2 — ai)a\a2{2 +  ai — (2 — ai) cos(27)) sin(27) 
—6N 2N2(2 — o i)2(2 — a2)ai02 sin2(27)
+ {N iN 2)3j,2aia2 ^224 — 468(ai 4* 02) 4- 286(o2 4- 02) 4~ 504o iO2 
60(a3 4" O2) — 203oiO2(ai 4~ 02) 4~ 30o iO2(o2 4" 02 4' O1O2) 
4 3 (oi — o2)(2 -  ai)(2 — a2) cos(27 )^ j sin(27)
—6NiN%(2 — ai)(2 — a2)2aia2 sin2(27)
+ N ^ 2N^ 2{2 — 02)0102(2 4- o2 4- (2 — a2) cos(27)) sin(27)
2
AT3 6N 3N2(2 -  oi)2(2 -  o2)o3o2(ri -  r 2)2 cos2(7)
4-Arf /2A^ 2/2(2 -  oi)2(2 -  a2)2air,i(ri -  r2)2^2ri(2 +  4ax -  a2 — 2oia2) 
—2r 2(l 4- 2oi) 4- r i (4 — 2oi — 2a2 +  0102) cos(27)
- r 2(2 -  01) cos(27) sin(27)
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&
+ N l/2N l/2{2 -  <n)2(2 -  a 2)2a2r 1( r1 -  r2)2( 2 n (2  +  3a2 -  2a\)
—2r2(l +  o2) -  n (4  -  4a2 +  a 2) cos(27) +  r 2(2 -  a2) cos(27)J sin(27) 
+6AriiV |(2 -  ai)(2  -  a2)2a2(ri -  r 2)2 sin2(7 ) |
67V2 (2 -  a i)2(2 -  a2) a i r i r2 sin2(27)
1
+  7V
127V4
-67V13/27V21/2(2 -  cli)cli ((5 +  a i) ( l  -  a2)
+(1 — 3ai +  5a2 +  3aia2 — 4a2) cos(27)^J sin(27)
+7Vi 7V2(2 — a x)(2 — eL2 )T\T2 ^122 — 16(öi -l- ö2) — 42(ö2 +  ö2) — 18öiö2 
-(4 0 (a i +  a 2) -  15(a2 +  a2)) cos(27) — (6 +  9(ai +  a 2)2) cos(47)
—67Vj' TV./ (2 — ö2)ö2^(5 +  ö2)(1 — ai) +  (1 +  5ai — 3ö2 — 4ö2 +  3öiö2) 
x cos(27)^
+67V2(2 -  ai)(2  -  a 2)2a2r i r 2sin2(27)
+67Vj5/27V21/2(1 -  a2)a2f  20 -  12ai +  a? +  5(2 -  a ^ c o s ^ ) )  sin(27 )
+  7V27V2(2 — öi)ö i^+308 4- 200öi — 42cl2 — 189<x2 +  ‘2(cl\<12 
+2(124 +  10ai +  24a2 — 75ö2 +  27öiö2) cos(27)
— 15(2 — ai)(2 -  a2)(2 +  öi -  3a2) cos(47)^
+2(7Vi7V2)3//2a ia 2^616 — 152(ai +  a 2) — 90(a2 +  a 2) — 2aia2
+ 4 5 a ia2(ai +  a2) -  45(2 -  ai)(2  -  ö2)(öi -  ö2)öiö2 cos(27)^ sin(27)
+7Vi7V2(2 — ö i) (2 — ö2)ö27'i?"2 ^308 — 42öi +  200ö2 — 189ö2 +  200ö2 
—2(124 +  24öi +  10a2 — 75ö2 +  27öiö2) cos(27)
— 15(2 — öi)(2 — a2)(2 — 3öi +  a2) cos(47)^
+67V1/27V2/2(1 -  ö i)ö22(^ 20 -  12a2 +  a2 -  5(2 -  a2)2 c o s ( 2 ^  sin(27 )
36 
7V2
7V37V2(2 -  ö i)2(2 -  a2)a3r i r 2 cos2(7 )
+ TVi/27V2/2(TV2a2 +  a27V2)(2 -  ö i)(2 -  o2)öiö2sin(27 ) 
+7Vi 7V2(2 -  ö i) (2 -  a2)2a 2r i r 2 sin2(7 ) (F.5)
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